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Editor’s Introduction

I was euphoric when, in 2013, some colleagues and I were invited to join the
editorial board of GSP. What followed were personally exciting and instructive
years for the journal and myself—and, as we all know, there is no better way to
learn than to fail. In spite of or perhaps because of this, we (as scholars) and GSP
(the journal and the team) have developed rather well. Now—after almost eight
years—it is time to put the journal’s fate into someone else’s hands and to make
room for new ideas.
My successor as editor in chief, Kirril Shields, and our well attuned team will make
sure that the developments of the past years are continued. What is more, I am
convinced he will give a fresh impetus to GSP and thereby further improve the
journal.
My heartfelt thanks go many people. First, the three IAGS presidents over the last
years—Daniel Feierstein, Andrew Woolford, and Henry Theriault, who have
always provided continuous support to the GSP Editorial Team. It was possible for
us to independently control the journal’s fate without any interference concerning
its contents. I very much wish Kirril Shields similar conditions for his work.
Furthermore, my thanks go to all those who I could work with in the past couple of
years. These include, of course, the former and current members of the editorial
team, some of whom have become friends. Similarly, working behind the scenes
are the reviewers whose work must remain anonymous. Their contributions to
academic achievement are cherished far too little. I completely agree with the
Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA)1 in considering it an issue of
fundamental importance that especially work like this—just as the supervision of
theses and the like—should be esteemed much more highly in the context of
assessing scientiﬁc excellence.
Finally, I would like to thank the authors who entrusted the fruits of their work to
us in the hope that it would be judged fairly. I very much hope to have always
been fair; yet, I am aware of the fact that authors, especially those whose
contributions were not accepted by GSP, might have opinions which could possibly
differ. I have constantly sought to do justice solely based on the quality of the
paper and regardless of the person. The bottom line is, editors represent
intersubjectively constituted norms that can only be disputed step by step.
However, within the rather narrow scope of a peer-reviewed journal, I (and we)
have made an effort to make room for diverse formats of publication. However, in
our case this also implied that a good half of the submitted articles were rejected.
Sometimes this was easy as, for example, in the case of political pamphlets
covering several pages. Quite often, though, it was difﬁcult, too; for example, when
the reported facts were highly interesting, but the respective state-of-the-art was
neither very well-known nor linked up with the paper at hand and when it was not
possible for us to ﬁll these gaps together. With the introduction of the Dossier, we
now have a section that leaves considerably more freedom to the authors than
what is permissible for peer-reviewed articles. The Arts & Literature section that is
as yet at its experimental stage pursues a similar aim.

1

The Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA), https://sfdora.org/.
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Especially this last issue under my supervision is an outstanding example for the
role guest editors play for academic journals. This special issue is, ﬁrst and
foremost, the result of Scherto Gill’s hard work and by the authors she summoned.
In addition, working at those special issues behind the scene is always
accompanied by—in the best case—intensive discussions. In this way, I learned
and am still learning from every text, every review, and every exchange.
About the special issue itself it should be noted that it approaches a highly relevant
and increasingly debated topic—the question how collective experiences and
consequences of enslavement and slavery should be dealt with in the long run. Yet
at a very basic level—and this also applies to this case—there is a strong focus on
what can be called the North American experience. We, Scherto Gill and I,
discussed in long emails and conversations to what degree these experiences are
typical and can be generalized. This is important insofar as it implies questions
about being White, about People of Color, about diversity but also about being
privileged. Germany, for example, is of minor importance in the context of the
Atlantic slave trade and the corresponding experience is not formative for German
society. Much more important are other stories such as those concerned with
robbery, rape, and enslavement on the so-called South Sea islands as they were
traced in depth most recently by Götz Aly.2 Here, robbery shaped biological and
social anthropology for years to come. In this case, performative practices and
notions evolve and conﬁrm themselves that will be valid for a long time: to subdue
the world (and its people) by force and to take what can be gotten hold of in other
regions or countries. Both the national socialist raciology as well as the
exploitation, obliteration, and rape of large parts of Europe follow a similar pattern
and are to some extent carried out by the same people or their disciples. The
heritage of this type of colonialism can be admired in the ethnographic collections
of various museums preserving evidence of cultures that have been annihilated by
the predecessors of those that display it.
Further, in large parts of Europe, diverse forms of enslavement of indigenous
individuals such as serfdom existed. Finally, also Europeans—such as the people
living at the Italian coasts or crews and passengers from ships that travelled the
Mediterranean—were enslaved by agents from North Africa.3 Even as regards the
enslaving parties engaged in the Atlantic slave trade, not all participants were
winners or even voluntarily involved in the events. The—by the way, very diverse
—crews of the ships were in some cases forced aboard and many of them died
either by the hand of their captains, of illness, or in ﬁghts with those who they had
enslaved.4 An important, yet not all too often mentioned aspect is that the by far
largest percentage of those who were chained together on the ships had not been
hunted down and taken captive by the ships’ crews. Africans hunted Africans,
caught them, transported them over long distances and sold them to the ships
waiting for them especially in the river estuaries and at the coasts of West Africa.5
Those aspects are probably not addressed as often as they should because of the
fear to be accused of relativizing the issue. In some cases, this might even be the

2

Götz Aly, Das Prachtboot. Wie Deutsche die Kunstschätze der Südsee raubten (Frankfurt am Main: S.
Fischer, 2021).

3

Robert C. Davis, Christian Slaves, Muslim Masters: White Slavery in the Mediterranean, the Barbary Coast,
and Italy, 1500–1800 (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007).

4

Emma Christopher, Slave Ship Sailors and Their Captive Cargoes, 1730–1807 (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2006).

5

Marcus Rediker, The Slave Ship: A Human History (New York: Penguin Books, 2008).
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case. As a matter of fact, though, the goal is to understand slavery and—in the
context of this special issue—especially its consequences and the possibilities of
what is considered here as cure in a comprehensive manner. To approach the North
American experience as a paradigmatic point of departure for such a discussion
can be no more than an opening.
As I said above, I have learned a lot working for GSP. I would like to use the
section Dossier and—quite in accordance with my character and based on the
observation of the last couple of years—critically address some developments in
the ﬁeld and make some suggestions as to how they could be dealt with…
In the meantime, farewell and see you soon at a different place.
Christian Gudehus
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Guest Editorial: Mass Atrocity and Collective Healing: New
Possibilities for Regenerating Communities

Introduction
In the wake of large-scale atrocities, such as the transatlantic trade of enslaved Africans and
slavery, genocide, and apartheid, human sufferings can haunt communities and societies for
generations. The potential traumatic effects of such brutality may persist in different guises,
including physical and psychological ill-health, intercommunal hostilities, polarization, and
further violent conflicts. At the same time, whilst peoples, communities, and societies
experience the harms associated with past barbarities, they may continue to be subject to the
underlying root causes of violence and their prevailing legacies, such as social deprivation,
economic exploitation, institutionalized discrimination, and other forms of injustice.
There has been recognition that mass atrocities can have long-term impact on
individuals, groups, and communities in significantly damaging ways, including the resulting
traumas, not least cultural trauma, and intergenerational trauma. Despite such harrowing
effects, it is also suggested that a greater part of our global society tends to live with these
harmful consequences of historical catastrophes, often unconsciously.1 Communities can live
with the aftermath of historical violence unconsciously for a number of reasons. It is either
because these events had happened so long ago that it has become impossible to associate the
present sufferings with the damage caused in the distant past; or due to a lack of an
awareness of these connections; or owing to collective amnesia, which is a way to protect
communities from continued anguish. Some have even suggested that living with and
experiencing collective trauma unconsciously can be symptoms of prolonged traumatization.2
This not only highlights the needs to reckon and learn from humanity’s collective past, and to
acknowledge the crimes committed and the wounds inflicted, but more importantly,
recognizes the imperative of collective healing.
Despite this imperative, collective healing of mass trauma has not always been
regarded as a significant pathway to community regeneration, global well-being, and lasting
peacefulness. Healing practices, where available, tend to be patchy and limited, and seeking
healing is often regarded as an individual’s responsibility rather than a societal process. This
individualistic conception of healing fails to recognize the systemic nature of mass atrocities
and their structural roots. Therefore, traumatized communities and societies can be made to
feel even more vulnerable, disempowered, and alienated by the continued culture of violence.
Although ongoing scholarship and research have attempted to bring forward
theoretical debates from multifarious perspectives concerning historical trauma and collective
healing, there remain severe limitations. For instance, little attention has been paid to
interrogate the conspiring structural process of wounding that was strategically conceived, and
systematically carried out by actors with the intention to benefit from the mass brutality, as in
the case of transatlantic trade of enslaved Africans and slavery. Equally, there is a lack of focus
on linking the different symptoms of trauma lodged in the national and regional geopolitical
tensions and systemic injustice to the historical events that had resulted in the deep wounds in

1

Tshombe Miles, “Reﬂecting on the Legacy of Brazilian Slavery and Reimaging Afro-Brazilian Agency,” History Compass
17, no. 1 (2019), 8.

2

Thomas Hübl and Julie Avritt, Healing Collective Trauma: A Process for Integrating Our Intergenerational and Cultural
Wounds (Louisville: Sounds True, 2020).
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the ﬁrst place. As such, land inequality in Colombia,3 socioeconomic deprivation in Brazil,4
white supremacy suffered by African and indigenous Americans in the US,5 and ethnic
fractionalization, fragmented political structures, and political fragility in some countries in
Africa,6 can easily be treated as “issues” or “problems” in their own right, rather than tracing
them to the dehumanizing acts of transatlantic slavery.
As global communities continue to be confronted with racism, a truly harmful
consequence of transatlantic slavery, a great deal of research has been devoted to peoples’ and
communities’ experiences of racial injustice and discrimination. This focus on racism per se can
present us with two kinds of undesired phenomenon. One is that the more scholarships and
grassroots efforts lay emphasis on the “racialized” experiences of peoples of color, the more
their victimhood is accentuated, and the more the segregation is reinforced between the “races”
and peoples of different skin colors. The other is that when “race” becomes the center of
investigation and inquiry, and notwithstanding the critique to institutional racism, the systemic
roots of racism, i.e., capitalist economy, and associated instrumental mentality and the ideology
of human hierarchy, can remain unquestioned. Hence since the abolition of slavery, and the end
of colonial occupation, slavery has prevailed, albeit in different garbs, and colonization has
continued, not limited to those who live in non-self-governing territories, but through more
subtle, and more deeply seated form of colonization, from educational system, to language and
discourse, from epistemic foundation, to our ways of perceiving justice.
Therefore, for the UNESCO Slave Route Project (SRP), and the Guerrand-Hermès
Foundation for Peace (GHFP),7 the challenges of confronting mass atrociousness include
addressing the need to acknowledge historical acts of violence, understanding the harmful
impacts of legacies sustained by continued social injustice, and examining the very structure
that has perpetuated systemic dehumanization. To confront these challenges, the UNESCO SRP
and the GHFP developed a partnership initiative, seeking to investigate the connection between
past large-scale atrocities, such as the transatlantic slavery, their harmful effects on successive
generations of peoples and communities, as well as the wide-spread racism in contemporary
western societies.
To this end, the UNESCO SRP/GHFP partnership launched two international symposia
on the relevant topics in 2018 and 2019; a research to propose a conceptual framework for
understanding the notion of healing wounds in 2019, and a desk review to map out existing
approaches to and practices of collective trauma healing in 2020–2021. The interdisciplinary
dialogue, philosophical investigation into key concepts, and exploration of relevant literature
and ﬁndings in the intersecting ﬁelds of research and study have not only resulted in rich
insights into general questions concerning mass brutalities and trauma, but also deepened the
partners commitment to further expanding our understanding of collective healing.
Accordingly, this Special Issue brings forward six articles from the above process. It
aims to contribute to emergent critical voices in research about collective trauma and collective
healing by introducing novel perspectives and inviting further debates on the relevant issues
evoked. For this reason, the Special Issue focuses on collective healing through a number of
prisms. First, it delves into the notions of wounding and trauma, with a view to advance a well3

Daron Acemoglu et al., “Finding Eldorado: Slavery and Long-Run Development in Colombia,” Journal of Comparative
Economics 40, no. 4 (2012), 534–564.

4

Ibrahima Thiaw and Deborah L. Mack, “Atlantic Slavery and the Making of the Modern World: Experiences,
Representations, and Legacies: An Introduction to Supplement 22,” Current Anthropology 61, no. 22 (2020), 151;
Daniela Issa, “Reification and the Human Commodity: Theorizing Modern Slavery in Brazil,” Latin American
Perspectives 44, no. 6 (2017), 96.

5

Moon-Kie Jung, Beneath the Surface of White Supremacy: Denaturalizing US Racisms Past and Present (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2015).

6

Graziella Bertocchi and Andrea Guerzoni. “Growth, History, or Institutions: What Explains State Fragility in SubSaharan Africa?,” Journal of Peace Research 49, no. 6 (2012), 769–783.

7

UNESCO SRP and GHFP have jointly supported the research and symposia from which this Special Issue has
emerged.
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argued theoretical framework for understanding collective healing. Second, it identiﬁes
underlying ethical pillars for collective healing, especially the principles of equality and wellbeing that afﬁrm human dignity founded on our intrinsic non-instrumental value as persons.
Third, it interrogates one of the deeply seated root causes of transatlantic slavery, and
establishes a connection between capitalist expansion and systematic subjugation of human
beings to brutal forces for the sake of materialistic production and wealth accumulation. Thus
this Special Issue attempts to survey historical dehumanization in some of the mass atrocities,
probe their continued legacies in contemporary societies in Africa, Europe, and the Americas,
and highlight some of the promising political, psycho-social, and grassroots approaches to
collective healing in various contexts. In doing so, it further reﬂects on the conceptual,
methodological, and structural challenges involved when moving towards collective healing.
It is important to note from the outset that the original candidate articles covered a
wider range of contexts and atrocities, including transatlantic slavery, genocides in the 20th
century, violent displacement of aboriginal communities, ethnic cleansing, and intercommunal
violence. However, due to peer-review decisions and spaces allowed, this Special Issue only
contains a collection of articles that focus their explorations mostly on the wounds of
transatlantic slavery, with one article which reﬂects and evaluates the effectiveness of healing in
wider and more diverse contexts.
Given this narrow focus, by bringing forward the aforementioned dimensions of
investigation and interrogation, this Special Issue attempts to make a case for the imperative of
collect healing of large-scale dehumanizing atrocities and the resulting wounds. Whilst
developing original ideas, and suggesting innovative perspectives, the articles included here
have also actively built upon relevant ideas and perspectives of other scholars, researchers, and
practitioners. In this way, the Special Issue truly creates a space for further dialogue.
Wounding and Collective Trauma
To understand the effects of past mass atrocities, and to address the harms of collective trauma
endured by peoples of successive generations, communities, and societies, it requires a
theoretical analysis on the notion of “healing wound.” Clearly, “healing” can only be derivative
on “wound,” with reference to relevant concepts of “wounding” and “woundedness.” A
normative inquiry can help investigate what constitutes “being wounded” and thereby “healing
wounds,” and enable us to interrogate the different meanings that “collective healing” might
have in various contexts of historical violence. In addition, a normative inquiry may also help
propose a theoretical framework for understanding collective healing (of historical wounds) in
all its dimensions. The theoretical framework further offers a conceptual compass for guiding
collective healing practices in the communities, and for directing our evaluative appreciation
and critical appraisal of these practices in contexts.
Take the analysis of the woundedness from the transatlantic slavery as an example.
What was extremely pernicious about the kind of wounding inﬂicted during the transatlantic
slavery is that these callously violent acts were dehumanizing. They were dehumanizing because
they made peoples and communities at the receiving ends of such acts feel that they were
robbed of their dignity as persons, not just being deprived of basic livelihood, but of any
opportunity to live a full human life. No doubt there are other kinds of harm and mass damage,
such as the huge losses during natural disasters, that can be extremely traumatizing. However,
the kind of harm endured by the enslaved and the communities of their descendants (e.g.,
African and indigenous) was especially malicious owing to the fact that the woundedness was
perpetuated calculatedly and strategically by actors (individuals, groups, corporations, and
countries). These actors coordinated and channeled available powers and resources, including
the powers of economic and political institutions, supported by epistemic, religious, ideological,
and discursive resources, with a sole intention to enslave other human beings and to proﬁt from
the subjugation of their bodies, minds, and spirits.
Historically, the dehumanizing acts of the trade and enslavement of African and
indigenous peoples had made transatlantic slavery a global economic institution through
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coerced labor, forced migration, and violent displacement of peoples from their homelands.
Notwithstanding the lives perished in these processes, the injuries have been experienced and
sustained by the formerly enslaved, their descendants of many generations, and the relevant
communities. The harms are multi-dimensional, i.e., material, physical, psychological, socialrelational, and spiritual. Most observable are the dehumanizing and polarizing relationships
between the communities and societies of the actors who have directly and indirectly beneﬁted
from slavery, and those who have suffered the pains and legacies of the historical wounds. All
these harms are further perpetuated by the same structural and institutional conditions that
have once permitted and even encouraged the dehumanizing acts of callousness.
This suggests that being wounded by mass brutalities can be perceived along these four
dimensions, including the historical dehumanizing acts per se, the effects of the trauma on the
injured communities, dehumanizing relationships thus propagated, and the continued
structural dehumanization that perpetuates these the damages from these wounds. A common
thread linking all four dimensions of collective trauma is dehumanization which represents a
gravest form of harm. It is gravest because the woundedness can have prolonged damaging
effects on many generations of peoples and communities.
Through a normative inquiry into collective trauma and collective healing, this Special
Issue joins other similar effort in examining the severity of the losses, e.g., the loss of
meaningful life and the loss of human dignity. A working conclusion is that being subject to
physical, psychological, and spiritual harm and being deprived of human dignity is in the direct
consequence of the trauma of transatlantic slavery. It was a systematic denial of the enslaved
and their descendants’ human experiences, subjectivities, social relations, and cultural practices.
Such woundedness is therefore collective in nature, and the trauma is likewise collective.
Conceptualizing transatlantic slavery as collective trauma, including acknowledging the
historical dehumanizing events, and continued structural dehumanization, can serve to
strengthen our understanding of the methodological approaches to and the practices of
collective healing.
The Non-Instrumental Value of Persons and Well-Being
To interrogate the pernicious nature of transatlantic slavery and continued exploitation, it
requires the idea of equal non-instrumental value of all persons. In other words, humans should
be respected as beings of intrinsic (non-instrumental) value. Such respect does not depend on
who we are, where we are from, or what we have done. In this sense, no persons should be
treated purely instrumentally. This is where human dignity truly lies, and enslavement,
commodiﬁcation, colonization, and objectiﬁcation all fail to respect persons as beings of noninstrumental value because these acts treat human beings solely as means to an end.
Dehumanizing acts are particularly harmful because they can result in people feeling
alienated from a self-conscious awareness of their dignity as beings who have non-instrumental
value. This understanding of non-instrumental value of all persons also gives rise to the
appreciation of equal worthwhileness of all people. Equality in this sense is more than equal
access to opportunities, resources, political processes, and so forth. Equality thus conceived
proposes that all lives should be respected equally. Following this logic, we can see that when
actors (individuals, groups, corporations, and states) fail to respect other people as beings of
non-instrumental value, and treat other human beings purely instrumentally, they are likewise
alienated from a self-conscious awareness of their dignity. This suggests that collective healing
must involve perpetrators or actors of violent atrocities.
When applying the lens of the equal worthwhileness of all persons in examining the
harms of transatlantic slavery, it necessitates a conceptual bridge that connects such harms to
the loss of dignity as persons. Here lies the notion of holistic human well-being,8 without which,
life becomes unbearable, hollow, and futile. Well-being can help us understand that the brutality

8

Garrett Thomson et al., Happiness, Flourishing and the Good Life: A Transformative Vision for Human Well-Being (London:
Routledge, 2020).
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of enslavement is an element of ill-being, the opposite of well-being and human dignity. This
way, well-being can also enable us to characterize conceptually what might ultimately
constitute healing. In other words, collective healing is not merely to repair the damage, but
more importantly, collective healing allows the emergence of a fuller and more enriched life.
Brieﬂy, in this Special Issue, well-being is deﬁned as being well, living well, and
becoming well holistically, which involves our engaging in activities, processes, experiences and
relationships that are meaningful for us, our appreciating these as non-instrumentally valuable
in our life, and our self-conscious awareness that all is going well with our life.9 Well-being thus
deﬁned can allow us to see clearly how the effects of trauma impede on people’s lives in
different dimensions. It provides a lens for us to examine the quality of human life without
reducing it to mere material wealth, physical health, or purely positive sensation. Indeed, wellbeing can enable the practices of collective healing to go beyond the focus of tackling poverty as
if an economic problem, treating trauma as if a health problem, or dealing with racism as if an
attitudinal problem. Through the perspectives of well-being, we are able to see that these socalled “problems” are in effect symptoms of a greater systemic malaise, which collective healing
aims to cure.
Well-being can further help us orient collective healing practices. For example, the
relational dimension of well-being points to the importance of other people in our own wellbeing. This suggests that the rifts between peoples and communities can only be healed by
involving peoples and communities from both sides of the historical wounds of transatlantic
slavery.
Capitalist Economy and Slavery
The thesis arguing for the link between capitalist economic expansion in Europe and Americas
and transatlantic slavery is well-supported.10 It points out that the labors of the enslaved had
heralded the rise of capitalist global economy, followed by the extension of capitalist economy
to Asia and the rest of the world through colonization, and other forms of violence. The thriving
economic activities, and large-scale production of material goods served as the foundation upon
which to build major economies of the Americas, especially the US economy, and economies in
Western Europe, including Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, and British economies, but also the
growth of Scandinavian economies. The economic beneﬁts were beyond the trade of the
enslaved and the productions from coerced labor, and included stimulating trade between these
colonizing countries, and their colonies on a global scale, preparing a fertile ground for
Industrial Revolution.11
Recognizing transatlantic slavery as a European and American economic institution
was to acknowledge capitalist economic expansion as a root cause of the dehumanizing acts
already discussed. It similarly concedes that other forms of violence, such as colonization, and
continued instrumentalization, exploitation, and subjugation of peoples and communities
worldwide, had stemmed from the same structural dehumanization. To fully comprehend such
continued wounding, it is necessary to explore the capitalist tendencies in terms of, for example,
the aims of economy, the mode of production, and relationships unfolding within such a
system, and underpinning ideological pillars.
Indeed, the sole aim of capital accumulation for its own sake had already determined
the mode of production to be purely instrumental, characterized by minimizing costs and
maximizing productivity and proﬁt. This instrumental tendency of capitalist economy means
that there must be structural features in place to ensure such minimization and maximization,
which further require that the relationships between economic, social and political institutions,
corporations, and other institutions to be mutually beneﬁcial. These institutions would

9

Ibid.

10

John Clegg, “A Theory of Capitalist Slavery,” Journal of Historical Sociology 33, no. 1 (March 2020), 74–98.
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Joseph E. Inikori, “Atlantic Slavery and the Rise of the Capitalist Global Economy,” Current Anthropology 61, no. 22
(2020), 159–170.
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converge and contrive in pursuit of materialistic gains. Within such a structure, human beings
are only valued in accordance with their role in the economic engine rather than appreciated as
whole persons. The result is not only the impersonal nature of relationships within institutions
but also that people are alienated from the meaningfulness of their work.
Furthermore, for the sake of minimizing costs and maximizing proﬁt, capitalist system
has already preﬁgured that some people must be exploited, where their needs and well-being
are minimized, and their productivity maximized. The raison-d’être of capitalist economy
requires the ideology of human hierarchy, fabricated using excuses, such as skin color, religion,
ethnicity, gender, geographical location, cultural history, and more. This is the same ideology
mobilized to enable the enslavement of Africans and indigenous communities, but now in
different pretexts, beyond the colors of our skin. Hence, despite the abolition of slavery and the
end of colonialism, the same structural force and institutional practices underlying slavery and
colonization have remained.
The capitalist structure has a built-in mechanism to polarize, permitting those in the
position of power to coerce and exploit those who are vulnerable. Many communities have been
made vulnerable through capitalist manipulation, as we have seen through the transatlantic slavery,
and colonial invasion and occupation. It is hardly surprising that the most economically developed
countries in the West are those who have profited, during early modernity, from transatlantic
slavery, and colonial occupations, albeit in different ways. The countries and lands from which the
enslaved Africans and indigenous peoples were drawn, the regions from which the natural
resources were looted, and the places that provided the enslavers and colonists with laborers and
products, and commodities are the same countries that are economically under-developed, the same
lands that are riddled with poverty and deprivation, and the same places dominated by violent
conflicts and other communal challenges.
It is thus key to collective healing that we closely examine the root causes of mass
trauma and the various manifestations of their legacies. Otherwise, all efforts would barely
address the symptoms, rather than aim at treating or curing the “disease” as discussed earlier.
For instance, the current climate emergencies and ecological crises are illustrations that the
capitalist system has extended the structure of hierarchy to beyond the human realm. It treats
all other beings in nature as means for the sake of wealth accumulation. This link between
collective healing of the wounds of transatlantic slavery and healing the wounds humans have
inﬂicted on our planet Earth can thus be proposed.
Collective Healing: Meanings, Opportunities, and Challenges
This Special Issue consists of five articles, each addressing a particular dimension of the theme
explored.
The first is effectively a normative inquiry. In “Collective Healing: Towards a Conceptual
Framework,” Garrett Thomson develops a four-fold framework for understanding collective
healing. He argues that healing must be a holistic and collective endeavor involving distinct
processes, including coming to terms with historical woundedness, working through the
resulting trauma and its harmful psychological effects, and reconciling towards more congenial
and humanizing relationships. It further critiques the individualistic tendency in the dominant
methodological approach to dealing with trauma and suggests that the societal features under
structural dehumanization must also be confronted as part of our collective healing.
The next two articles explore the legacies of transatlantic slavery, evaluate their
persistent harms, and discuss how existing approaches might contribute to collective healing. In
“Legacies of Slavery and their Enduring Harms,” Scherto Gill outlines the legacies of slavery
from an interdisciplinary perspective and makes a distinction between the legacies of slavery and
their persisting damages on the relevant peoples, communities, and regions. This distinction can
help situate the pains and sufferings of historical traumas within contemporary structural
dehumanization that tends to perpetuate these harms. In “Collective Healing to Address Legacies
of Transatlantic Slavery: Opportunities and Challenges,” Scherto Gill and Garrett Thomson
draw on the insights from the previous two articles and use the four-fold framework for
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understanding collective healing as a conceptual compass to critically review existing collective
healing practices and discuss the relevant challenges along each of these dimensions.
The last two articles examine the conditionalities and possibilities of collective healing.
In “The United States and Genocide: The Cases of Native and African Americans,” Benjamin
Bowser, Carl Word, and Kate Shaw make a case that transatlantic trade of enslaved Africans,
slavery, and the elimination of Native peoples in the North America were primarily acts of
genocide. They do so by detailing the intention, the level and scale of brutality, and the sheer
number of people thus murdered. They then demonstrate that the same racist ideologies that
once made mass killing of enslaved Africans and indigenous peoples possible have remain in
place, sustaining contemporary racism in the US. Focusing the remainder of the discussion on
the potentials of counselling as an approach to healing the traumas experienced presently by the
relevant groups and communities, this essay opens a novel space for dialogue about the
possibility of shifting the culture of US institutions towards more just and more caring.
Finally, in “A Dance of Shadows and Fires,” Brandon Hamber and Ingrid Palmary draw
on various contexts of historical mass atrocity, including transatlantic slavery, colonial
oppression, apartheid, violence against women during wars, holocaust, and the Rwanda
genocide, to critically interrogate the effectiveness of collective healing. They ﬁrst problematize
the complex political, psychological, and cultural processes involved in addressing the
intergenerational trauma. Then, by taking a closer look at practices aimed at collective healing,
such as truth commissions, reparation, public apology, political forgiveness, remembrance, and
conventional and restorative justice, they question how these practices might result in collective
healing, especially when evaluating the effectiveness of such practices from the perspectives of
those who have continued to suffer pains and losses across the generations. The essay evokes
that the survivors and their descendants of mass atrocity can only experience healing relevant
to their lives in the present socio-economic and political situations. Through case analyses, the
authors stress that the structural conditions are imperative in determining how societies can
address past violence, and how peoples from both sides of mass atrocities can receive and
accept healing. Furthermore, it raises a critical question: can historical wound, such as the
brutality of transatlantic slavery, be healed? In many cases, according to the essay, the past
“takes on a life of its own,” shaped and reshaped by the present memories, manners of
remembering, and by the ever-evolving process of shared meaning-making. It concludes that
collective healing, conceived as “real transformation,” can only happen when there is shift of
our economic and political system towards more humanizing.
While multidisciplinary scholarship continues to raise critical voices about the harrowing
sociocultural, economic, political, and ethical consequences of leaving the wounds of transatlantic
slavery unhealed and the legacies unaddressed, close examination and focused study and research
about collective healing remain wanting. New waves of interpersonal and intergroup racism, and
internalized racism amongst people of darker skin tones are once again plaguing many societies,
including those in the African continent, Europe, and the Americas. The Black Lives Matter movement
and other grassroots movements are demanding more action towards collective healing.
As demonstrated, this Special Issue is underpinned by a deep concern with conceptual
issues surrounding mass atrocities and their aftermath, but equally with methodological approaches
and practices of collective healing. In understanding deeply the woundedness, pains, and sufferings
following mass brutality, each of these articles adopts a particular conceptual, critical, ethical, and
methodological lens and evokes a shift from purely trauma-informed inquiries to healing-focused
investigations. Together, they call for a more integral approach to considering pathways to collective
healing, including acknowledging mass historical dehumanization, their root causes and legacies,
their impacts on peoples, and communities, such as cultural and intergenerational traumas, and
other harmful effects, including racism, polarization, and exploitation.
A resounding conclusion from all articles in this collection, and from both conceptual
analysis and desk-based “landscaping,” is that without systemic transformation, without integrating
historical, psychosocial, political, economic, cultural, and communal processes, and without
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engaging peoples and communities of both sides of the violence, any efforts towards collective
healing of the wounds and traumas from historical mass atrocity will remain superficial.
Scherto R. Gill
Guest Editor, GSP Special Issue 15.3
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Between 1904 and 1908, over 100,000 people perished in what is today known as the
ﬁrst genocide of the twentieth century that took place in today’s Namibia. Only 20% of the
Herero and about 50% of the Nama survived the mass extermination committed under German
colonial rule.1 It was not until Namibia’s independence from South Africa in 1990 that affected
communities began struggling for a formal recognition of the genocide by the German
government, an apology and a reparation of the crimes committed. Over decades, the German
government has not ofﬁcially recognized the genocide as such.
After negotiations between the German and the Namibian governments that lasted over
ﬁve years, the German Minister of Foreign Affairs, Heiko Maas, announced on May 28, 2021
that the German government formally recognized the crimes committed as a genocide and that
Germany asked Namibians and descendants of the victims for forgiveness. Namibian president,
Hage Geingob, presented this as a historic move. Germany also announced to pay 1.1 billion
euros for development aid in Namibia over the next thirty years. This agreement has been
criticized and rejected by most Herero and Nama for different reasons. Firstly, the ofﬁcial
representatives of Herero and Nama communities were not included in the negotiations,
despite repeated demands and campaigns of Herero and Nama to be part of the negotiations.
Secondly, the German government refused to frame the negotiations in the context of
“reparations,” and insisted on a payment framed as a “voluntary aid.” Thirdly, the question of
land is not addressed in the agreement, although it forms a major issue in Namibia: about 70%
of the private farmland today is in the hands of white citizens, often of German descent who
beneﬁtted from the expropriation of Herero and Nama following the genocide. Furthermore,
the amount of the aid is criticized by different parties as being too low in relation to the crimes
committed.2
The agreement of the bilateral negotiation still needs to be ratiﬁed by the German and
the Namibian parliaments, after which the German president will ofﬁcially apologize for the
genocide in Namibia. In Namibia, on September 21, 2021, the day the National Assembly was
to vote on the compensation offer from Germany, 300 protesters stormed Namibia’s parliament.
1
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Since then, the vote has been adjourned and heated debates currently take place in the country
on the negotiation agreement.
Jephta U. Nguherimo is one of the descendants of survivors of the Herero and Nama
genocide. A Herero, he grew up in Namibia hearing bribes of stories on the genocide from his
parents and grandparents. At the age of 18, following his involvement in the anti-apartheid
struggle, J. Nguherimo left Namibia as a refugee. He spent several years in a refugee camp in
Botswana, and later in Kenya. In 1987, he received a scholarship from the University of
Rochester in New York State in the USA, where he completed university studies. Since then, J.
Nghumerimo has spent most of his life in the United States. In the early 2000s, he became active
in the struggle for the recognition and reparation of the Herero and Nama genocide along with
other Herero living in the US diaspora.3 He has been one of the active members of the struggle
since.
In his poetry book unBuried-unMarked—The unTold Namibian story of the Genocide of
1904–1908: Pieces and Pains of the Struggle for Justice that he has self-published in 2019, Jephta
Nguherimo gives insights into long-lasting impacts of the Herero and Nama genocide, into
ways of dealing with painful memories, and into processes of healing in post-genocidal
contexts. Already the title hints at several relevant issues in the book and at the author’s
positioning. In Namibia, debates on the genocide tend to lead to conﬂicts on whom the
genocide affects and on how the genocide should be named. While ofﬁcial authorities tend to
coin the genocide as the “Namibian genocide,” most Herero and Nama stress the fact that the
written extermination orders issued in 1904 and 1905 clearly concerned Herero and Nama, and
that these groups have suffered most, even if members of other ethnic groups in Namibia have
lost their lives in the crimes committed. This debate is closely linked to nation-building
processes in post-genocidal and at the same time post-colonial contexts. Speaking of a
“Namibian story,” as the author suggests in the title, therefore offers a compromise in this
dispute.
The term “unBuried-unMarked” on their side hint at one of the major claims for
reparation of the genocide. Thousands of Herero died in the Omaheke desert during their ﬂight
from German troops during the genocide (including Nghumerimo’s great great grandmother, as
appears in the following). Their skulls and skeletons have for the most part not been buried and
can still be found there. The same applies to numerous ancestral remains on former sites of
concentration camps in Namibia. In addition, some of the human remains of victims have
entered scientiﬁc and museum collections worldwide in the twentieth century. Descendants of
victims today ask for the remains of their ancestors in foreign public collections to be
repatriated to Namibia, and for the thousands of bones and skeletons in Namibia to be buried.
The terms “unBuried-unMarked” hint to the fact that because the genocide of the Herero and
Nama has not be acknowledged in a proper way, pains and wounds remain “unBuried,” just
like numerous ancestral remains scattered around the world.
The words “pieces and pains” ﬁnally stress the emotional dimension of the book. They
suggest that traumatic long-term impacts of genocides can perhaps best be expressed in an
artistic form, and through “bribes,” rather than through extensive and linear narrations.
Structure of the Book
In the prologue, the author gives information on the history of the Herero and Nama genocide,
on the context in which he has written the present poetry collection and on particular events,
biographical experiences or encounters that have inspired speciﬁc poems: encounters with
guards in refugee camps, with white teachers in the apartheid school system, or with a German
3
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Namibian lady at a recent conference who summoned Herero and Nama to ﬁnally “get over
this genocide thing.”4 These encounters, as the author details, have sometimes led to
unexpected friendships.
The book itself is composed of twenty-nine poems that alternate with other text sorts
(excerpts of interviews conducted with family members, or of archival documents) or
photographs. Jephta Nguherimo has taken several of these pictures himself. Others have been
taken by family friends. Others again are reprints from Jürgen Zimmerer and Joachim Zeller’s
seminal book on the history of the Herero and Nama genocide5 and therewith reveal the
author’s contact to different historians and researchers in the world.
The collection can be seen as structured in three parts. The ﬁrst part6 gives insights into
experiences that family members of the author (in particular women) have made during the
genocide. This part opens with excerpts of an interview J. Nguherimo conducted with his
grandmother in 2004, when she told him about how her own grandmother was left to die under
a tree during the family’s ﬂight through the Omaheke desert in 1904. The following poems
depict the ﬂight through the desert, daily life in the concentration camp of Swakopmund, where
the author’s great grandparents met and fell in love, or the fate of human remains of victims of
the genocide that were sent to academic institutions in Europe and beyond for research. The
poem The Lost Cow closes this ﬁrst section and jumps back in time, taking distance from the
chronological order. It presents the story of a cow (the matriarch cow) stolen by Germans,
whose calves now wail in the stall. This poem suggests that such theft by German settlers
during colonization—who did not respect animals nor the high spiritual signiﬁcance cows have
for Herero—were one of the triggers of the Herero-German war, which transformed into a
genocide.
The second part7 deals more closely with the (at the time still unconcluded)
negotiations between the German and the Namibian governments on the ofﬁcial recognition of
the Herero and Nama genocide and apology by the German government. In a similar way to
the ﬁrst part, this section opens with excerpts of interviews or statements, but this time by
German politicians who, over the last decades, have repeatedly rejected the term “genocide” or
have made clear that no reparations would be made. Several poems in this part are written from
the perspective of Germans: of German settlers at the time of colonization, of German
Namibians today, or of German politicians over the past years. In this part, the author explicitly
names what would heal his wounds: a dialogue, words of regret, demands for apology. For this,
according to J. Nguherimo, it is necessary that the descendants of the perpetrators overcome
their “shame,” as shown in Together as One: “sit with me at the round table / to ﬁnd words that
will heal my soul / words are impactful / no need to be shameful / tear down your walls of
shame / (…) let’s build a wall of togetherness.”8
The last part9 again gathers more personal and family-related texts and documents,
thereby closing the collection in a similar way to how it began. A family photo of a scene
described in the prologue for example is contrasted with a screenshot of an online conversation
the author has had with his daughter, thereby strengthening the dimension of intergenerational
bonds that appears throughout the entire book. The book ends with an unsent letter by Jephta
Nguherimo to his great-great grandmother who perished in the desert in 1904. He tells her
about the emotions her story has triggered in him, and the way he has struggled for social
justice throughout his biography.
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Main Aspects Raised in the Book
The Role of Pictures
Very interesting in this book is the role of pictures. In most cases, they come after a poem.
Sometimes, they convey emotions or give complementary information that perhaps were not
describable with words in the preceding text. In other cases, the reader wonders if the author
chose them as evidence for what he evoked in his poems, as some facts described are so cruel
they may appear difﬁcult to believe. The reader also wonders about the chronological link
between the text and the picture: did the author choose the pictures in order to illustrate a
poem, or did they on the contrary sometimes inspire the poems that preceded?
Some pictures give the readers who are not familiar with the Namibian context insights
into how the genocide is still present there today. For example, a picture10 shows German
Namibians at an annual commemoration of the German soldiers who died between 1904 and
1908. Another picture11 shows a statue in front of the State House in Swapokmund that
“honors” German colonial soldiers who fought in the Herero-German war. These pictures show
the lack of recognition of the genocide by the Namibian government and by parts of the
German Namibian community until today, a perspective often unknown by the German and
European public.
While the links between the presented poems and pictures in many cases seem obvious,
in others, they challenge the readers to try to understand what led the author to establish these
links. For example, in the poem Tell it. The story, Jephta Nguherimo evokes how his
grandmother summoned him to tell his family’s and people’s story. In the poem, however, the
author refuses to do so, explaining he is “afraid”12 to tell the story. The photo that follows shows
Nguherimo speaking out at an anti-apartheid event at Rochester University in New York State
in 1988. Does this contrast illustrate how much more difﬁcult it is to publicly speak about
injustices that are not yet known or recognized by a large public, such as the history of the
Herero and Nama, compared to the history of apartheid? Or does it show how difﬁcult stories
of genocides are to tell?
The Use of Languages
Another intriguing dimension of the book is the use of languages. Several words, verses and in
one case a title are written in other languages than English: mostly in Otjiherero, but also at one
point in Afrikaans, or South African English. This language switch reminds the readers that
while the author expresses his thoughts and emotions in English, thereby making them
accessible to a wide public, numerous of his thoughts originally took place in Otjiherero.
The way different languages are used also makes the historical entanglements of
Germans, Herero and Nama visible: the picture of a poster at the time of colonization for
example13 portrays German settlers in Namibia telling Herero to “stay on their own” (Muherero
riKarera) in the Otjiherero language and thereby having themselves learned Otjiherero.
The Presence of Nature
A very powerful dimension of the book consists of the constant mention of nature. Animals, but
also different elements such as the wind, the desert, or the sea are personiﬁed and communicate
with humans. In several cases, they become the friends or allies of Herero, refusing for example
to hide the human remains of victims of the genocide under the sand any longer (The Weeping
Desert). Landscapes also appear on several photos. This constant mention of nature contributes
to the strong poetic dimension of the book, and at the same time breathes life into the collection,
giving a strong sensation of liveliness and attachment to life in the midst of a topic so strongly
marked by death.
10
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Intergenerational Bonds
In addition to nature, the dead also have the ability to speak, which reinforces the sensation of
liveliness just mentioned. The voices of the dead express the importance strong
intergenerational bonds, even with family members the author has never known. In several
cases, the dead speak to encourage their descendants to resist to injustices linked to the
genocide, as shown in Left to Die Under a Tree: “my body can no longer ﬂee / my spirit and soul
will persist / will embody the spirit of generations to resist.”14
Dialogues, Empathy and Compassion
Overall, the book reﬂects a high plurality of voices, including non-human ones, which resonate
with one another: the ones of Jephta Nguherimo’s grandmother, of his great great grandmother,
of German farmers, soldiers, of German or Namibian politicians, of human remains that speak,
of the wind, of the sea, of animals. The perhaps most remarkable dimension of this book is the
way these voices are constantly set in dialogue with one another: through spoken words,
through inner dialogues in the form of thoughts, through letters… These dialogues express the
desire and strong capacity of the author to engage in interactions with persons who think
differently than him. As J. Nguherimo stresses in his prologue, such encounters only become
possible when one gets out of her/his “comfort zone:” “sometimes I would make a conscious
decision to step out of my comfort zone and meet those who don’t think like my friends.”15
Another leitmotiv of the book is empathy and compassion that make fruitful encounters
possible. Empathy, so the author, can or should take place everywhere, even in the most
dreadful places, such as the poem The Unlikely Friends argues for. This poem presents a Herero
woman in a concentration camp who expresses her compassion to a German soldier who just
lost his mother. Where has the author learned the importance of such compassion? Is it through
stories his grandmother has transmitted him? Through his own biographical experiences?
Through inner family experiences numerous descendants of victims of genocide have made,
such as the man in the poem I Carried the Burden of Your Sins, who accepts to be the adoptive
father of a child his wife gave birth to after having been raped by a German? Perhaps this
dialogue the author advocates so strongly for is what has most missed in the recent negotiations
between the German and the Namibian governments on the recognition and reparation for the
genocide.
Overall, this book can be read as a message of hope, as a proposal to set up dialogues
between different actors of the German and Namibian societies, dialogues motivated by
empathy and the readiness to overcome one’s “shame.” This dialogue may represent the vision
the author expresses in his unsent letter to his great-great grandmother:16 “and while / your
daughters survived the Kalahari / Omaheke sandveld / they lived to bear beautiful children /
we are not deterred, we have a vision.”

14

Ibid., 14.

15

Ibid., 6.

16

Ibid., 71.
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Arts & Literature: Making Art Out of History’s
Tragedies—An Interview with Grzegorz Kwiatkowski
Sanford M. Jacoby
University of California, Los Angeles
Los Angeles, California, U.S.A.

About the Piece
This interview was conducted via e-mail in November 2021. Grzegorz Kwiatkowski was in
Gdańsk and Sanford Jacoby in Los Angeles. They met through Grzegorz's poetry and
discovered that they shared K. Z. Stutthof, a concentration camp in Poland, as a presence in
their lives. The prisoners included ethnic Poles and Jews (the latter self-identified or
categorized as such by the Nazis). It's estimated that nearly two-thirds of its 110,000 inmates
were murdered until the camp was closed in May 1945, the last camp liberated by the Allies.
Here Kwiatkowski reflects on the violence perpetrated in Poland during the Second World
War, and the dualities of the Polish experience. Is it possible for art to reckon with the
darkness, free of melodrama and kitsch?
SJ: Through your poetry and music, you’ve engaged with one of the darkest
moments of the 20th century: the torture and murder of millions of people by
the Nazis and their collaborators. How did the mass violence of the Second
World War become a focus of your art?
GK: As we all know, one of the bloodiest genocides in the history of the world
took place on Polish soil. My grandfather Józef and his sister Marta were
political prisoners in a Nazi concentration camp called Stutthof, not far from
Gdansk.1 After the war and for the rest of their lives they suffered from the
traumas they experienced during their captivity. My great aunt carried the
burden of mental illness, while my grandfather was a broken man. Today we
might say he had intense post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). He was very
shy with other people and had difficulty communicating with them. When I
was a child, he took me to the museum at Stutthof. It was my first visit and
also the first time since my grandfather’s release that he returned there. He
could not stop screaming and crying. I was shaken. As I thought about it
afterwards, questions arose in my mind: Why do people hate each other so
deeply that they will commit murder? How can someone like my grandfather
be the worst enemy of another human being?
One conception of art in which I believe is that artists are a type of sponge,
absorbing the experiences of those around them. I really think that there are
epigenetic transmissions of trauma to succeeding generations: from my
grandfather to my father and then to me. And not only to me. Poland and
other parts of the world are still full of pain passed along in families, even
though it’s been seventy-five years since the end of the war. We carry within
us the voices of ghosts, of the people who were murdered. They are always
with me.

1

The only reliable English-language source on Stutthof is Danuta Drywa, The Extermination of Jews in Stutthof
Concentration Camp, 1939–1945 (Pánstwowe Muzeum Stutthof, 2001).
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SJ: Other artists and historians have dwelled on this dark era. It seems that the
further away we move from it, the more that is created. What is it that your art
adds to the litany?
GK: In my opinion a lot of art dealing with genocide is melodramatic. It's like a
horror movie and full of kitsch. Or it’s the opposite: very serious, almost sacred.
My idea was a Glenn Gould idea—to play in the most anti-melodramatic way
that one can imagine. Also, to take the methodology of Edgar Lee Masters, as in
his Spoon River Anthology, as a matrix for the history of genocide.
Art that addresses genocide needs to be as open as possible for the listener,
reader, or observer. The power of art should possess them and take them to the
interior of a territory full of of paradoxes and super hard questions. And when
he or she thinks about this awful past, then they are in some way inside of a
problem and a tragedy. But this is true only in some respects, because we can’t
really touch it. But we can try. By trying to touch it and trying to answer
paradoxical questions that have no answers, a person becomes more fragile
when confronting evil. And then they can respond by protesting and ﬁghting
the evils of their own time.

SJ: Poles, in the past and today, have contested the narrative that portrays Jews
as the Nazis’ primary victims. What is the source of Polish victimhood? What is
the narrative in modern Polish society? By the way, when I say Poles I mean
ethnic Poles.
GK: I think that most Poles are not ready to face the fact that they were neither
the only, nor the greatest victims of the catastrophe we call the Second World
War. I am not a fan of relativization. Yes, I am in love with facts and open to
compassion. But the point is that most Europeans behaved in an unbelievably
horrible way during the cataclysm. We as Europeans generally failed and
behaved immorally.
But of course, most often I consider the Polish demons because Poland is my
country. The story of victimized Poles is well known, but there is a dark side
that is less well known or repressed. Anyway, I try to reckon with the entire
landscape and I try to be as honest as I can. I can't stop thinking about the
countries with the greatest responsibility for the Nazi horror. In Austria and
Germany, the perpetrators evaded a thorough-going process of de-Naziﬁcation.
On top of that, they saw themselves as victims.
So, let’s try to look at things from a Polish perspective in which there is no real
place for responsibility. The wartime suffering of Poles was real. They were
victims. They were betrayed by allies and attacked from both sides by Hitler
and Stalin. Then they lived in a poor, repressive society under a Communist
regime.
What are the psychological effects of these realities? That we are a country full
of resentment. We trust neither the other nor ourselves. In my opinion there is
no better thing than responsibility. It's like fresh air. It means being conscious of
both bad and good. And it leaves the Polish soul in a very weak state. We are
not ready to face our guilt, our own demons. This is very sad.
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But, of course it doesn't mean we should wait for better times before trying.
There are many people in Poland, including artists and scholars, who try to
wake up Polish souls by addressing our responsibility and our guilt. But this
group is a minority. The other problem is how it is being done. Many of the
people who speak about the horrors of the past do so speaking a language of
hate. It’s paradoxical and tragic that there are Polish intellectuals whose
vocabulary is vicious. Cynical politicians manipulate and distort history.
I understand outrage, and we have to speak up when someone says odious
things. But to humiliate people with whom you do not agree, well, it’s too
much for me. Thus, Poland is an intoxicated land—on both sides, left and right.
Also, I don’t want to play games in anyone’s party except my party. Its name is:
to understand, to avoid hating, to protest, to share and protect memories of the
victims, and last but not least—to create art that is made from beauty.
It’s not easy. How can we make art out of history’s tragedies that also is in some
way beautiful? Is that poetry or anti-poetry? I think the point is to ﬁnd the
rhythm of Glenn Gould—to search for a kind of natural music in real voices
and not to aestheticize them. In some way we must let ghosts speak for
themselves and clear some territory around them. A non-theatrical stage must
be built, somehow, where individual histories are presented without the
ﬁreworks of kitsch. I think that the most important thing is to speak about the
genocide’s tragic territory in every way we can.
I am not a fan of dogmatism and censorship. For example, I guess that I am on
the same methodological side as Claude Lanzmann’s Shoah. But when I hear
someone assert that Schindler’s List is a sugar-coated scandal and the movie
should not exist, I think that they don’t get the point, which in my opinion is
the education of future generations and sharing with them the horrors of
genocide and hatred. Otherwise, the stories will vanish. That's why Claude
Lanzmann is a hero to me, as are Steven Spielberg and also Joshua
Oppenheimer, who directed The Act of Killing.

SJ: The relationship between Poles and Jews was and is a source of controversy.
Your poetry mentions wartime violence perpetrated not only by Germans but
also by Poles. What’s the point?
GK: Well… Polish people, like most Europeans, were deeply anti-Semitic to the
point of murdering their own neighbors. This is the fact. And you can ﬁnd these
stories everywhere. You just have to listen carefully. I will tell you a story that
happened two months ago. One of my best friends told me that his grandfather
was from the city of Kielce and that suddenly after the war he left the place and
changed his name. My friend wasn't suspicious of his grandfather. But I was. So
immediately I said, “Maybe he was one of the murderers during the Kielce
Pogrom?” And in the end, I was right. He was murderer.
Here’s another example. My wife's family is Jewish. But they don't speak about
it; they almost reject it. And I found this out by accident. My wife's
grandmother told me that during the war she hid in the forest near the city of
Rzeszów. When I asked her if she was Jewish, she began to tell me anti-Semitic
stories from the Middle Ages, and said that she hates Jewish people very much
and so on. Even today, the family is afraid of their origins, their roots. Two of
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the greatest Polish artists—poet Tadeusz Różewicz and writer Stanisław Lem—
were Jews. But they didn't want to talk about it. I think that they too were
afraid.

SJ: A related question involves Stalin, who has been accused of murdering
more people than the Nazis, including many Poles. Yet your poetry dwells on
the Nazi genocide. Is there a reason?
GK: In my poetry there are stories from Rwanda as well as stories of Stalin’s
ghosts and victims. But you are right that most of the stories are about Nazi
perpetrators and their victims. I think this is the point of Gdansk. I was born
and I live in Gdansk, where the Second World War began. For centuries before
that, it was a German-speaking city and was annexed by Prussia in the late 18th
century. It’s the place where Arthur Schopenhauer was born. I love his writing.
After my grandfather’s imprisonment in Stuffhof, he was forced to be a
Wehrmacht soldier, like most Polish men from the Kaszuby region where
Gdansk is located. This German history is part of my family’s history.
The past is bloody and complicated, and we have to stay as close as we can to
the facts. The Red Army that “liberated” Poland near the end of the war raped
Polish women on a massive scale, especially women from Kaszuby, where my
family has lived for generations. So, I asked my father: Were your mother and
grandmother raped by Russians? And he said: of course not. It's a lie. But I kept
asking and asking and asking. This is my method—to be persistent. Finally, he
told me that a Red Army ofﬁcer lived in their house and that was why the
women were saved from this tragedy. But the problem is that almost all the
women and their families from Kaszuby claim the same thing: that they were
protected and saved by good Red Army ofﬁcers. So, you can see that my
birthplace is a land of blood and tears. Joseph Conrad’s The Heart of Darkness
ostensibly is about the Congo. But it also is about other places where the human
heart causes darkness, places like Poland, and potentially all places on earth
where there are human beings.

SJ: Over the past four decades, there’s been a search for reconciliation between
Poles and Jews. Please tell us what you think about this.
GK: I think that almost no one is searching for reconciliation other than a super
small group. I believe in the power of truth, that facts are as important as the
power of love and forgiveness. It is the combination of these things—of truth
joined to love and forgiveness—that creates a powerful moral force. Once you
are a human being the best thing you can do is to accept your susceptibility to
evil while also recognizing that you are capable of love and friendship, of
helping and forgiving. Of course, it's easy to speak about these things as a
member of the third generation of a family that faced genocide. I have the
luxury of temporal distance. And sometimes this distance is a good thing. But
at other times you say things too casually, too full of naivety. How can you tell
someone who was raped or whose relatives were brutally murdered—for
example in Rwanda—come on, forgive the perpetrators. Listen to your heart.
Please be more open. And so forth. So, as you can see, in the end I just don't
know. I try to be optimistic. But when I hear people preaching, including
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myself, I don't feel comfortable with it. On the other hand, I don't want to be
possessed by darkness.

SJ: Can you say something about your activities beyond the desk and stage?
GK: I am trying to ﬁnd some kind of moral and artistic platforms at universities
such as Berkeley, Stanford, Johns Hopkins, and Chicago, and others. At Oxford,
I co-host a workshop called Virus of Hate. I also try to intervene and protest
when I think something is wrong.
For example, a few years ago, my friend and I found almost half a million shoes
near the Stutthof museum. They had belonged to victims of concentration
camps throughout Europe. Stutthof was the place where the Germans sent
shoes to be repaired and used by civilians in Germany and by the army. But
these artifacts were lying in the forest, on the ground and underneath. We
fought against this for many years, urging the museum to display and protect
these material manifestations of genocide. In some ways we failed. After years
of battle, the museum ofﬁcials “cleaned” the area where the shoes were located.
They moved them to the museum but buried them again. They are invisible.
And of course, they should be seen, they should say to all of us—we will never
forget. Never again. But I won't give up. I remain optimistic. I will ﬁnd a way to
expose and secure them.

SJ: Your band is called Trupa Trupa. Its music has been described as noir,
existential, and psychedelic. Do you agree? What is the relationship between
your music and your poetry? And by the way, what does Trupa Trupa mean?
GK: Trupa Trupa has a democratic structure, so the band has no single
ideological line. Every one of us infuses the band’s music with our own feelings
and conceptions. My contribution is of course pretty much the same as my
poetry. That’s why there is a song called “Never Forget” that was inspired by
Claude Lanzmann’s Shoah. I truly believe in the power of art to expose dark
truths. By doing that it can foster moral awakening. When the darkness is very
dark it needs light.
Trupa Trupa can have the same meaning as nothing or it can mean a corpse, a
dead body or even a theatrical troupe. It's open for interpretation. Like the
music of the band; we are open.

SJ: How have your poetry and music been received in Poland? What about
outside Poland?
GK: In most cases it’s been received positively. But both Trupa Trupa and my
poetry have a bigger following outside Poland than within.
SJ: Genocide has been part of human societies for thousands of years. Some
anthropologists claim that genocide is hard-wired in the human psyche. They
trace it to conﬂict between bands of apes who fought each other over territorial
access to food. The implication is that ethnic and racial violence will always be
with us. Is there any hope for the future?
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GK: I am sure that we cannot give up. We must keep trying. The most
important thing is to ﬁnd the evil that exists within all of us. If you can ﬁnd it—
your potential to kill—then you’ve taken a step towards responsibility for
yourself and for humanity. In my opinion it’s possible to change, to be someone
else who, as yet, doesn't exist in the real world. I think that goodness is a kind
of miracle. I also think that my city of Gdansk is a great example of a kind of
hope machine. Lech Walesa came from Gdansk. Solidarity, the worker
movement, was established here. The Solidarity movement peacefully
destroyed one of the most repressive Communist regimes in Europe. It was a
miracle. A miracle of goodness.
***
Grzegorz Kwiatkowski (b. 1984)—a Polish poet and musician, is the author of several books of
poetry revolving around the subjects of history, remembrance and ethics. He is a member of a
psychedelic rock band, Trupa Trupa. More on him, https://grzegorzkwiatkowski.com/en/.
Sanford Jacoby (b. 1953), the interviewer, is a professor at UCLA. His uncle and cousins were
prisoners in Stutthof.
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Dossier: Genocide Research—
Some Observations and Some Suggestions
Christian Gudehus
Ruhr-Universität Bochum
Bochum, Germany

Introduction1
Genocide research is a ﬁrmly established ﬁeld. Not only are International Association of
Genocide Scholars (IAGS) and International Network of Genocide Scholars (INoGS) two
international organizations in the ﬁeld, but there are also a variety of networks that concern
themselves with aspects of collective violence and therefore deal with similar topics as genocide
research. Having edited GSP for a considerable number of years and being a researcher in the
ﬁeld, I have been observing various movements and tendencies. Many of these are innovative
as well as stimulating and promote the understanding of this particular form of collective
violence. As much as it is important to further deepen and distribute this knowledge, so do
constructive criticism and having a clear view especially on methodological, epistemological,
and basic theoretical developments in the ﬁeld—these are aspect which are necessary to me. In
this Dossier, I focus only on some selected aspects I consider problematic and make a ﬁrst
attempt at roughly sketching some proposals of how these challenges can be met.
Borrowing
A comprehensive understanding and explanation of genocidal processes and their
consequences can only be achieved if research ﬁndings of different disciplines are taken into
account. Especially in the context of mass violence; frequently, the explanation of individual and
collective action makes it necessary to draw on disciplines or approaches that explain human
actions—for example, social psychology, psychoanalysis, or social theories of a sociological
provenance or action theories. When researchers, such as historians or criminologists, integrate
information taken from other disciplines than their own into their narrative, Jovan Byford and
Cristian Tileagă call this borrowing.2 Using the example of a study on German WWII soldiers,
they aptly showed that the authors “simpliﬁed psychology: they borrowed a basic concept of
‘frames of reference,’ stripped it of its ontological and epistemological complexity, and applied
it, in a matter-of-fact way, to historical material. The central issue here is that interdisciplinarity,
if it is to offer genuine insights, must strive to complicate rather than simplify things.”3
Borrowing, also according to Byford and Tileagă, is also selective and tends to serve as
conﬁrmation of one’s own assumptions.4 In genocide research of many provenances, references
to sociopsychological experiments that, for the most part, were carried in the USA between the
1950s and 1970s, are common. They are used to prove the so-called situationalism, according to
which behavior can best be explained by predominantly accounting for the situational
constellation. Despite a comprehensive body of critical literature, these experiments are rarely

1
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historicized or contextualized.5 To this day, the continuously growing critical literature on classic
studies such as the so-called Milgram Experiment or the, as regards its execution, highly
problematic Stanford Prison Experiment remains largely ignored—with the exception of specific
secondary literature on these studies. This also applies to the question of how far such historically
and culturally specific studies can be transferred to other historical and cultural contexts.
Experimental research faces a number of fundamental problems of which two examples will be
sketched out here: First, comprehensive comparative studies have shown that many experiments
could not be successfully (i.e. with the same result) replicated.6 Second, and as has been
mentioned above, the participants in many studies that have been used to draw generalizing
conclusions, are not representative but “do occupy the extreme end of the distribution.”7
Consequently, such studies can only be quoted with considerable reservation when generalizing
statements on individual behavior in contexts of collective violence are made.
This deﬁcient contextualization has indeed, I believe, to do with an insufﬁcient perusal
of the relevant literature. It stands to reason that perhaps the studies themselves are read but
that their criticism is not sufﬁciently accounted for. Additionally, there are examples for
references which unequivocally show that even the original study itself has not been wholly
studied or even been studied only second hand. When research quotes Solomon E. Asch’s
studies to prove the so-called thesis of conformity according to which people act against their
own perception in order to align themselves with a majority, for example, it still often does so in
a biased and undifferentiated fashion. People who act like this do actually exist, but in Asch’s
experiments this is, ﬁrst of all, not the majority of participants. Second, Asch carried out
interviews and found that a number of different types of motivations led to the respective
individual modes of behavior. Third, Asch limits the transferability of the results to contexts
beyond the laboratory in many respects.8 It is therefore questionable to cite Asch in order to
prove the applicability of the conformity thesis in the context of individual actions in genocidal
events.
In short, a detailed consultation of relevant research studies is necessary especially
when the aim is to prove an often one-dimensional thesis. This applies to their epistemological
presuppositions that differ, for example, between experimental social psychology and historical
science.9 It is also necessary to consult the relevant secondary literature extensively. All this may
sound banal and even seem needless to say—yet, a look into the majority of publications on the
complex group of themes making up genocide research illustrates how little these standards are
taken heed of.10

5

On Milgram: Gina Perry, Behind the Shock Machine: The Untold Story of the Notorious Milgram Psychology Experiments
(New York: The New Press, 2013); About the SPE: Thibault Le Texier, “Debunking the Stanford Prison
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To put this clearly, I am not making a case against the adoption of knowledge from
other ﬁelds of research. As a matter of fact, not enough is actually taken on especially when it
concerns social theoretical approaches. Social theory occupies itself with action, social orders,
and their change.11 These are integral topics of genocide research. Unfortunately, works on
social norms, roles, or processuality are not sufﬁciently studied in the Anglo literature on
genocidal violence.12 It thus happens, for example, that perpetrator is called a social role which is
arguable because roles are, amongst other features, deﬁned as a cluster of expectations. Hence
father, superior, and class clown are undoubtedly social roles. There are notions and expectations
how these should be occupied. Perpetrator, however, is a category constructed ex-post and
designates people who have carried out actions that can be interpreted as participations in
genocidal violence. There is, furthermore, an extensive sociological but also psychological body
of literature on social norms, their evolution, consolidation, regression, and change. Such works
should be studied more intensively and, of course, in a more detailed fashion. The above are
only examples illustrating that it is not necessary to reinvent the wheel. Instead, already
acquired knowledge should be circulated and ﬁnd its way into explanatory models. I do not say
this would never happen—yet I say that it happens far too little.
Data Documentation
Dialogue between the disciplines and approaches (for example, between psychology and
cultural psychology) is necessary. An important condition for this is that also the social sciences
and humanities develop standards for the collection, documentation, analyses, and publication
of data. Such standards furthermore promote the transparency and consequently the
comprehensibility of conclusions drawn from the data; and ﬁnally, especially European funding
institutions increasingly demand that the data collected in research projects should be
published. Likewise, the European Union, for example, demands open-access publication. I
agree that studies (directly or indirectly) ﬁnanced primarily by taxes should be made available
to the community but also the public in general free of charge.
Accordingly, I propose that especially interview material (here chosen as an example
for diverse types of data used in empirical research) should be made available in two ways.
Since many journals (and books) by now are published online and are open access, the
publication of the data on which the studies are based on is financially unproblematic.
Therefore, publishers and editorial boards should, for example, encourage their authors to
make complete interviews accessible and facilitate this. Of course, it must be warranted that
no disadvantages concerning the interviewees result from this—they must be protected if
necessary. Hence, the publication of interviews should not be mandatory yet possible. It
would also be an option to modify the material in such a way that the interviewees’ rights
and personal security are protected. Furthermore, it would make sense to set up a curated
data base. Probably thousands of interviews with people who have experienced (suffered,
executed, witnessed, heard of etc.) genocidal violence exist. Making this data available has a
whole array of advantages:
• The quality (and authenticity) of data can be secured.
• The generation of data can be contextualized.
• In many cases, it will be possible to identify people that have
been repeatedly interviewed by different agents at different
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times. A systematic comparison of such interviews might
yield unexpected ﬁndings.
• It might be that many questions can be answered by drawing
on data already gathered so that the focus on further studies
can be on groups of topics that have not been covered by the
studies in which this data had originally been collected.
• Researchers with few resources can participate in research by
using the documented interviews. This promotes a diversity
of perspectives.
• Comparisons can be considerably simpliﬁed—trends and
particularities can be uncovered by employing (partially)
automated methods of evaluation.
To sum up, positive results concerning the accessibility of data, its quality, transparency
(concerning its interpretation), its comparability, and the chance to analyze large data amounts
are expectable outcomes.
Translations
Still, a large part of the research in the field is done by researchers from Europe, North America,
and Australia. Only a minority of studies that investigate cases beyond these regions can attest a
thorough command of the languages spoken there and a thorough knowledge about the specific
features of these cultures. Culture does not only comprise history but also includes concepts of
identity, mentalities, life scripts—hence, quite fundamentally, forms of sedimented experiences.13
The transfer of psychological insights between very diverse cases (as regards time, space, culture)
indeed are but one example for this deficit.
The role of translators has as yet not been adequately addressed in many publications.
This applies to the process of data generation (for example, in interviews or reading processes) but
also to the analysis of such data. Only rarely are translators considered important agents
participating in the research process—and even more rarely are they actually named. In the
analytic process, there is a lack of extensive reflections about the requirements, the necessary
abilities (vs. formal qualifications), and the roles such people play. There are thus studies in which
far reaching conclusions are based on translators’ ad-hoc translations. It is understandable that
such a course of action cannot always be avoided. However, if conclusions are reached based on
such data, this must be transparently and critically discussed.
The role of translators and interpreters of language and culture as well as the roles of
other agents participating in the research process must thus be laid open and subject to
deliberation. Further, if there is a chance that the validity of statements is influenced by their
translations, this requires special attention. If possible, translators should then be incorporated
into the analysis of data and, if appropriate, be mentioned as co-authors.
Sources
For a long time, genocide research was based on information obtained in legal processes. In the
last couple of years, an increasing number of interviews especially with individuals who
executed violence (usually referred to as perpetrators) have been conducted. Further videos
available online have been becoming more relevant for the analysis of speciﬁc, very local events
of violence. As a matter of fact, though, there are cases of violence which are deﬁnitely of
genocidal nature that are hardly documented at all or for which very few sources can be made
available. Thus, Chinese state violence against Falun Gong, Tibetans, and Uighurs are enormous
challenges for genocide research. Not only there are government agents who control the access
to and distribution of information in China itself. These are moreover engaged in order to
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smother all discussion in this regard abroad from China. This applies just as much to
propaganda as it is, for example, distributed by the so-called Confucius Institutes (in Germany)
as to political threats, often communicated via diplomatic channels, but also to speciﬁc threats
meant to intimidate individuals (as has been mentioned, abroad from China).14 Taken together,
these challenges render it very difﬁcult for researchers to collect information. Second, for
example editors of academic journals can hardly verify data and interpretations. It is further
frequently the case that many of those who have access to information have no academic
background or at least are not experts in the ﬁeld of genocide studies. Because of this, their
contributions are regularly rebuked in the course of the usual review processes. It is hence
necessary that, ﬁrst of all, journals must provide room (for example, special columns) for such
texts that are often rich in documentations, yet rather poor as regards theories. Second, to those
who research in the ﬁeld other criteria, for example as regards the allocation of stipends, should
apply than to those who follow the conventional paths. This would make sense because in these
cases it is not the individual academic development that is at stake but rather the acquisition of
information that can feed academic discourse. Third, such agents need special support by
editorial boards. Fourth, and returning to the issues of sources, it is important to accept new
types of sources and to consider in some special cases whether it might not make sense to accept
information for publication even if not everything can be veriﬁed in much detail. An example
for such special sources that are unfortunately difﬁcult to verify are screenshots from
messenger-exchanges as used by Rukiye Turdush and Magnus Fiskesjö in their Dossier for
GSP.15
Canonization
If authors, studies, concepts, approaches but also data (for example, numbers of victims) are
referred to exceptionally often in the literature, I understand these to be canonized. It is also
this process of selection and some of the problems related to it that I would like to focus on.
First of all, problematic is whatever prevents an adequate description of the object of
investigation at hand. These are, to begin with, data, numbers for example, that are hardly
ever subject to critical investigation and that therefore are basically distributed by being
copied. Hence, often not so much the process itself or the existence of a canon is the problem,
but rather the all too frequently occurring uncritical adoption of canonized information. I
have already explained the above with reference to the example of borrowing. Accordingly,
with reference to Solomon Asch, conformity is pointed out to be an important feature of
genocidal events although Asch himself limited the scope of his research at several levels.
This applies, for example, to the fact that the observation, measurement, and labelling of a
particular mode of behavior does not explain it.16 As Rob Bond and Peter Smith suggest, it
would thus have been possible to write about tactfulness or social sensitivity instead.17
Additionally, such terms—if used as buzz words and canonized references—can simply not
pay justice to the processual nature of human activity as such. Even though this processual
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quality is often referred to, it has hardly ever been captured as aptly as Thomas Hoebel and
Wolfgang Knöbl did when writing about the integral conditions of all cognitive and
explanatory processes.18
Finally, despite the enormous broadening of the field and the search for new cases,
considerable gaps exist. For example, since its move to publish online in 2013, only two
papers were submitted to GSP that dealt with the already mentioned mass persecution of
several groups by the Chinese government.19 For this reason, I once more would like to
appeal to lecturers, researchers, funding agencies, and in particular to the relevant
organizations that they should create the necessary conditions for this type of research.20 This
begins with education in this field that in many cases relies too heavily on a canon of cases
and that does not address the question how knowledge about cultures and of languages can
be taught that would enable researchers to explore new fields. It must become attractive for
academics to approach cases that have not been canonized and that are difficult to research.
The cooperation with faculties, departments, and institutions beyond genocide research that
are familiar with and know how to access the materials necessary for research is urgently
needed. It is also worthwhile to pay more attention to research subsumed under the label
citizen science that has recently attracted increasingly more attention. In short, it is important
to put the competences of non-academic agents to use for the research process. Examples for
this are data collection projects such as the one on the Dersim genocide between 1937 and
1938. Committed citizens conducted nearly 400 professional interviews in languages of which
some are only spoken by few people as, for example, in Zazaki. Also, the transcriptions of the
material and the translation of languages that spoken outside this community (or only by
their descendants) can only work if the close cooperation with citizens who have the
corresponding competences is sought.
At a very basic level the sparse number of theories, concepts, and approaches is
worrying even if every now and then individual agents in the field manage to overcome this
problem. However, systematic projects such as the documentation, exploration, and perhaps
also the application of so-called indigenous psychologies are as yet lacking. I have already
pointed out above the, so to speak, culture-insensitive and ahistorical approaches that are
typical for some disciplines. There is a large number of alternative approaches still waiting to
be put to the test that are still unheard of in genocide research in the English-speaking world.
It will not be easy to overcome this obstacle because today’s academic establishment with its
measurement methods (such as the impact factor) and the growing weight of administrative
issues leaves little room for exploration. Accordingly, it is individual agents that, for example,
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strive to adapt indigenous psychologies or something like cultural psychology so that they
can be used in genocide research.21
A very general problem in all research is the tendency to attach too much importance to
the label of the object of investigation. This may sound absurd since, for example, it is indeed
the declared aim of all memory studies to investigate remembrance. The same applies to the
investigation of collective violence or genocides. At the same time, though, the
conceptualization of various events, practices, and social relations in the context of a genocide
constitutes epistemic frames that guide understanding. As soon as something is labelled a
genocide, often the corresponding explanatory narratives follow that, at the core, are based on
an established vocabulary and a likewise fashionable argumentation. To me, this seems to be
one of the strongest drivers of canonization.
Academic Culture
The academic generation of knowledge is based on transparency and criticism. In contrast to,
for example, ideologies, research continuously reforms itself. This does not happen without
resistance, ﬁghts, and unfortunately not without victims—for example those whose careers
were ﬁnished because of their opinions. At the same time, it is especially innovation that opens
up new spaces, approaches, and career paths. Currently, diversity and decolonization are such
sets of issues that, on the one hand, are much debated and, on the other, career promoters. So,
there are movements. What receives too little attention in academic discourse and practices is
the systematic recognition of failure. It is exactly this is what is meant by practiced transparency.
Yet in some areas of psychology, researchers calculate and adjust for as long as it takes to come
up with signiﬁcant and unequivocal results. Results that, in the worst case, are adopted by other
disciplines and are there used as the basis for explanatory models. Very rarely we read about
unusable data, about equivocal translations, about opacities that cannot be cleared up, about
failed interviews or about the event that at the end of a research process no well-founded and
perhaps far-reaching results can be announced. There are reasons for this that are related to
funding (e. g. grants, scholarships), possibilities to be published, and jobs, hence to career
options of a very fundamental nature. This is not going to be changed overnight. Also, national
academic cultures and also cultures of the various disciplines vary considerably. What we as
individuals can do nonetheless, is to make room for failure and therefore for transparency when
it comes to teaching and to supervising students and PhDs or when we work as reviewers,
authors, and editors. This is also an appeal to individuals, thus addressing the respective
individual scopes.
Criticism is fundamental to scientiﬁc insights and will remain so, too. As a matter of
fact, a large part of criticism does not take place on the public stage but, for example, in the
context of review processes. In peer-review-processes, (the often constructive, but also
sometimes harsh and not always fair) criticism leads to improvements but also to conformity as
regards style, structure, and wording. Authors—and I say this in my capacity as the editor of a
journal—tend to be at the mercy of reviewers and editors. They depend on their integrity and
fairness. Simultaneously, I assume, also judging from my own experiences as an author,
mechanisms of self-censorship are at work.
Researchers in the ﬁeld use social media, currently predominantly Twitter and
Instagram, to advertise publications (their own or those of others) and presentations (for
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example, when they attend meetings). As much as the distribution of such contents beyond the
usual academic channels is to be appreciated, as much does it entail a further honing in on those
people and contents that live up to the requirements of these media channels (e.g., attracting
followers and reposts).
All this contributes to a deficit of public discussions that are objective and fair.
Roundtables, such as the ones published in the Journal of Perpetrator Research, are examples
illustrating how this development can be countered. We need the discussion about explanatory
models, methods, and materials. These debates must—and this is a very touchy topic—take place
in disregard of the person. It is undoubtably social origin that determines individual preferences
as regards topics, methods, and theories—as has impressively been empirically proven, for
example, by Pierre Bourdieu a long time ago.22 Yet the devaluation or appreciation of scientific
publications must not depend on the question to which authors can be ascribed to. An argument
is not good because it is stated by someone to whom I ascribe the same identity features as to
myself. Likewise, an argument is not bad only because it is advanced by someone with different
features than mine. At a very basic level, science relies on criticism and transparency. For this
reason, its rules—such as the quality criteria for the collection, documentation, and analysis of
data—can be modified. The reflection of one’s own personality has always been part of this. Yet,
to say that a member of group X (and who determines who is a member of which group?) must
not make a statement on issue Y or that statements made by members of group Z must not be
criticized is, I believe, out of the question. A good/bad example for this is German historical
research on the holocaust; because for some time, it claimed that Jews cannot write about this
topic because they were too strongly affected by it. I therefore pledge for a culture of criticism that
is subject-related, fair, and not identitarian.
I have combined the criticism uttered here with specific suggestions because I am
convinced that it is not enough to problematize. It is thus only a first, easily taken step to point out
limits in research processes. A second, far more difficult one consists in realizing the resultant
implications. My criticism is also necessarily limited to what I know, the languages I understand,
the authors I have read, the explanatory models of the disciplines I have acquainted myself with. I
plainly do not know what I do not know. For this reason, I specify my appeal. I would like to open
up the field and at the same time preserve central features of science of a so-called Western
provenance. These are transparency, criticism, and therefore constant development.
Simultaneously, I do not claim to be the first or even the only one to argue for these points. I
simply share the observations I have made when reading for GSP and beyond.
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Introduction1
What is healing? In the contexts of post-atrocity and post-genocide, the term healing is
metaphorical, and, like all metaphors, it functions by highlighting some similarities at the cost
of hiding some differences.2 To understand what kind of collective healing practices might be
effective after a mass atrocity, we need to comprehend better what constitutes healing. This
requires appreciating in what ways the metaphor illuminates and obscures. The question “what
is collective healing?” raises entirely different concerns pertaining to the nature of groups,
communities, and institutions. In what ways are collective healing processes different from
individual ones?
We need clear, well-argued answers to these conceptual questions as a basis for
deriving the criteria to evaluate practices. What counts as a good collective healing process? The
evaluative criteria delineate what counts as collective healing and deﬁne what counts as
relevantly good. These evaluative criteria cannot be discovered by empirical investigations
alone. It requires a semantic deﬁnition of the relevant normative spaces.
The plan is as follows. I shall argue that the concept of healing requires that of being
wounded, which in turn requires the idea that some agent performed dehumanizing actions. I
will present a new theory of dehumanizing as different kinds of harm and provide a new
characterization of healing based on this analysis. The main conclusion of the paper is that there
are four different but indispensable aspects of the healing process that are often conﬂated. Such
a conclusion can help us identify the different elements that make collective healing more
complete.
Section 1: Preliminaries
The idea of healing requires that there is something that needs to be healed, and following the
metaphorical semantics, the corresponding term is “being wounded.” The concept of “healing
wounds” has both evaluative and factual aspects: healing is good, and wounds are bad. We
need to understand what constitutes the relevant kinds of goodness and badness and
distinguish (a) the causes of a wound, (b) what constitutes the wound, and (c) the symptoms of
being harmed, concentrating on the nature of the woundedness (i.e. (b). Why is being wounded
bad?).
A wound is clearly some form of harm. However, we can contrast being wounded and
undergoing material harm. Something can harm one materially without wounding one, and vice
versa. In the ﬁrst case, losing money can cause one harm without constituting being wounded
because the latter implies that someone deliberately performed harmful actions. Likewise,
having one’s money stolen is different from merely losing it, and having one’s leg severed by
someone is different from losing it accidentally. Being wounded requires that someone
performed an act of wounding. In the second case, one could be wounded without being
harmed materially, for example, by being shunned from society without being physical
deprived. A person could be treated as less than human and thereby wounded, without being
harmed materially. Whilst such dehumanization typically involves material harm, and typically
causes psychological harm, it needs to be understood as something bad itself, independently of
1
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these other harms. Being dehumanized itself constitutes a special and grievous kind of harm. In
the next section, we shall argue that this harm consists in a violation of one’s value as a person.
As we will see, this will enable us to characterize trauma. Also, the need for this distinctive kind
of harm reoccurs within the notion of justice: justice can be understood as being treated equally
as a person.3
Section 2: Dehumanization
“Being wounded” describes being a recipient of an action that dehumanizes or treats one as less
than fully human. Dehumanization is not an act of removing the humanity from a person,
which is impossible, but rather one of not recognizing it. People can suffer tremendous harm
and trauma from natural disasters, but it is quite different to receive them deliberately at the
hands of other people. This is, and is perceived as, something they did to us. This merits the
phrase “being wounded.”
The concept of dehumanizing assumes that persons have a special kind of noninstrumental or non-derivative value, a quasi-Kantian idea best elaborated in two steps. First,
material things have only instrumental value, which implies that their valuable nature is
entirely derivative of the goals that they serve or promote. Without the relevant ends, the means
would have no value at all. Second, the ends themselves have a value that is also derivative,
dependent on the value of lives of conscious beings. This second dependence is not
instrumental. Rather, the plethora of ends that one has are only valuable in relation to the
valuable nature of living as a conscious being. They are only valuable insofar as they relate to
the activities, experiences, and processes that compose a life. Thus, we may conclude that the
lives of conscious beings have a special kind of non-derivative value. Dehumanization is a
violation of or a failure to recognize that value.
The account given so far is Kantian in spirit insofar as it argues for the special value of
persons. Kant contended that this value was the foundation of morality, enshrined in the
formulations of the Categorical Imperative, the second version of which enjoins people not to
treat humanity merely as a means.4 However, our account is only quasi-Kantian in at least two
respects. First, it is not tied to Kant’s metaphysics, such as his transcendental idealism. This is
important when we consider group healing.5 Second, Kant is trying to deﬁne morality.6 In
contrast, our point is to characterize a special kind of harming, dehumanization, which occurs
in violent atrocities. We have not advanced any claims about morality.
These deliberations show that conscious beings and their lives have a special kind of
value that is non-derivative. We have not shown that only conscious beings have non-derivative
value. Also, we have not taken into account the differences between human and person.
Caution is required to avoid speciesism. Standardly, a person is deﬁned as a being that is
rational and self-conscious. In this context, “rational” is opposed to non-rational rather than
irrational. It is the capacity to respond to reasons. Self-consciousness is the ability to be aware of
oneself as “I.” Given these deﬁnitions, not all persons are humans: other species qualify. Also,
not all humans are persons; people in a permanent irreversible coma would not qualify as
persons. Moreover, the differences between person and non-person are multi-dimensional and
of degree, not a sharp difference of kind as presupposed by Descartes and Kant.7 Human
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embryology and animal intelligence requires these points.8 Having mentioned these
qualiﬁcations, to simplify, we shall treat the terms “human” and “person” as interchangeable.
Dehumanization occurs when a person is treated as an object or as less than a person.
The core idea is that a being that has non-derivative value is treated as if she were valuable only
derivatively. In this way, dehumanizing constitutes a failure to respect and appreciate the nature
of the kind of value of a person. It is a category mistake like the opposite of imbuing a fetish
doll with life.
Dehumanizing has several variants such as instrumentalizing, commodifying,
objectifying, animalizing, marginalizing, and demonizing. A person is instrumentalized when
she is treated as having only instrumental value. Kant expresses this with the second version of
the Categorical Imperative.9 A person is commodiﬁed when she is treated as a commodity,
which has only exchange-value. A person is objectiﬁed when she is treated merely as an object.
Likewise, a person is animalized when she is treated merely as a non-person animal in some
regard, for example, when a group is compared to a cockroach or some vermin.10
Although these phenomena are variations on a theme, to understand marginalization
and demonization, we need some ancillary ideas. To explain marginalization, the
supplementary notion is the equality of all persons. We have explained dehumanization in
terms of a person’s life being non-derivatively valuable: dehumanization is a failure to respect
the person as such. We supplement this with the claim that all persons are equally valuable in
this way. We marginalize a person by treating them as less valuable or as inferior. The claim that
all people have equal non-derivative value does not mean that one has equal responsibility
towards all, but it does mean that there is a good reason not to treat anyone as lesser.
The idea of demonization requires a deeper level. There is an ingrained tendency for us
to judge our own actions by the good intentions that we have, which are seemingly obvious to
us, and to judge the actions of others by the imperfect consequences of their actions. This is an
epistemological asymmetry or double standard.11 This is accentuated by reading the bad
consequences of a person’s action back into her intentions. According to this lopsided
hermeneutic, whilst I (or my group) always have good intentions, the others (you, my enemy)
have bad intentions as evidenced by your bad actions.12 This enemy-making mode of
interpretation constitutes a form of dehumanization because it forms one way to treat a person
or group as lesser. This kind of dehumanization is demonizing.
With the atrocities of war, dehumanization apparently consists in spurts of violent acts
directed towards one group by members of another group. However, dehumanization does not
need to be explicitly violent in this way. For instance, the prelude to an atrocity usually consists
in protracted propaganda warfare that dehumanizes the other group, portraying them as less
than fully human: it usually demonizes, after marginalizing them. Following a violent conﬂict,
the resulting wounds are typically handed down to future generations as feelings of
humiliation, victimization, and enmity, which become embedded in a culture and a history,13 as
narratives that tend to perpetuate the conditions that originally led to the conﬂict. As we shall
see, one can characterize trauma as the experience of the various harms of dehumanization as
such, and the traumatic effects of dehumanization can be transmitted transgenerationally.
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Violence breeds violence. Without intervention, cycles of violence are a never-ending
dehumanization. Violence is a cause of further trauma, but often also a symptom of trauma.14
Section 3: Dehumanization as Harm
Why is being dehumanized a serious harm? The answer pertains to the structure of human
well-being. While one can harm a person by stealing her money, such harms are derivative.
Thus, we require an account of non-derivative harm to a person’s well-being, which has the
following four basic dimensions.15
The ﬁrst concerns activities. For a person to live well, her life is comprised of processes,
activities, and experiences suited to her basic interests, given the relevant socio-cultural
contexts. To be deprived of such activities constitutes one dimension of harm. Secondly, for a
person to live well, she must appreciate these activities as non-instrumentally valuable. Pain,
anxiety, anger, and sadness constitute forms of ill-being along this dimension of awareness.
Thirdly, a good life will contain good relationships with other people and with society, and for
these to constitute well-being, she must recognize them and engage in them as such. Fourthly,
well-being requires appropriate kinds of evaluative self-awareness, meaning that a person is
aware of herself as a being of value or dignity.
Notice that this four-fold account of well-being is fundamentally non-hedonistic. It
characterizes harm without reducing it to unpleasant feelings. Changes in well-being can occur
along any of the four dimensions, and not just the second. They are often counterfactual, and
hence do not have to be even felt as a loss or gain.
Being dehumanized constitutes a special form of ill-being along each of these
dimensions, which is typically experienced as a trauma. For the purposes of this paper,
“trauma” can be deﬁned as the experiential and psycho-physical symptoms or manifestations of
these harms of dehumanization. The term refers to the negative ways in which the various
harms of dehumanization are experienced as such by the person.
Typically, the harm is especially grave concerning the fourth dimension: one’s
relationship to oneself. Well-being requires that a person emotionally appreciate herself as
having non-derivative value. This recognition is a fundamental form of self-respect that does
not depend on what one does or has done. Rather, in the worlds of money and commodities,
values are derivative on the valuable nature of a person’s life, and one’s well-being is partly
constituted by one’s awareness of this. This evaluative self-perception deﬁnes one’s relationship
with oneself, and harm to it will be expressed as feelings of insecurity, a sense of inferiority, an
over-willingness to please others, and a feeling of powerlessness. It will also express itself in the
person’s relationships with their past and future, such as the erosion of one’s sense of oneself as
an agent, and through basic self-identiﬁcations as a member of a victimized group. At root,
these manifest damage to the evaluative self-perception often called dignity, and being
dehumanized by others typically causes this kind of harm. These points help deﬁne one
important strand of the healing process: the appreciative emotional connections to one’s dignity.
Dehumanization is also a signiﬁcant harm along the third dimension: to one’s
relationships, including one’s belonging to a society. Of course, being marginalized and treated
as inferior cause harm, but the issue is that they constitute a kind of harm integral to
dehumanization. All persons are equally non-derivatively valuable and we all live in societies,
so it is a deep harm to be treated as a less than full member of society. Dehumanization is also a
harm concerning intergroup relationships. While it causes serious damage to a person’s
capacities to trust and to have close relationships, dehumanization is itself a harm to the
relationships between the groups, as this implies they are degraded. This degradation manifests
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as mistrust and hermeneutical stereotyping. The degradation is iterative; it concerns not only
how you perceive me and vice versa, but also my beliefs about how you perceive me, and so on.
Concerning the second dimension, dehumanization is harmful insofar as it involves
negative emotions that plague a person’s consciousness and reduce their capacity to enjoy the
valuable activities of life. Sadness, fear, and anger blight our living in the present moment.
Dehumanization and its accompanying trauma involve feelings of helplessness, alienation, and
humiliation which form part of an unwitting construction of a phenomenal world blighted by
self-reinforcing feelings of negativity.
So far, we have characterized the harms of dehumanization of an oppressed group. We
can apply the same framework to an oppressor group. Note that, often, the same group
occupies both roles: perpetrators often act in dehumanizing ways from a sense their own
victimhood, and this double role accelerates the historical cycles of violence. But how is the
oppressor group dehumanized and thereby harmed? Such groups tend to have feelings of
superiority around historical narratives that apparently justify their privilege, and this
constitutes a form of self-dehumanization and harm. Three steps support this view.
First, when one group is marginalized, it is treated as less than equal.16 Well-being
requires that a person lives in harmony with how things are for the kinds of beings we are. In
this context, “how things are” means not only recognizing emotionally that one is nonderivatively valuable, but also appreciating that one is a member of a community of many other
people that have the same status. I am a member of a kind, but only one member of this kind:
there are others, equally as real and valuable as me. When our emotions close us off to this
truth, it constitutes a dehumanizing harm. For this reason, there is a group of illnesses that
include being closed in on oneself, being obsessed with one’s own self-importance, not being
connected to the reality of others.17
The second step: to understand well-being, one needs to relinquish the hedonist
assumption that, for something to be part of well-being, the lack of it must feel bad; harm does
not need to feel bad. The basis for well-being is the constitutive structural features of any
human life. These are the dimensions of well-being that form different kinds of noninstrumental value or disvalue. These include the relational, which requires that we relate to
others as persons. To live with others, I must appreciate them as persons. This has implications
for self-awareness: I must be aware of myself as one among many.
Third, the requirement that we relate to others as persons extends to self-consciousness:
we need to be aware of ourselves as one among many. Hence, well-being requires that one
regard oneself as one, but only one, member of a special kind of being. We are not asserting that
well-being requires one to conform one’s actions to a noble and demanding moral principle.
Instead, we are afﬁrming that one’s well-being constitutively requires that we identify ourselves
as one among others, who are equally real as oneself.
In conclusion, what is new about this general theory of dehumanizing? First, it is not a
moral theory. It explains dehumanization as a harm and not as a Kantian moral imperative.
Second, the theory of harm is multi-dimensional, and it is not hedonistic or preference-based.
This has allowed us to characterize dehumanization as a non-reducible variety of different
harms, which will enable us to separate different aspects of the healing process in a detailed
manner.
Section 4: The Concept of Healing
The claim that dehumanization is contained in the concept “they did this to us” suggests the
seductive idea that the process of healing must be one of humanization, as the opposite of
dehumanization. However, this is mistaken because dehumanization is not the removal of the
special value of being a person. It is the failure to recognize it. We are already equally persons,
non-instrumentally valuable beings. One cannot humanize a human; one cannot restore to a
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person her dignity because she had it all along. In this sense, treating healing as a humanization
is part of the problem: it assumes that some people are lesser until they are healed. This
misleading conception affects practice insofar as it presumes that victims need to be given
something, namely a cure. This conception tends to negate the agency of the wounded person in
healing. This is a shortcoming of the medical analogy that implicitly compares the person to a
patient. Medical language suggests that a traumatized person is a passive patient, who receives
treatment from another, who is ideally an expert. Conceived in these terms, the processes tend
to undermine themselves: insofar as one regards someone as a passive patient, one is not
treating them as a full human person.
The misleading medical suggestion that the wounded person needs to be given
something, also permeates the idea that healing is a restoring of wholeness, even though the
etymology of “healing” suggests such a conception.18 However, since a person is already a
whole, the claim that a person needs to have her wholeness restored reinforces the idea that the
traumatized are less than wholly human and that something needs to be done by someone else
to reestablish this. This is quite different from afﬁrming that they have been treated by others as
lesser, and they have a ruptured sense of their worth because of this. Even a dissociation
manifested as a personality disorder is a fracture in a person’s sense of themselves. It is a
dissociation in self-perception that manifests as a personality dissociation as if there were
distinct personalities.19 In short, healing the wounds concerns cohesive emotional selfperception rather than the bringing together of broken parts.
The opposite of dehumanization is not humanization. The core problem of
dehumanization is that the humanity of the person is actively denied or is not recognized. Such
treatment is deeply harmful, and this harm is multi-dimensional. For instance, it can lead a
person to fail to connect emotionally to her dignity or non-instrumentally valuable nature.
Therefore, the opposite of dehumanization is the process of fully recognizing the valuable
nature of oneself. This indicates that healing is a holistic educational process of coming to terms
with something wounding, which includes overcoming the dehumanizing and working
through its harmful psychological effects. van der Hart et al. call this kind of process
“realization.”20 The dehumanizing harm and the associated trauma present themselves as
unﬁnished business21 that needs to be resolved through processes of realization or coming to
terms with what was done to one.
The idea of coming to terms needs explanation. Consider the process of coming to
terms with one’s own death. Clearly, it is not a simply cognitive exercise restricted to
propositional knowledge; it is also an emotional adaptation to a set of truths that are difﬁcult to
accept. This means that the process of fully understanding one’s death requires an acceptance
that may involve feeling fear, sadness, and anger. In this sense, it is cognitive-emotional or
holistic. Because it is a painful process, one will have deep resistances to directly confronting
one’s ﬁnitude. Those resistances are fundamentally an unwillingness based on anxieties and
phobias, which may involve self-deception. This means that the person has to be willing to
come to terms with those resistances as part of the process, and this indicates that the need for
meta-cognition, accompanied by considerable patience with oneself. It requires, for instance,
understanding that one’s resistances serve a protective function so that one is less inclined to
judge oneself harshly and punish or persecute oneself in this regard.22 This implies that healing
relies importantly on the person’s willingness to engage with the process. Insofar as it concerns
self-perception, it is something that a person does to herself. It is not carried out by someone
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else, such as a therapist or a therapeutic group. It is something that the person actively does
herself, albeit with the guidance of a facilitator and a group, even when the healing would not
have occurred without those supportive conditions.
Regarding dehumanization, healing processes are not individualistic because the
relevant harms are inﬂicted by another group, and so the healing concerns one’s relationship
with them, and society in general. The dehumanizing harm is irreducibly social in content, and
so is the required healing process. Healing must be understood primarily in terms of a
juxtaposition between, on the one hand, emotional self-perception, and self-relations and, on
the other, relations to the members of the other group. This juxtaposition does not constitute a
contradiction, but rather different facets of the same action.
Any social action has three basic features. The ﬁrst is the action itself as performed by
an agent as an act of the will; the second is the consequences that it has on others and on the
agent herself; the third pertains to the social relations that the action instantiates or exempliﬁes.
This general categorization applies to the actions that dehumanize and, as such, it serves to
classify the processes of compassionate understanding required for coming to terms with the
traumas and harms of dehumanization. The distinction enables us to separate three aspects of
any healing processes.
1. Understanding the dehumanizing actions and/or processes;
2. Transcending the personal harmful and traumatic effects of
these actions;
3. Repairing the relationships that dehumanizing instantiates.
In the ﬁnal sections, we will argue that this threefold characterization of the healing
process is incomplete because it omits a fourth element pertaining to the structural aspects of
social action and the systemic aspects of healing.
Process 1: Directed Towards Understanding the Dehumanizing Acts or Processes Per Se
This process helps the persons confront dehumanizing experiences by establishing a framework
for the relevant understanding and, in so doing, it initiates a process of meta-cognition: thinking
about what one does not fully grasp or want to come to terms with. This framework consists in
at least ﬁve elements.
First, it must establish a shared space for healing as one in which participants will not
be judged, will be actively listened to, and in which their privacy will be respected. It constructs
the culture of a safe space. Safety is a precondition of healing.23 Second, it establishes a
framework in which victims, perpetrators, and others acknowledge the dehumanizing actions
in question, and recognize what makes them dehumanizing. Third, it provides an opportunity
to better understand why dehumanizing constitutes a serious harm along the four dimensions
of well-being. This entails comprehending emotionally what it means to dehumanize, to be
dehumanized, and why it is so bad. One way to accomplish this is to help participants
acknowledge how dehumanizing others is part of daily life, and how this cuts one off from the
experiential reality of the other. This process can help participants transcend guilt.
The ﬁnal two elements pertain to history. Acts of dehumanization occur as part of a
wider historical process and as such they can be understood. However, there is considerable
resistance to the idea that we might understand better, for example, the actions of Nazi
Germany in the Holocaust. The acts are so deplorable that any attempt to comprehend them
may seem like a refusal to condemn them. Nevertheless, any process of dehumanization can be
better understood even if this requires moving beyond moral condemnation, albeit without
rejecting it. The required understanding is largely historical: anti-Semitism has a long history in
Europe, much older than that of romantic German nationalism. Likewise, any conﬂict has a
history characterized by past acts of violence perceived differently by the various sides.
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Acknowledging the dehumanization of the history is part of the ﬁrst process of healing,
especially insofar as it involves seeing the history from different points of view, including those
of the denials that it generates.
Finally, the need for historical understanding introduces the idea that acts of
dehumanization constitute moments in a cycle of violence that will continue into the future
until transcended or healed. It involves seeing how the harmful effects of dehumanizing are
passed between generations through unintended social learning processes within families and
communities. This underscores the need for healing.
Process 2: Directed to the Results of the Dehumanizing Acts
Understanding dehumanizing acts enables a person to reﬂect better on her own painful
experiences; it strengthens the relevant meta-cognitive processes and prepares the person to
confront her pain. It prepares the person for the second part of the healing process, which
consists in becoming freer from the accumulated pain and other harms of dehumanization. This
release consists in coming to terms with past violence and the associated emotions, such as fear,
sadness, alienation, and anger.24 This process can be compared to mourning.25
In this process, the differences between victim and perpetrator are relevant for two
reasons. First, the harms suffered by the different groups in a conﬂict are usually very different.
For example, people of African descent in the USA may face the long-term effects of the
degradations of slavery, as well as the continued harms of systemic racism. Those of European
descent in the USA may face the shame of being the beneﬁciaries of this past, and the guilt of
being complicit in the systemic racism that makes them privileged.26 Since these are distinct
kinds of harm, the processes of coming to terms with them will be different. This suggests that
the two processes should be kept separate. Second, any healing process must feel safe and open
to all those concerned. Given that one group is working through its self-alienation as victims
and the other through its self-alienation as perpetrators, given that one group is transcending
feelings of inferiority and the other assumptions of superiority, given that one is often powerless
and the other usually powerful, the dual requirements of safety and openness are in
contradiction.27 For one group to be open is for the other group to feel unsafe. For this reason,
these two requisites can only be met if the healing of the two groups is separate.
Process 3: Directed to the Relationship
A healing that consisted only of processes 1 and 2 would be radically incomplete. This is
because healing requires going beyond the dichotomy of victim and perpetrator. This
conclusion follows from the social nature of dehumanization insofar as it is what one group
does to another. This means that healing must be relational, and involve a loosening of an
antagonistic us versus them.
This requires spaces that allow people to relate to each other intimately and openly.
They need to be able to express their pain, fears, and sadness, and to recount difﬁcult
experiences without feeling that they are being judged, and in the knowledge that others in the
group are listening to them. When people open up and reveal their suffering, it is almost
impossible not to be touched emotionally. Suddenly, one is presented with the vivid reality of
the experience of another person’s experience. This kind of experience has several welldocumented facets.28 First, as the members of the groups open their suffering to each other,
feelings of empathy overtake negative feelings, such as guilt, anger, and resentment that tend to
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fuel ignorance of the lived experience of the other. When it works well, this is a self-reinforcing
synergetic group process: any one person undergoing the process supports the others and vice
versa. This is one meaning of the term collective healing, and it requires a mixed group. Second,
in this process, people’s immediate self-identiﬁcations shift. The sense of a shared group
weakens the divisions between us and them.29 Everyone is experienced as more fully human
and there is a growing shared sense that we are all people of equal worth. This constitutes a
moral ascension that connects with the lived reality of others, pierces the bubble of egoism and
widens parochial identities.30 Thirdly, this process diminishes the feeling “they did this to us”
and “we did this to them but it was not our fault (or it was a long time ago).” While this does
not imply negating what happened, it is a process of transcending the roles of victim and
perpetrator that carry the potential to recycle the violence accentuated through guilt and
blame.31 Insofar as this process is successful, people will tend to spontaneously want to ask for
forgiveness in a sincere way both as a recognition of the suffering of other persons and as an
acknowledgement of responsibility, and not as means to escape their own feelings of guilt.32
This is an important difference: the ﬁrst expresses a healing in the relationships; the second
remains individualistic.
In this type of relational healing, the process cannot be regarded merely as means to a
set of ends, such as reconciliation and forgiveness. Such a treatment would ignore the noninstrumental value of the process itself irrespective of ends. The process of people from different
sides in a conﬂict coming together and sharing in a spirit of honesty and openness is valuable in
itself. Furthermore, the process embodies the kind of mutual recognition between equal persons
as real humans without alienation. Forgiveness as a preset goal would tend to instrumentalize
these healing processes. However, it will not instrumentalize them when forgiveness is an
unforced expression of a healing of the relationships. If participants sense that the process has a
predetermined outcome, then they will feel used and manipulated in a process that should
otherwise be deeply intimate such that they feel able to share their fragility.
Some Conclusions
The ﬁrst step in our journey based the nature of healing on a new theory of dehumanizing as
harm. From this, we concluded that the healing process necessarily has at least three aspects,
which have different dynamics and criteria of success. Also, the theory revealed in what ways
the medical analogy of healing needs to be replaced with an educational one, understood as
holistic and transformative.33
Now, we shall take a second step because this argument has not yet directly considered
the collective nature of healing, nor indeed the fact that dehumanization is often institutional,
systemic, and structural.
Section 5: From Collective to Structural
We need to distinguish the harms associated with a speciﬁc event (such as a school shooting or
a rape) from those caused by a whole series of events (such as a war). Dehumanizing harms can
be caused by a systemic and long-term maltreatment of a person or group and might not be so
readily recognized as such compared with a speciﬁc dramatic event.34
The term collective suggests that the healing in question is of a collection of individual
acts. It is worth brieﬂy spelling out why this is misleading in order to purge the tendency to
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conceive dehumanizing as atomic acts performed by individuals, which expunges an adequate
conception of its socio-political ramiﬁcations.35 For this reason, the word “collective” might be
replaced by “social.” For instance, in an atrocity associated with a war, the violent acts are
carried out by one group on another. This is not just a collection of individual acts; as a war
between nations or factions, it is ineluctably social. This implies that the meanings of the acts are
imbued with the social histories concerning the relations between the groups.36 The social
meanings of an atrocity require that the acts are something they (a group) did to us (a group),
and this means that the shared group histories are integral to the meanings of the atrocity, and
thus also to what should count as healing. Thus, individualism hinders the capacity to properly
understand social dehumanization. The term “the group” can refer to a nation, an ethnic group,
a religious community, so long as they share a persistent sense of sameness with each other.37
The sameness is what Vamik Volkan calls “large group identity,” which provides belonging and
protection to its members.38
Social dehumanization has some distinctive features. In such a case, the more anxiety
and stress the members of a victimized group are going through, the more they will tend to
hang on to the large group identity, and the more they share the psychological traits and
markers as the result of the dehumanizing harm. This is a self-reinforcing cycle. Likewise (and
secondly), if the victimized group suffers from ongoing deprivation, disempowerment, and
injustice, this also tends to strengthen the group identities. The symptoms and harms of
systemic dehumanization often serve as a reminder of people’s internalized large group
identity; the reminder is that “it is because of our identity (being Muslim, Jewish, indigenous,
African...) that we are suffering as a group.” The build-up of such social grievances reinforce the
dehumanized relationships between large groups, building an antagonistic us-versus-them,
which perpetuates the cycles of violence. Thirdly, these processes are reinforced by the negative
hermeneutics in virtue of which we tend to automatically read the intentions of enemy groups
as malevolent.39 These three reinforcing cycles combine to make healing process 3 increasingly
difﬁcult. Remember that process 3 requires that people transcend their local identities insofar
they can directly feel the suffering and the shared humanity of the other. The speciﬁc dynamics
of group identities as deﬁned by structural social conditions render process 3 harder to attain.
This kind of conclusion has been challenged. When Lemkin originally deﬁned the
nature of genocide, he did so in terms of groups.40 For some writers, this is a problem. The
sociologist Rogers Brubaker uses the term “groupism” to specify “the tendency to treat ethnic
groups, nations, and races as substantial entities to which interests and agency can be
attributed.”41 Groupism or primordialism is accused of two related errors; the ﬁrst is reifying,
that is treating groups as entities, and the second is that of regarding them as homogeneous,
ignoring differences within the group.42
Since we need the idea of a group to understand collective healing, it is incumbent on
us to reply to these objections. We will do so by contrasting two types of views that are usually
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held in opposition to each other, and by arguing that both are mistaken. The ﬁrst is
individualism and the second is groupism. We will carve a position that is neither.
In one extreme form, individualism is the view that only individuals exist.43 This
confronts the obvious objection that universities, banks, and nation-states also exist, and that
these institutions can perform actions such as awarding degrees, making loans, and declaring
war. In reply, individualism can turn to the idea that, compared to individual human beings,
social institutions are not real because they are derivative. In this modiﬁed form, individualism
is the view that statements about institutions and social groups can be reduced to claims about
individuals. However, in counter-reply, this form of reductionism is also an implausible view
because any relevant statement about the behavior or actions of individuals will require
mention of their social roles, which will in turn require reference to the relevant institutions.
Statements about the social cannot be reduced to relevant claims about the behavior of
individuals because there is an ineliminable reference to roles and hence social institutions.44
We are tempted to cling to the remnants of individualism even in the face of these
severe problems because of the intuition that the alternative looks much worse. The idea that
groups and social institutions are entities that have interests quite apart from those of the
relevant individual persons looks mildly totalitarian.45 For example, it would be worrying to
treat the interests of a company as something over and beyond the interests of all its
stakeholders, as if those corporate interests could override those of all the stakeholders.
What saves us from this reifying view is Hobbes’ idea that the institution can only act
through an agent or persona or representative.46 The bank needs to hire branch managers to
make loans, and it needs executives to hire branch managers, and a board of directors to
appoint executives etc. Such assertions do not amount to individualism: it is still the bank or the
state that is acting, and its power of agency is not reducible to claims about individuals.
Nevertheless, at the same time, the institution cannot act except through individual agents who
are performing the roles as deﬁned by the relevant institutions. In short, institutions can act or
do things non-reductively and, consequently, individualism is false. However, this does not
mean that groupism is true: institutions are not like individual persons insofar as institutions
need representatives or role-occupants in order to perform actions.47 To avoid reducing
institutions, we do not need to reify them.
The conclusion that institutions can perform actions does not support the reifying claim
that they have non-instrumental interests beyond those of the relevant individuals. Clearly, an
organization or institution can have interests, but those interests are purely instrumental: they
pertain to its power and position, its ﬁnances and growth. They do not constitute noninstrumental interests such as those that pertain to the living and experiences of a conscious
being. Rejecting individualism does not require an implicit totalitarianism.
The conclusion that individualism is erroneous is important for healing in several ways.
It allows us to employ the notion of groups in characterizing atrocities and healing, obviating
the objections of groupism. Second, often to understand atrocities, we need the concept of
structural oppression. This is evident in the case of the North Atlantic slave trade because the
racial oppression inherent in slavery has continued past the date of abolition into the
contemporary world as structural racism.48 We need the idea that individualism is false to make
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sense of the notion of structural dehumanization, which is an important aspect of the relevant
healing processes. For instance, any healing process related to the North Atlantic slave trade
will need to address the wounds of contemporary structural racism insofar as this is possible.
For this claim to even make sense, we need the idea that social structures can dehumanize, an
idea that individualism cannot even allow.
The skeptic might persist: How can social structures dehumanize? They are not agents!
Social structures refer to the ways relevant institutions are systematically organized in relation
to each other, as deﬁned by a set of principles. This means that describing a social structure is
not the same as describing the human relationships and actions that occur within that structure.
Social structures involve a new emergent characterization, namely the relevant principles and
how they shape the relevant institutions, such as the nation-state or corporations. We need antiindividualist to be able to afﬁrm that institutions can perform actions, and that claims about
such actions cannot be reduced to statements about individuals. Likewise, anti-individualism
allows us to assert that if particular institutions can dehumanize then so can a structured set of
institutions.
Given this, it is reasonable to conclude that we can refer to the dehumanizing actions of
one group against another without this being understood in terms of reductive individualism
and without this requiring some reifying groupism. Now, let us explore the relevance of this for
the concept of collective healing, or rather, social healing.
Section 6: The Conditions for Collective Healing
Earlier we described, among others, two kinds of social harm especially pertinent to
dehumanization. Being dehumanized by others will typically damage a person’s emotional selfperception that is often called dignity. When this dehumanization is systemic and violent, the
damage will be especially grave, but when it is integrated into the person’s group selfidentiﬁcations, it is even more severe. Second, we mentioned the harm to a person of being
marginalized from a society because of dehumanization. This destroys the sense of belonging to
a wider community, and this results in the feelings of alienation and anxiety that erode the
appreciation of the valuable nature of one’s life activities. This effect is especially marked when
the marginalization is group-based and when it reﬂects power relations within a society. We
brieﬂy discussed the resulting dehumanizing hermeneutics that demonize a group.
We have now purged the erroneous assumption that dehumanization is necessarily an
individual act. It can also be a society-wide process that involves groups, institutions, and even
the very structure of a society. However, the healing processes characterized in section 4 remain
largely at the level of individuals and groups, and do not take into account institutional and
structural dehumanization. In section 5, we defended and characterized the concepts of
institutional and structural dehumanization, but we have not yet speciﬁed their relevance for
healing.
Let us consider the example of racism. Racism can be deﬁned as the treatment of some
people, as members of a racial group, as inferior or as less than human or less than equal. It is a
phenomenon that has individual, relational, institutional, and structural features, which
constitute various kinds of dehumanization. Given this, we have a couple of problems. Our
earlier deﬁnition of healing was directed towards individual and relation processes; it did not
include institutional and structural dehumanization. How might we include them, given that
they are not in the control of individual persons?
Additionally, one might ask: Can healing even take place when systemic injustice is
prevalent? How can people heal wounds when the stabbing is still occurring? In a social context
of systemic dehumanization, can individual and relational healing be effective? In reply, one
might contrast two opposing views: the political and the therapeutic. The former argues that
healing practices require that there is social justice: there can be no real healing without social
justice. The latter is that healing practices are purely psychological, and, because of this, they
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can occur successfully without social justice. Even in social conditions that are oppressive,
people can ﬁnd an integrated sense of themselves.49
Neither of these two views is entirely satisfactory. This is because both treat the political
and therapeutic, or the structural and individual, as if they were two competing factors on a par.
This is an error because social structures refer to the ways relevant institutions are
systematically organized in relation to each other, as deﬁned by a set of principles. This means
that characterizing a social structure as violent and dehumanizing is not the same as describing
the human relationships that occur within that structure. Structure is not reducible to
relationships between individual persons. Thus, dehumanizing involves a new element when
applied to political-economic structures. This new element is the principles that shape the
institutions and the way they dehumanize (such as the nation state, school, the corporation, and
the penal system). Consequently, we need to separate two kinds of questions. The most familiar
is: how do we improve relations within the existing system? The second is: how do we improve
or reform the system? The two questions are very different because they are aimed at different
kinds of change.
For this reason, only the relevant actor can directly halt the dehumanizing. Individual
dehumanizing needs to be eradicated by the persons who dehumanize; institutional
dehumanizing needs to be eliminated by institutions. Therefore, we should not pretend and
hope that psychological healing processes alone can shift institutional and structural injustice.
Social injustice can be prevented and resisted only through political actions that transform
institutions and their relationships, for instance, through legislation and public policy. Thus, we
should not presume that individual healing processes can be a substitute for socio-economic
reforms.50 For example, racial healing cannot replace racial equity. At the same time, the need
for the second does not deny the need for the ﬁrst. In the midst of structural oppression and
social violence, people can try to ﬁnd peace with themselves and to understand each other
better. People need to dehumanize each other less, so that they might live better lives, even if
the social system remains oppressive and conﬂictual.
Of course, healing can support social change and vice versa, even if they are not the
same. On the one hand, the political actions needed to transform the system become more
possible when increasing numbers of antagonistic groups stop dehumanizing each other. This
changes the culture. In this way, personal healing can support social reforms, even though it is
not undertaken for the sake of such changes. One reason why personal healing should be
clearly distinguished from social change, and should not be conceived primarily as a means to
the second is that one cannot cure the illnesses of a society through the healing of those who
suffer wounds because of those social illnesses! The knifed cannot stop the stabbing. Typically,
victims have less power, and their healing cannot carry that social weight.
On the other hand, social reforms can support a personal healing process. For instance,
in some circumstances, governmental actions constitute part of a societal-wide healing process.
For example, consider a universal declaration that acknowledges the equality of all persons
irrespective of ethnicity, nationality, and history; or a public acknowledgment of the suffering
caused to peoples of marginalized communities; or a public recognition of the systemic nature
of a history of degradation; or a governmental commitment to a set of institutional and policy
remedies. These governmental actions would transform the landscape of individual healing
processes.
Practically, these points about structural conditions imply that the three healing
processes outlined earlier are incomplete: they need to be supplemented by a fourth, one that
acknowledges and works on current structural dehumanization and injustice. Process 1 is
dedicated to understanding the nature of acts of dehumanization, and part of this is to uncover
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the relevant history, to show how present injustices and traumas have resulted from past of
maltreatment. It is only in the context of some shared historical understanding that antagonistic
groups can heal and reconcile.51 Now, we are suggesting that one may need an additional fourth
element in a healing process: namely, a shared acknowledgement and understanding of how
existing social structures dehumanize and an intention to overcome this. Within the safe space
created by and for the healing process, existing hierarchical power dynamics should have been
suspended and transcended insofar as this is possible. Ideally, within this temporary safe space,
the various inﬂuences of the structures of exploitation and marginalization have been
bracketed. It is because of this that participants are able to attain a shared sense of their common
humanity by transcending local self-identiﬁcations. But this temporary hallowed state stands in
stark contradiction to the massive structural injustice and dehumanization that increasingly
characterizes societies. Thus, even a successful healing process is only a temporary respite from
such structures.
Given this, the main aim of process 4 is to socially recontextualize healing, to recognize
its limitations, and to build a shared understanding of how the group might help overcome
oppressive and divisive structures. In this sense, it is deﬁned as a passage from transcending
local identities towards solidarity.52 It is a phase-transition from relational healing towards the
co-construction of some social reforms needed for justice. A fractured society needs to move
from enmity to unity. But this is possible only insofar as individual healing processes transform
into relational ones, and these relational ones become socially relevant for institutional and
social reforms.
Overall Conclusion
Our initial aim was to give a normative account of the concept of collective healing that would
illuminate the healing process. The core is the act of dehumanizing. We speciﬁed what is bad
about this act. Additionally, we characterized the various kinds of harm that follow from the
nature of this action. We deﬁned healing as a holistic overcoming of the act of being
dehumanized and as a coming to terms with its harms. This overcoming consists in connecting
directly to one’s value as a person or one’s dignity. To explain “coming to terms,” we argued
that that any social action has three basic features: the act itself, its harmful consequences, and
the social relations it exempliﬁes. To these, we added a fourth: the structural social conditions
that enable the action. On this basis, we argued that the healing process must consist of four
very different processes: ﬁrst, understanding the act itself; second, working through its
individual harmful effects; third, transcending the antagonistic social relations; and fourth,
acknowledging and trying to overcome the structural conditions. We characterized each of these
four processes. We thereby saw how any collective healing process would be incomplete if it did
not involve these four elements and would be confused insofar as its did not distinguish them
in practice. Healing must encompass the individual, relational, and social, and understand their
differences.
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Introduction1
Between the 16th and 19th centuries, approximately 28 million African men and women were
captured, enslaved, or perished during transit in Africa, the Americas, and the Caribbean.2
These events, referred to by some Africans as the Maafa,3 is one of the longest and most
extensive mass atrocities in human history. The harmful effects of these events have continued
today as unhealed trauma, transmitted from one generation to the next, sustained through
structural dehumanization.4 This trauma has had signiﬁcant impact not only on Africans and
the African diasporas,5 but also on peoples of European descent and on interpersonal and
intercommunal dynamics in contemporary western societies.
In this article, we show how pathways to justice and reconciliation pertaining to
transatlantic slavery should begin with collective healing processes. To illustrate this
conclusion, we first employ a four-fold conceptual framework to understand collective
healing that consists in: (1) acknowledging historical dehumanizing acts; (2) addressing the
harmful effects of dehumanization; (3) embracing relational rapprochement; and (4) coimagining and co-creating conditions for systemic justice.6 Based on this framework, we then
examine existing collective healing practices in different contexts that are aimed at addressing
legacies of transatlantic slavery. In doing so, we further identify challenges and pose critical
questions concerning such practices. While globally there are, and have been, many kinds of
racism and slavery, and even though transatlantic slavery has many features specific to it,
nevertheless, we hope that this exploration of collective healing will be illuminating for other
situations where acts of brutality have served to demean and dehumanize.
A Four-Fold Framework for Collective Healing
In this section, we briefly sketch the conceptual framework that shapes the overall investigation
of this article. As argued elsewhere, to understand healing, one needs to comprehend
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wounding.7 For enslaved Africans, the wounding primarily consists in being treated as less
than fully a person. While dehumanizing acts inflict harm on a person, such acts are
pernicious independently of those other harms. Dehumanizing acts are wrong not only
because they cause harm, but also primarily because they deny a person’s intrinsic value or
dignity.8
Historically, the brutal acts of transatlantic slavery were carried out by a variety of
actors who were not only individual persons and groups, but also institutions and even the
political economic system as a whole.9 The history needs to be characterized in this way
because these actions were part of the expansion of capitalism.10 Through slavery and
colonization, the emerging capitalist system subjected African and indigenous people to
inhumane treatment for the sake of economic gain.11 In addition to physical violence,
enslavement deprives the enslaved of their home, meaningful social relationships and
cultural practices, and excludes them from the dignity of work. In short, it takes away a
person’s life in community.12 While other kinds of slavery existed beforehand and have
existed since, the capitalist system made possible a new form of slavery, a systematic and
industrialized dehumanization.13
Because unhealed trauma and its damaging effects can be transmitted
intergenerationally, this past dehumanization will continue to fuel contemporary racism unless
we come to terms with this history.14 For instance, the descendants of those who experienced
trauma and those who perpetrated the harms can be locked in a psychic tomb unless they
acknowledge and mourn the losses and suffering.15 Without healing, the harmful emotional
contents of the historical brutalities will remain, festering within people and communities.
For this reason, it is important to briefly chart below some of the harmful effects of
the trauma and wounds experienced by the descendants of formerly enslaved people that
healing aims to address.
First, historical atrocities will continue to harm generations of people primarily as the
experience of being treated instrumentally, in dehumanizing ways, as if they were objects.16
Secondly, this kind of dehumanizing treatment tends to scar people’s emotional selfperception and self-appreciation. It can make people feel fragmented in their self-awareness,17
and such fragmentation is usually experienced as self-alienation. This tends to cause self-
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loathing and withdrawal in some cases, and thereby vulnerability to abuse, including
negative racial stereotyping, and even ill-being.18
Furthermore, traumas are experienced as profoundly personal emotions. The
descendants of enslaved people may unconsciously internalize stress, thereby living with
signiﬁcant negative emotions such as sadness, fearfulness, anxiety, anger, and hate.19 For some
descendants of the enslaved, these harms include a damage to their “spirit,” especially from the
perspectives of African spirituality.20 For this reason, dehumanizing acts can be experienced as a
spiritual harm, even though “spirit” might have provided solace and resilience, enabling some
people to feel re-anchored in the experience of being fully human.21
Third, trauma can be experienced as a rupture in the relational life of the descendants of
the formerly enslaved, not only with the people who are from other groups, such as the
offspring of enslavers, but also with the whole community. The antagonism can be extended to
all who have beneﬁted from transatlantic slavery, both short and long term.22 Hence, racism
often manifests as a relational rift between black and white communities, and as such, it has
become embedded in the fabric of contemporary western societies, as well as in the
relationships between western societies and their former colonies in the Americas, Africa, and
beyond.
Lastly, since the abolition of slavery, the harmful effects of the trauma have continued as
institutional racism and structural violence. In contemporary western societies, typically, people
of African descent experience poverty and social deprivation, as shown by their comparative
lack of access to justice, quality education, healthcare, and housing. These are a form of
structural injustice,23 and are part of the legacy of transatlantic slavery, sustained and ampliﬁed
by the contemporary capitalist economic system.24
These four different kinds of harm are aspects of ill-being, manifested as pain, distress
and suffering.25 They need to be addressed through the four-fold framework of collective
healing mentioned earlier, which consists in: (a) historical, (b) personal (c) relational, and (d)
structural dimensions, for which we will now provide a brief overview.26
Along the historical dimension, dehumanizing acts were usually performed, both
directly and indirectly, by actors who sought proﬁt from these acts. Because of this, healing
18
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must involve a shared recognition of this history by not just those who have suffered, but more
importantly, by the groups who carried out the violence and those who have beneﬁtted from it.
Likewise, it ought to include an acknowledgement of the widespread social damage resulting
from the dehumanizing acts in the past and their continuing legacies. Museums, memorials,
and commemorations provide public spaces for people to reach such recognition and
acknowledgement. Political acts of public apology and asking for forgiveness can also
contribute to healing. Likewise, institutional actions that attempt to rectify the wrongdoing
through legal reforms, and reparations can further help heal the continuing trauma.27
In terms of the second dimension, namely the traumatic effects on individual people, it
is important to recognize that trans-generationally transmitted trauma not only affects the
descendants of the enslaved and those African communities from which the enslaved people
were taken, but also the descendants of those who participated in and beneﬁted materially from
the acts of slavery, even if they are not consciously aware of such harm.28 Healing along this
dimension will engage people from these different groups through sharing feelings, emotions
and experiences, addressing the psycho-somatic trauma, and mutually supporting each other
towards well-being.
With regard to the third dimension, the current relational harms of transatlantic slavery
include contemporary racism, racially segregated relationships and colonialism manifested as
the discrimination against Africans, Afro-descendant, and African diaspora around the world.
This points to the imperative for people from diverse communities to come together to
experience each other as persons and enrich a mutual feeling of being respected, in ways that
shift the relational from degenerative to congenial and mutually afﬁrming.29 Healing, in this
sense, also requires creating spaces within which people do not experience themselves to be
merely holders of pre-determined polarizing identities, such as victims vs. victimizers.
Concerning the fourth dimension, healing at the structural level, the continuation of
historical dehumanization into the present depends partly on the systemic features of capitalist
society that tend to instrumentalize and divide people. Such a society favors those who are
wealthy at the expense of the poor, and ensures that those who are already marginalized remain
vulnerable.30 In short, the western political economic system is fundamentally racist. This can
severely hamper healing processes. It means that healing requires solidarity amongst the
different groups in demanding and co-creating humanizing conditions for collective well-being.
Given this solidarity, groups can engage in collaborative efforts towards advocating local and
regional institutional reforms that aim to eradicate racist practices and attitudes.
In summary, this four-fold differentiation separates diverse facets of collective healing
processes to address the following: historical dehumanization, traumas and harmful effects on
persons, relational harms, and ﬁnally, the structural conditions that permit the continuation of
transatlantic slavery’s violent legacy.
Collective Healing: Opportunities and Challenges
A major point highlighted so far is that any healing endeavor must be directed at all four
aspects, including acknowledging the acts of past wounding, alleviating present traumatic and
harmful effects, restoring relationships caused by the harms, and addressing the structural
causes of dehumanization. Although there are approaches aimed at collective healing, and
despite some political gestures towards acknowledging historical and systemic
dehumanization, most healing practices are restricted to grassroot efforts arising from the
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communities that have long suffered racism and social injustice. How might we expand such
efforts beyond these restrictions? How do these practices contribute to collective healing? How
do they illustrate the opportunities and challenges that organizations are confronted with when
engaging in collective healing? Let us examine these questions in light of the four-fold
conceptual framework.
Acknowledging Dehumanizing Histories
Many people still do not recognize the connections between transatlantic slavery, capitalist
exploitation, the racism in some contemporary western societies, and the political chaos of
regions formerly colonized by European powers.31 However, there have been some attempts to
open up dialogue about this history and its wide-spread legacy. Such an effort “starts with an
honest conversation regarding the history of slavery, its legacy, and all of its ramiﬁcations
throughout society today…. that leads to remedial actions for the conditions resulting from the
continuing legacy of slavery.”32
Therefore, recognizing the history of dehumanization is key to societies’ stepping onto
constructive pathways towards accepting responsibilities and initiating healing.33 Such healing
requires that global leaders publicly acknowledge the moral wrongs of transatlantic slavery, offer
sincere apologies, and ask for forgiveness on behalf of the states or national governments who were
involved in the historical dehumanizing acts.34 How politicians and governments respond to
historical atrocities and injustices can truly make a difference to healing the exploited groups and
their descendants.35 When sincerely offered and caringly phrased, a government’s public apology
can have the potential to condemn past moral wrongdoings, and express serious commitment to
redressing past and present injustices. Furthermore, when a government publicly asks for
forgiveness, it can do so implicitly on behalf of those groups who profited from the brutality and
whose descendants continue to be privileged because of it, without imposing guilt or inviting
resistance. Through public apology and political forgiveness, a government already assumes some
responsibility for past atrocities and their enduring harmful legacy, and thereby, they can serve to
shift blame from a purely personal level and avoid the tendency to blame victimized groups for their
vulnerability.36
Research that evaluated 13 significant political apologies in the 20th century identified some
key elements that might contribute to collective healing. Those pertinent to our discussion here are:
expressing remorse; accepting moral offence; acknowledging harms, pains, and sufferings endured
by the victim groups; asking for pardon and forgiveness; recognizing responsibility, and
demonstrating commitment to reparation and reconciliation.37 However, political gestures that
recognize the continued damage of past brutalities are few, and we will examine significant ones
from those at city-level to those at state and national levels.
At city level, an important example is the Reconciliation Triangle, linking Benin (West
Africa), Liverpool (UK), and Richmond, Virginia (USA), which opened the possibility of healing
beyond conventional national lines. Following the 1998 apology issued by Richmond’s mayor,
Liverpool City Council made a similar apology for their role in the slave trade in 1999. Between
31
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1999–2000, the President of Benin embarked on an international “tour of apology,” and made a
formal apology for Benin’s role in selling fellow Africans into slavery, convening fellow slave
trading countries and members of the African Diaspora. This apology was repeated in
Richmond. In addition, reconciliation statues were erected in all three locations to mark these
political acts. Another is the public apology from Mayor of Amsterdam, Femke Halsema, who
acknowledged the city’s role in the transatlantic trade of enslaved Africans. She not only
recognized the city’s part in past dehumanization, but also connected legacies of slavery to
widespread racism in the city.
At state level, there is the example in the USA in which, between 2007 and 2009, a ﬂurry
of resolutions was passed across eight US States, as well as separately by the Federal
Government and US Senate. Although no joint bill was passed, these resolutions were
expressions of “profound regret” for the injustices of chattel slavery, and acknowledged their
sustained perpetuation in current time.38 One further state (Delaware) followed suit in 2016, and
called for recognition, remembrance, and reconciliation.
National leaders’ gestures include former British Prime Minister Tony Blair’s apology
after his meeting with Ghanaian President John Agyekum Kufuor on March 14, 2007. Apart
from apologizing for Britain’s role in transatlantic slavery, Blair also praised the contributions of
Black African and Caribbean communities in the UK today.
These examples show that formal apologies can place past atrocities directly in a public
conversation. They acknowledge the acts of wounding, and more importantly, they legitimize
this acknowledgement, and when combined with commitments to racial justice, they can have
the potential to facilitate social and economic reforms. The question remains: How do they
contribute to collective healing? Some writers have argued that acknowledging historical
dehumanization, when accompanied by genuine atonement and reparation, can be regarded as
an important starting point for collective healing, but only if it is grounded in acceptance and
support from the harmed or victimized communities.39
A major challenge is that public apologies can be deceptive by giving the appearance of
a commitment to reparation and reconciliation, but without any intention to take concrete
actions to change the plight of those most affected.40 Whilst there are few cases of national
governments making speciﬁc commitments for continued reparative actions, an institution that
has taken a proactive and thoughtful approach to acting upon the commitment to reparation is
Georgetown University. The historical dehumanizing act took place in 1838 when 272 enslaved
men, women, and children were sold by Jesuit monks who in turn used the money to ﬁnance
the University. As part of public reckoning and atoning, the University intentionally involved
African American communities, including the direct descendants of the those who were sold in
1838. In addition, the University engaged current students in an open conversation who then
voted to pay into a Reparation Fund aimed at ﬁnancially supporting the descendants of the
formerly enslaved people. According to the descendants who participated in this process, this
level of engagement and caring has indeed contributed to healing.41
It is widely debated how reparations should be structured so that they can exemplify an
acceptance of responsibility for historical wrongdoings, which at the same time can be accepted
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by the impacted communities as an active gesture towards making amends.42 What should
reparations consist in beyond monetary gestures? This question is further complicated when
those directly involved in the dehumanizing acts are no longer alive, as in the cases of the slave
trade and colonization of indigenous peoples.43
Around the world, scholars have proposed that reparations should be holistic. That is to
say, in addition to ﬁnancial compensation, there should be other ways to address the legacy of
slavery, such as returning colonized land, safeguarding the right to land, offering better access
to quality education and healthcare, and rectifying social policies that sustain institutional
racism.44 Reparations and atonement signal responsibility to address the root causes of
continued dehumanization. Therefore, reparations must go beyond symbolic apologies and
include practical steps towards institutional reforms. In fact, all public apologies highlight the
need for systemic transformation for, otherwise, structural violence will continue to perpetuate
wounding. For instance, few have recognized that transatlantic slavery has a systemic root,
namely an increasingly intensive capitalist economy in the countries concerned. We will return
to this topic later.
Generally speaking, there is no consensus amongst scholars and practitioners regarding
when and how public apologies and reparations might count towards healing.45 For example,
do ofﬁcial apologies need to be accepted by the descendants of the enslaved for them to
contribute to healing? Similarly, for political expressions of repentance and remorse to count
towards healing, does it require the forgiveness of those communities suffering
transgenerational trauma?46
Furthermore, the idea of the collective guilt of the communities who took part in and
beneﬁted from transatlantic slavery has been viewed as problematic, especially when the
participation was indirect. For example, some writers regarded Germany’s collective guilt at the
end of WWII as confused.47 Whereas some who were personally responsible felt no remorse,
many who were not directly involved, including the generations born after WWII, continue to
feel shame. Collective guilt can obscure the accountability of those who were directly
responsible for the atrocity.
Another challenge concerns the West’s debt to Africa. Some may argue that, without the
transatlantic trade of enslaved Africans, and further colonization by European countries, Africa
would be an entirely different continent. Likewise, the West would not have prospered
economically had it not been for the transatlantic slavery and colonization. Directly linked to
this is the question about the interconnections between truth, justice, and healing. Are these
separate processes or are they integral? When actors (such as individuals, corporations, cities,
and governments) acknowledge their part in the transatlantic slave trade, does it require truthtelling and compensation in order to count towards justice and healing?48 Here lies a tension
between justice as punishment (or retributive justice) and justice as returning to right
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relationship (or restorative justice),49 even if these are not necessarily mutually exclusive.
However, in both cases, the immediate need to ﬁnd ways to reconcile often means that
structural causes are not addressed, even though ignoring structural violence perpetuates
wounding.
When confronted with the details of transatlantic slavery, people of European descent
can feel psychologically paralyzed to discuss this history in an open and honest way.50 To this
end, grassroots movements, such as Coming to the Table (CTTT) Reparations Working Group,
have attempted to advance public atonement by evoking the responsibilities of people and
communities who beneﬁted from the trade of enslaved Africans and slavery. Some religious
organizations and corporations have joined such efforts, such as the Episcopal Church and the
Southern Baptist Convention in the US, as well as the families who became wealthy in this
manner.
However, focusing solely on individual culpability can ignore the institutional nature
and the structural causes of dehumanization. Hence, systemic transformation must be
integrated into the collective healing process. Public acknowledgement, political atonement,
and material reparation require institutional reforms, such as revising laws and the
development of socio-economic institutions that are not racist.51 In theory, collective healing
requires social justice to be complete.52 Nevertheless, greater social justice practically requires
more collective healing.
Addressing Legacies of Slavery
Dehumanization causes serious personal harm along several dimensions: being denied the
opportunity to engage in valuable activities such as learning and work; feelings of anxiety, fear,
anger and sadness; and being discriminated against and marginalized.53 Especially important is
that persistent dehumanization can damage people’s self-awareness or self-appreciation, one’s
sense of oneself as a whole human being of value.54 Historical acts of dehumanization can leave
successive generations traumatized. The combination of this intergenerational trauma following
enslavement and its enduring legacy, such as institutional racism, can cause social and
psychological pathologies. Typically, social pathology includes high rates of suicide, domestic
violence, and other social problems. Psychological pathology includes anxiety, depression,
anger, and other mental health problems.55 These symptoms are particularly common amongst
communities of African descent in contemporary societies affected by transatlantic slavery, such
as Brazil, Colombia, the Caribbean, and the USA. Cultural trauma is more complex, and can
include a lingering sense of alienation from one’s own humanity, suffering in the spirit, as well
as alienation.56
Collective healing consists, in part, of liberating persons from these harmful effects.
This requires recognizing the wounding as such rather than merely dealing with its symptoms.
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We will examine a few signiﬁcant psychotherapeutic practices developed to address the
harrowing legacy of transatlantic slave trade and slavery.
Breaking silence about past dehumanizing acts is regarded as key to recognizing and
subsequently addressing traumatic effects, diminishing suffering, and assuaging grief and other
tormenting emotions.57 Safe public spaces and engagements to show the damage of past
brutalities can contribute to healing, including memorial and burial sites, and museums, as well
as history textbooks, and artistic outlets such as arts, music, ﬁlms, literature, and theatre.58 The
House of the Enslaved (Maison des Esclaves) and its Door of No Return on Gorée Island, Dakar,
Senegal, Angolan National Museum of Slavery, International Slavery Museum in Liverpool, and
National Museum of African American History and Culture in Washington DC are such
examples. These help engender shared collective memories that de-silence suffering,59 and
permit a recognition of the wide variety of relevant traumatic experiences.60 De-silencing can
help put a human face on the often unspeakable agonies and hurts, and it is an important
prelude to mourning as opposed to remaining in a state of numbness and disembodiment.61
Once memories are shared and pain and suffering are spoken about, there can be grieving and
mourning for the prolonged losses and continued injustice.62 Memorialization further creates
the opportunity and space for the collective working-through of trauma.63
Although de-silencing has the potential to contribute to collective healing, there are
challenges.64 For instance, trauma is multi-layered, and often memories do not distinguish
between the different layers, such as the multifarious causes of historic wounding,
intergenerational trauma from structural violence. Instead, they tend to be intermingled in an
indiscernible bundle.65 Similarly, it is not readily evident what emphasis should be placed on
the different factors in healing processes, especially with regard to de-silencing the historical
legacy on the one hand, and trying to transcend it on the other.66 For this reason, activities to desilence, to acknowledge pain and trauma, and to commemorate the losses must be carried out in
safe spaces in which people feel respected and cared for. Yet, it has been cautioned that, in
advocating de-silencing, it is necessary to be vigilant so that the process does not perpetuate
polarization and antagonism.
Another well-recognized approach is the active employment of therapeutic practices to
address psychological social pathologies. Trauma can be manifested by individuals who have
57
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not directly experienced the violence themselves. This includes the so-called “European
psychosis,” identiﬁed in research carried out in the Caribbean, a delusion that plagued the
collective psyche of those who proﬁted from enslavement and colonization, as well as the
enslaved and colonized.67 This delusion was that people of whiter skins are superior, and those
with darker skin were considered to be inferior and even sub-human. A European ideological
fabrication, this delusion has been key in enabling one group of people to commodify, enslave,
and brutalize another. Without healing and reconciliation, as a case study in Jamaica illustrates,
many worldwide communities of African descent can feel in ways as if enslavement has
continued until the present day,68 because on a daily basis, they experience psychological and
social pathological symptoms.69
There are psychosocial approaches to overcoming this psychosis, especially in grassroot
movements and community-based practices. One such approach is to focus on making sense of
the trauma by recognizing one’s own experiences of being traumatized and, at the same time,
separating one’s sense of oneself from that trauma and the associated experiences. This
separation can enable a person to see that the somatic, psychological, and spiritual effects of the
trauma are typical consequences of dehumanization. An example is a 12-week program entitled
From the Cotton Fields to the Concrete Jungle which has successfully worked with groups of
African American young men who reside in urban areas in the USA.70 It helps the young men to
recognize how they are living out the traumatic effects in their behaviors, attitudes, and actions.
This allows them to dissociate themselves from the experiences of trauma so that they are no
longer deﬁned by the trauma, thus stepping outside the psychosis.
Psychosocial approaches to healing ought to involve people of European descent, to
whom the harmful legacies of slavery can equally apply, especially when some of who are
struggling to transcend assumptions of superiority and feelings of fear, guilt, and shame.71
However, most people of European descent do not tend to identify their privilege in
contemporary western societies, nor readily perceive the arrogance, indifference, and
divisiveness that accompany such privilege as a harmful effect of slavery. This indicates that
more work is required to characterize effective “white healing” practices.72 It also means that, in
the context of transatlantic slavery, the healing of people of European descent should be a
separate process from that of people of African and indigenous descent. Although white healing
remains an emerging ﬁeld, there are already some examples, such as Showing Up for Racial
Justice (SURJ) and White Awake, that aim to promote awareness amongst people of European
descent about the continuing wounds of slavery, and enable them to participate in collective
liberation.73 In contemporary western societies, white healing is not common partly because
white advantage is often denied.74 The dominant paradigm has created the norms, rules, and
laws that deﬁne white people’s beneﬁts usually at the cost of black communities.75 Engaging
67
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white communities can help transcend the unconscious biases and negative emotions that
prevent their active involvement in collective healing. This could be a liberation for both the
white and black communities.
However, most societies, especially those in the Americas, adversely affected by the
transatlantic slavery, are increasingly becoming mixed, ethnically, and racially. These multiracial and multi-ethnic societies include people who transcend or evade a simple black-vs.white racial characterization. Nevertheless, in countries such as Brazil, Colombia, and the USA,
racial divides continue, with Afro-descendant communities suffering from racial inequality and
discrimination that impacts all aspects of their economic and social life. The wealthier tend to be
those of European descent, and the poorer, of African and indigenous descent. Therefore, the
idea that therapeutic practices need to be applied to the European psychosis remains valid, even
though its application needs to be culturally sensitive.
Other approaches to addressing legacies of slavery involve celebrating the value of
African cultures. Initiatives of this kind include the UNESCO’s International Jazz Day, Black
Awareness Day in Brazil, Afro-Colombian Day, Black History Month in western societies, and the
United Nations Decade of People of African Descent (2015-2024). Such celebrations of African
cultures provide opportunities to emphasize how African cultures are already deeply
embedded in communities worldwide and they can enable people of African descent to
reconnect to their dignity, thus contributing to healing.
Psychosocial approaches to collective healing are riddled with risks and challenges. For
instance, some activities may be re-traumatizing for those involved and deepen their experience
of vulnerability by re-deﬁning the participants as traumatized.76 Therapeutic approaches tend to
reduce structural dehumanization to the category of a disease, which individualizes it.77
Processes that heal wounds will involve: identifying and contextualizing trauma; making sense
of trauma and its causes and effects; and restoring awareness of one’s wholeness and dignity.78
Healing is necessary to end racism and the cycles of racial violence.
Collective Healing of Relations
The effects of dehumanization include hostility, indifference, alienation, and mutual ignorance.
Healing encompasses processes in which people develop better relationships that involve, as a
minimum, a mutual recognition of each other as persons of equal worth. To address
dehumanized relationships requires transcending antagonistic identity categories such as
white-vs-black, perpetrator-vs-victim, and us-vs-them. Indeed, people harmed by the legacy of
slavery may feel that their sense of themselves is deﬁned by the fact that they are victims,
especially in the context of institutional racism.79 In this context, healing requires safe spaces in
which participants can experience each other as persons, and become free of the antagonisms
embedded in exclusionary ways of self-identifying. Such awareness paves the way towards selfidentifying that is more inclusive and has healing potential. It is important that such processes
allow people to develop the capacity to become closer to others and transcend historical
perceptions that propagate hostility.
There are plenty of examples of relational healing, especially in the US. The Kellogg
Foundation’s Racial Healing Circles and Truth, and their Racial Healing and Transformation
initiatives are programs that recognize the structural inﬂuences on human relationships, and
they problematize racial identity within these contexts.80 They provide safe spaces for people to
explore their own and others’ lives in the light of slavery and its legacies. Participants engage
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with what ifs concerning wounding, reconciliation, and healing. A more widely integrated
approach that nurtures more human relationships is the sharing of narratives that cross such
intersections.81 This approach seeks to create “new authentic stories that honor the complexity
of the past while forging a more equitable future.”82 Human narratives intersect at multiple
levels: from individuals to groups and to cultures. In crossing these levels, story-sharing and
highlights what people have in common and undermines dehumanization.83 This approach is
especially relevant in the context of mixed-race groups in Europe and Latin America. Other
healing programs tend to move beyond the idea race as the sole or main characterization of a
person’s identity.
However, the role of racial identities in relational healing is disputed.84 On the one
hand, as an identity category, “race” necessarily accentuates divisions, partly because of the
many sentiments attached such as humiliation, anger, guilt, arrogance, fear, and mistrust. On
the other hand, racial division is a fact of history and healing requires working through and
moving beyond such feelings. Indeed, in healing processes, the more racism is treated as an
ideology, the more the healing process emphasizes people’s reactions to racism, and the more it
obscures racism as a structural phenomenon. Instead, it is more helpful to emphasize that racial
injustice is reproduced and perpetuated by a system of economic priorities and political
policies.
In dealing with dehumanized relationships, the process must address the needs of the
wounded, and the responsibilities of those who have beneﬁted from slavery. Some practitioners
integrate an element of community-based restorative justice aimed at forgiveness and
reconciliation, such as the Healing the Wounds of History programs.85 This element shifts the
focus away from punishment to truth-telling and relational restoration.86
The challenge here is that the concept of forgiveness has been understood varyingly.
Often it is conceptualized as a conscious act of releasing feelings of resentment towards a
person or a group who has harmed one, regardless of whether they deserve that forgiveness or
not.87 For some, this should be unmediated and absolute.88 For others, forgiveness is relational
in that forgiveness separates the agents of wrongdoing from their actions, and thus it can
transcend the actors’ personal guilt or remorse, and alter the ethical signiﬁcance of the past,
even purifying it.89 Thus, the concept of forgiveness invites many other questions. Does
forgiveness condone structural violence? Is forgiveness compatible with justice? Processes of
forgiveness may make those who have been hurt feel under pressure to forgive, which renders
the process itself unjust.90 Indeed, such processes may seem to tolerate continued social
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injustices and make reconciliation more distant. This indicates that forgiveness cannot be a
precondition or an expectation in the process of healing relationships. Nor is it the endpoint.
Other programs aimed at relational healing tend to stress trust-building, which requires
good will to let go of suspicions and misgivings, and to show trust before one is trusted.91 Trust
takes time because it is the fruit of relational processes. When employed as a healing approach,
the activities of trust-building typically offer participants opportunities to listen to each other
and to be heard; to show humility and vulnerability; to show care and genuine curiosity for
others; and to have open and honest conversations about what is blocking good relations.
What relational healing programs cannot easily address is the fact that dehumanizing
relations are a part of our lived realities, including in schools, hospitals, courts, workplaces, and
on the street. These experiences are a result of the structural features that perpetuate the power
dynamics shaping social relationships as such. This suggests that healing directed at
relationships requires more than processes of reconciliation between individuals as
representatives of social groups; it also requires institutional reform, which is integral to
healing, and involves the commitment from communities to social justice.
Collective Healing and Systemic Transformation
Slavery contributed importantly to the wealth of the West. The economic prosperity of Western
Europe and North America is largely due to systematic dehumanization, including slavery,
genocide, and colonization.92 This has left many countries in Africa, the Caribbean, and South
America materially impoverished and politically vulnerable. It has left many communities
socially divided and emotionally wounded.
It is important to recognize that transatlantic slavery has its roots in economic
exploitation which has engendered structural racism. Healing will require reﬂection on the
historical origins of racist ideology, such as the commercial-scale enslavement of Africans for
economic gain, during the birth of the current economic system.93 It is an inherent tendency of
our economic system to treat all persons merely as commodities. Companies are interested
primarily in the labor input of the people who work for them and in customers as a source of
revenue. This means that the human richness of community life tends to get degraded to
transaction-deﬁned relationships between individuals who are otherwise indifferent to each
other. The economic system tends to individualize and instrumentalize people, placing them
into social spaces of competition and mistrust. In such a socio-economic context, relations
between persons from different social groups are likely to be antagonistic, especially when
neighborhoods are divided along the lines of race and wealth.
Over time, racist ideology became normalized when racial divides became integral to
the social structure and to people’s psyches.94 Such typiﬁcation has been ingrained in groups’
collective identities, resulting in these degenerative relationships that tend to deﬁne culture as
seemingly resistant to transformation.
From a structural perspective, collective healing processes must highlight the historical
role of proﬁts-over-persons mentality and nurture an awareness of the equal intrinsic value of
all humans. It is important to recognize that we are part of a system that tends to breed racism
and that this is not merely a matter of personal choice. From this point, community groups
might be moved to political action such as proposing reforms to local councils, as well as to
national representatives.
Overcoming structural dehumanization requires that global leaders publicly disavow
narratives that support the discrimination of people of African descent. Equally, it is necessary
to change policies and practices that are unjust. Furthermore, we need to reimagine governance
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processes and institutional practices so that it is no longer possible for human beings to be
treated merely as means to economic gain. Abolishing the racist capitalist system requires a
fundamental re-examination of the values that our societies are built upon, towards the
recognition of the equal intrinsic value of all persons.
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Human suffering anywhere, concerns men and women everywhere.1
Introduction
On March 25, 2020, in his message for the International Day of Remembrance of the Victims of
Slavery and the Transatlantic Slave Trade, the UN Secretary General António Guterres
highlighted that for humanity to move forward towards a ﬂourishing future, it requires us to
collectively confront slavery’s racist legacy. The changing contexts and evolving symptoms of
relevant historical, transgenerational, and cultural traumas and connected wounds have meant
that our approaches to addressing the legacies of slavery must equally become wide-ranging.
Some shifts in communities’ responses have already been observed, from civil rights
movements, to civil disobedience and resistances; from challenging the ideological reproduction
of social relations, to conceptualizing the interconnection between subjectivity, desire, and
power; from wrestling with the speciﬁcities of race, culture, and nationhood, to proposing ways
to move beyond race and embrace hybridity and cosmopolitan humanism.2 For instance,
UNESCO’s teaching, General History of Africa and calling for global Africa can be regarded as
such an innovative step towards its intention to free the African continent and its peoples from
racial prejudices resulting from the transatlantic trade of enslaved Africans and colonization.
Similarly, the most recent Brazilian Aquilombamento in politics is such an attempt to expand the
anti-racist response from defending the rights of Black people, to defending all those who are
made socially vulnerable, including the poor, the LGBTQ community, and others. However,
despite these shifting responses, the legacies of slavery and the enduring harms have yet to be
fully understood and confronted.
As demanded by the most recent Black Lives Matter, and other similar movements,
such an understanding will enable relevant historical and contemporary actors to fully
recognize their respective parts in these legacies and their continued harrowing effects on
peoples, communities, and societies. More importantly, a deeper understanding of the legacies
of transatlantic slavery and their harmful effects will encourage responsibilities from leaders of
those countries whose prosperities have been built upon layers of historical damage done to the
enslaved and their descendants. These national governments must properly accept their
responsibilities for the historical acts of inhumanity and for addressing the unrelenting
economic, political, psychosocial, and spiritual consequences. Indeed, to acknowledge this
history, and its multifarious living legacy would mean to admit that acts of dehumanization and
instrumentalization had been carried out at unprecedented magnitude, including genocide,
forced displacement, incarceration, enslavement, murder, and more. Such reckoning can invite
deep reﬂection on systemic change from the relevant governments, corporations, institutions,
and communities that have continuously proﬁted from this history and its legacies. It also
enables global leaders to explore the potential for collective healing that such reckoning and
subsequent acts of reparation and commitment to address racial injustice can inspire.
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This article provides a much-needed inquiry into legacies of slavery from an interdisciplinary
perspective, including the historical, socioeconomic, political, and the epistemic. It makes an
important distinction between legacies of slavery and their persisting damages. By investigating
these legacies’ effects on peoples, communities, and societies, it highlights the imperative of
situating the pains and sufferings of historical traumas within contemporary structural
oppression and institutional discrimination that have perpetuated these harms. The article
consists of four sections: ﬁrst, it outlines the legacies of slavery, comprised in instrumentalizing
black bodies for economic gains, employing political aggression to colonize both lands and
minds, applying racialized discourse to demean and dehumanize, and oppressing people of
African descent, or Afrodescendants, through structural violence. It then discusses these injuries
as transgenerational and cultural traumas, and how these wounds are experienced by the
relevant communities. The third section focuses on racism as a signiﬁcant harm, analyzing
different forms of racism (internalized, interpersonal, and institutional) as interconnected and
mutually reinforcing. To conclude, this article considers challenges in addressing legacies of
slavery and puts forward tentative ideas for collective healing.
Legacies of Slave Trade and Slavery
Transatlantic slave trade took place during 16th and the end of 19th century, involving forcing
tens of millions of Africans into enslavement who were shipped to Europe and North America.3
Countries such as Portugal, Britain, France, Spain, the Netherlands, Sweden, and the USA were
amongst the traders enslaved Africans and beneﬁciaries of mass enslavement of Africans and
indigenous people. Although there have been varying forms of slave trade and slavery
throughout human history, the transatlantic slave trade and slavery, in the scale, the transgenerational nature, the use of violent incarceration, and the commodiﬁcation of human beings,
was an unprecedented form of brutality.4 The appalling inhumanity illustrated that enslaved
Africans were treated as commodities and black bodies were subjugated to unimaginably cruel
conditions of labor and life.5 The underlying purpose of enslavement was economic gain, e.g.,
wealth generation and accumulation.6 Violence was a major instrument of control, which served
a function of colonization (body, mind, spirit, culture) through a climate of ever-lasting fear to
coerce the submission of the enslaved.7
A typical assumption is that transatlantic slave trade and slavery took place centuries
ago, and we should let bygones be bygones. However, as analyzed here, this history is alive today,
manifested in psychological slavery rooted in structural dehumanization. This unhealed trauma
has now been ingrained in our contemporary societies, permeating many aspects of our
personal and communal lives, and affecting not only the black, the indigenous, and other nonEuropean communities, but also the communities of European descent. The legacies have
continued to wreak havoc on our global economic and political systems, structural features, and
institutional practices within which the lived realities of all peoples and communities unfold
along the color line.8
Dehumanizing is a word that has been frequently used to characterize the nature
enslavement, white supremist ideology, and other violent practices towards people of African
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descent. However, this article has avoided describing these peoples and their communities as
being dehumanized.9 The very idea that enslavement can dehumanize the enslaved is misleading if
not harmful as it implies that “their humanity needs to be proven again and again.”10 This is an
important distinction for any discussion about legacies of slavery: the enslaved/oppressed are
already human beings, and as human beings, their humanity cannot be taken away, despite
being subject to brutality. A person’s humanity is always present in their thought, work,
language, songs, being and acting, regardless the conditions under which their lives are lived.
By contrast, an act can be dehumanizing.11 What makes an act dehumanizing is that it
intends to treat persons inhumanly, deprive them from living fully as human beings, and
alienate them from human dignity.12 In this understanding, an act can be dehumanizing for both
the actor and those being acted upon.13 As such, the actor who imposed acts of violence upon
the enslaved, and the enslaved who were at the receiving ends of such violent acts, were
entangled in the same self-alienation, e.g., being estranged from human dignity.14 There is,
however, a fundamental difference in their experience of self-alienation: the former might feel
this alienation a sign of power as it appears to afﬁrm their humane existence, and the latter
demeaned by this alienation as it seems to conﬁrm their inhumane existence. Therefore, rather
than being mutually dehumanized, acts of enslavement and brutality estranged both the enslaver
and the enslaved from living out their human dignity.
To understand the impacts of slavery’s legacies, we investigate three historically
signiﬁcant processes that paved the “economic,” “political,” and “ideological” ground for
enabling the transatlantic slave trade and slavery. Seldom examined together, in this article, we
argue that these processes were operated systematically in mutually reinforcing ways in order
to make mass enslavement possible. Firstly, economic theories were applied to prioritize wealth
accumulation over the intrinsic worthwhileness of human beings. Thus, atrocity against
enslaved Africans was normalized, in the name of economic growth for the beneﬁt of material
well-being, by slave owners, plantation owners, other citizens or consumers, and public
institutions, such as churches, and governments.15 Secondly, rationalized political exclusion was
introduced to support the normalcy of brutality against black bodies. Thirdly, the economic and
political agenda was further strengthened by Europeans fabricating and instituting a racialized
discourse to enable the full exploitation of African and indigenous people.16 Together, these
economic, political, and ideological processes instilled a binary of white superiority and black
inferiority, fueling the colonization and oppression of peoples of African and indigenous
descent.17 Although our discussion visits each of these processes separately below, the purpose
is to develop an understanding of how they functioned interdependently.
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The economic factor was inﬂuential in enabling acts of inhumanity.18 Capitalist
economy has since been identiﬁed as “racial capitalism,”19 owing to the historic
interconnections between transatlantic slave trade and slavery, and capitalism.20 It was the
raison d’être of capitalist economy, i.e. the ceaseless acquisition of proﬁt and accumulation of
wealth, that had made systematically subjugating human beings to violent exploitation and
enslavement desirable.21 In this way, slavery and capitalism were interconnected “due to the
expression of power, greed, and self-interest in both and the wide range of potential outcomes
in a capitalistic society.”22 Hence the conclusion that “the history of capitalism makes no sense
separate from the history of the slave trade and its aftermath. There was no such thing as
capitalism without slavery.”23 Without an awareness of slavery’s historical role in capitalist
expansion, and the interconnection between slavery and capitalism, societies can be blinded to
the continued violence and colonization until now.24 By connecting race and capitalism, or calling
it racial capitalism, we highlight the pernicious nature of capitalist economy that relies on the
production, and reproduction, and instrumentalization of human differences.
Historically, race, through its emphasis on visible physical differences between groups in
terms of the color of skin, texture of hair, and other physical features, has been used as an excuse for
capitalist exploitation. Forcefully enslaving and trading Africans, displacing native people,
conquering their lands, robbing them of natural resources, and applying unjust market methods to
exclude the colonized are illustrative of racist capitalism.25 Since transatlantic brutality, capitalism
has further permitted contemporary abuse of human differences to go beyond race, including
gender, ethnicity, class, ability, age, sexuality, and so forth.26 Thus legacies of slavery become living
legacies.
Many political institutions have contributed to wealth pursuit and capitalist expansion,27
and in our case, at the expense of non-European other. Structurally, European political power had
helped determine the direction and processes of economic growth, e.g., through laws, and played a
significant part in the development of economic institutions, and in supporting trades and industrial
productions, such as cotton. Seeing it from this joint perspective, slavery was both an economic and
political need, and violent racist capitalism and elite control of political processes were compatible.28
Following the abolition of slavery on both sides of the Atlantic, structural dehumanization has
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sustained legacies of slavery through political mechanisms, e.g., colonialism and imperialism, that
contrive to serve wealth-oriented economic aims.
Throughout histories of Europe and Americas until now, constitutions (e.g., counting a
black person as three-fifths of a person to enhance the voting power of white males in the US
southern states), national laws (e.g., Slave Compensation Act 1837 in the UK), militarization of
police, exclusive educational investment, and uneven finance policies across the Atlantic, and so
forth, are illustrations of structural violence. Take the police brutality against black and indigenous
people as an example. In the US, the police forces and agencies’ deep-seated racialized practices and
racial discrimination, and African Americans’ increased involvement in criminal activities are
mutually reinforcing phenomena owing to the living legacies of slavery.29 Similarly, in Latin
America, race regulation customary laws have tended to naturalize a racial hierarchy, establishing
white supremacy in European settler colonies as well as in contemporary postcolonial societies.30
Likewise, amongst African communities, both in the diasporas and across the Africa continent itself,
the widespread experiences of economic underdevelopment, social deprivation, and political
turmoil can be linked to global structural dehumanization that informs national and international
policies and how they are enacted by governments and institutions.31
To legitimize the trade of enslaved African peoples, and to prepare an ideology to underpin
economic exploitation and political oppression, from the start, a racist discourse was fabricated by
European scholars and researchers, depicting blacks as brutish, animalistic, aggressive, violent,
and dangerous.32 Racial discrimination was also visible in European Enlightenment thought
whereby blacks were depicted as primitives (e.g., with primitive minds), in contrast with whites
who were regarded as civilized, and intellectually superior.33 Racist European epistemological
paradigm was imposed to formulate “truth,” “knowledge,” and “reality” of Africans.34 It served
to enable ﬁrst the mass enslavement, then colonization, and now systematic oppression of
Africans. This historically contingent relationship between slavery and blackness has thus
prevailed.
The deployment of racist discourse and epistemology hence inculcated a racist ideology.
Physiological differences were translated into binary distinctions between human “races,” and race,
thereby became a classifying category for exclusion, inequality, and injustice.35 Skin color, hair,
ethnicity, belief, cultural practice, and other physical distinctions were part of the anthropological
and historical knowledge used to define the inferiority of the black other. Once established, this racist
ideology, although introduced and developed to justify the enslavement of Africans, has
perpetuated a hierarchy of human beings. Racist ideology then evolved into white supremacist
ideology.36 It was precisely this focus on “race,” and the evolving white supremacist mentality
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and practices that distinguish transatlantic slavery from other forms of slavery in human
history. Thus slavery “created a deﬁned, recognizable group of people and placed them outside
society… slavery was an inherited condition.”37
Also established were the assumptions of Eurocentrism or European singularity,
resulting in a discriminatory global system of injustice.38 The Eurocentric approach normalized
the lens through which to examine, analyze, dissect, and ultimately instrumentalize and
oppress non-European other. It also subjected non-Europeans to Eurocentric standards,
demands, and requirements.39 Edward Said’s orientalism is the recognition that our world is
separated into “two unequal halves,”40 the West or European, and the Orient, or the nonEuropean, which “has helped to deﬁne Europe (or the West) as its contrasting image, idea,
personality, experience.”41
This active othering of peoples of African, indigenous, and other non-European descent
has become a key component of the continued legacies of slavery. In particular, a Eurocentric
epistemic basis has allowed non-European Other to be degraded, controlled, and brutalized. Such an
epistemic framework served as a rationalized moral ground for European colonization,
domination and exploitation of Africa, Latin America, Asia, and other parts of the world. These
legacies are now manifested in, for example, “global economic disparities,” especially in the
phenomena of Africans leaving the continent and becoming vulnerable in Europe and North
America, and the mistreatment of illegal African migrants across the globe, such as their being
subjugated to police brutality, in “a racialized carceral system.”42 In Brazil, a myth of multiracial
and multicultural society masks racial whitening, a subtle mechanism of racial exclusion,
whereby the dominant elites prevent peoples of non-white communities from becoming aware
of their being victimized in society.43
Through legacies of transatlantic slavery, perpetuated by structural violence and
systemic injustice prevailing in Europe, the Americas, and formerly European colonized
regions, including Africa and Asia, race becomes so deeply entangled in Western historical,
economic, political, ideological, and epistemological processes that any attempts to redeﬁne it
will necessarily create conﬂicts and tensions.44 The effort to undo racialized injustice as a way to
address the legacy of slavery will only be “a long, protracted struggle, carried out over
generations.”45
Transgenerational and Cultural Traumas as Enduring Harms of Slavery’s Legacies
Today, the socio-economic and political institutions that once enabled slavery remain in place
and exert signiﬁcant impact on people’s experiences of human dignity and well-being in the
contemporary world.46 Despite the abolition of slavery in Europe and the Americas at the end of
the 19th century, the regime of terror has continued to inﬂict harrowing stress on many
generations of people of African and indigenous descent.47 To most people, this would be
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surprising; however, today, more than four hundred years after the ﬁrst enslaved Africans were
brutally and violently brought to the Atlantic shores, the catastrophic wounds of slavery and
their harmful effects remain far-reaching. The suffering is not limited to the physical,
psychological, and spiritual harms endured by the descendants of the formerly enslaved, these
harms are also experienced as collective trauma within an overall culture of institutionalized
oppression, the toxin of which has contaminated global societies.
The harms of slavery’s legacies are manifold, from the massive and tragic loss of human
lives, to the irreversible materialistic loss for Africa and for the world; from the deprivation of
human dignity, to the damage to our personal and collective psyche that has internalized the effects
of the harm; from self-alienation, to dehumanizing interpersonal and intergroup, and
intercommunal relationships. Without recognition, acknowledgement nor healing of the historic
trauma and legacies, harms have been passed on, continuing to fester in successive generations, and
extending the wounds and hurts to generations yet to come. It is therefore critically important to
examine how the traumatic effects of slavery’s legacies are lived and transmitted by peoples and
communities, and how they inflict wide-spread harms. Only with such an understanding can global
societies and communities begin to address these legacies and heal their lingering wounds.
The legacy of slavery is first and foremost experienced as trans-generational trauma,
commonly referred to as the transmission of speciﬁc painful and stressful elements of historical
events within large groups of individuals from one generation to another.48 As a profound
collective trauma, slavery had a tormenting impact on enslaved Africans physically, mentally,
emotionally, spiritually, and relationally.49 Such unhealed trauma can be passed on through
parenting processes and behavior patterns of communities and societies.50 Equally, the wounds
can be transmitted through the continued injuries from the economic-political systems, psycho-social
processes, and institutional practices.51 It can further prevail across generations through epigenetic
mechanism.52 Descendants from both sides of mass atrocity, including victims/survivors,
perpetrators, and even bystanders, may share common responses to pain and stress, through,
for instance, avoidance, numbness, denial, and silence, as ways to cope with the profound
indescribable experiences.53 The trauma, although not directly undergone by the descendants of
those traumatized, may have effects on the successive generations through inherited trauma
reactivity being triggered in similar stressful situations.
Symptoms of transgenerational trauma commonly found in people of African descent tend
to be both self- and other-directed. Low primary self-esteem, distorted self-concept, learned
helplessness, hopelessness, depression, destructive and risk-taking behaviors, and self-violence are
amongst self-directed trauma symptoms;54 whereas distrust, suspicion, anger, aggression, and
antipathy and violence against others, including one’s own family, friends, members of one’s own
and other communities are illustrative of other-directed symptoms.55 These behaviors and emotional
states adopted by people of African descent in contemporary western societies are inherited from
their enslaved ancestors, and triggered by systemic oppression and structural violence. In addition,
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there are also indications that oppression has been internalized and accepted by the communities of
African descent who may exhibit a lack in self agency, and a feeling of disempowerment.56 For
instance, research has found that amongst peoples in the Caribbean, transgenerational trauma has
sustained slavery, in the form of “mental slavery.”57
Furthermore, shared traumatic experiences can be embedded within a culture, thus
becoming cultural trauma. Like transgenerational trauma, cultural trauma occurs when
members of a large group had been subjugated to horrifying experiences that profoundly
impacted upon group members shared consciousness, scarred their memories and shaped their
present and future identity in irrevocable ways.58 Hostile encounters, such as enslavement,
colonization and segregation, underlie the psychosocial ramiﬁcations of cultural pains, which
are transmitted down the generations, affecting descendants of the enslaved collectively.59
Symptoms of cultural trauma can involve both normalized practices and processes of
identity-formation. In the case of normalized practices, it has been noted, for instance, that
contemporary African American parents tend to apply strict disciplines on their children, including
the use of beating, and they seldom praise their children, but denigrate them instead, especially in
front of strangers.60 The origin of such practices was chattel slavery whereby the enslaved must
shield children from the masters’ attention which might result in harsher punishment on the
children, such as being removed from parents, sold, or killed.61 These protective measures applied
by the enslaved were normalized within the African American community, passed on, and became a
symptom of cultural trauma. In terms of identify-formation, cultural trauma can be experienced as a
dramatic loss of self-identity, coherence, and meaningfulness.62 Often the formation of group identity
requires the centrality of collective memory, interpretation and representation of the past in the
process of developing self-concept, group bonding, and a sense of belonging. An example is the
process whereby collective memory of enslavement, colonization, and displacement from lands has
served to construct (and deconstruct) Afrodescendants’ identity in Brazil, as in the discourse of
“quilombo.” Originally referring to a runaway slave community, quilombo now embodies myriad
struggles Afrodescendants must confront. In this way, cultural trauma occurs and accrues, distorting
and regenerating societal perceptions and resulting in misapprehensions and misperceptions of
color, and race, and harmful stereotypes and beliefs.63 Unconscious codes, values, and language built
into the society’s memory and remembrance can become cultural norms, and further extend and
prolong the historical trauma.64
The hurtful effects of both transgenerational and cultural trauma are not limited to the
harms to the descendants of the enslaved people; they likewise have impact on the direct and
indirect beneficiaries of the slave trade and slavery, and the contemporary groups who have
continued to profit from the dehumanizing history.65 Thus, legacies of slavery, manifested in
colonization, structural violence, and institutional oppression, are trauma beyond
individualistic experiences, felt as collective catharsis to channel aggression and antagonism to
oneself, and to others.66 For people of African and indigenous descent, experiences of social
deprivations, exclusions, political disempowerment, and economic injustice are part and parcel
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of systemic oppression. However, on a practical level, each of these harms can serve as a
reminder of internalized social norms and self-identiﬁcation to reinforce the idea that their black
skin is the cause of their sufferings. In other words, when a lowest status is imposed on black
people, it creates the Negro myth, a value system that judges people of African descent to be
lacking in social and political worthwhileness.67 Collective memories and grievances of slavery
and related atrocity have evidently led to hostile relationships between social groups and
communities, feeding an antagonistic attitude of us-versus-them, perpetuating cycles of
violence.
Contemporary Racism as a Signiﬁcant Harm of Slavery’s Legacies
A most harmful aspect of slavery’s legacies is racism, which involves both conscious and
unconscious racism within overt and covert racialized systems in contemporary western
societies. The harm manifests as internalized racism or self-violence, interpersonal racism or
antagonistic intercommunal relations, and structural racism and institutionalized
discrimination.68 Typically, these different forms of racism are treated separately, and few
attempts are made to explore their interconnections. Therefore, a closer examination of these
mutually constituted dimensions of racism is necessary to discern the relevant contemporary
harms.
Internalized racism refers to the application of racist attitudes, beliefs, or ideologies
within an actor’s worldview, often manifested in two forms—internalized dominance and
internalized oppression. Internalized dominance describes and explains experiences, attitudes,
and privileges of people belonging to powerful identity groups. It is a socially superior status
accepted, experienced, and proﬁted from, consciously and unconsciously, by dominant groups,
which in the case of contemporary western societies, white people in Europe, and peoples of
European descent in the Americas, as normalized and deserved. By contrast, internalized
oppression describes and explains “the experience of those who are members of subordinated,
marginalized, or minority groups; those who are powerless and often victimized, both
intentionally and unintentionally, by members of dominant groups;”69 and those who have
adopted the dominant groups’ beliefs, attitudes and ideology and have thereby accepted their
subordinate status as deserved, normal, and inevitable.70
The experiences of internalized oppression and their long-term negative physical and
psychological consequences for black people have been well-documented, and amongst the
harms are the shame associated with “African-ness, as a result of slavery and racism, and the
shame of being shamed,”71 alienation, both self-alienation and alienation from one’s own
group/community,72 as well as powerlessness and marginalization.73 Indeed, Afro-descendants
worldwide who experience higher levels of racial discrimination tend to have greater
internalized racism.74 As such, they must battle against two forces simultaneously: the
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oppressive force within, the oppressive structure in the society. In the case of oppressive force
within, internalized racism can be expressed as a desire for more European features (e.g., body
size, hair texture) and a denigration of African features (physical and character traits).75
Internalized racism is not limited to African diaspora, and can be experienced by peoples living
in Africa, such as the phenomenon of African women’s skin bleaching. Internalized oppression
can be experienced as self-hatred, feelings of inferiority, resignation, isolation, alienation, and
powerlessness. It can inadvertently sustain a cultural normalcy intending to oppress. For
example, within a racist system, people of African descent can readily accept and participate in
the hierarchical social structure,76 and even actively reproduce subordination and perpetuate
domination from the white people.77 This is because it is within structural violence and
institutional discrimination that racialized subjects experience their lived realities.78
Whenever the internally oppressed are treated as “victims” of their own psychological
state, and their experience diagnosed as a psychological issue, internalized racism is reduced to a
personal attitudinal problem. Hence personal bias, self-prejudice, or pure ignorance, as the result
of internalized racism, is treated with therapy, encounter, and education.79 Such reduction is
pernicious in a contemporary racist society because it willfully ignores the systemic nature of
racism, and lays the blame to the very people who are oppressed. Indeed, a person’s desires and
self-concept (e.g., a black person desiring to be white) cannot be separated from the relevant
socioeconomic, political, and historical forces that converge and shape them.80 Instead, they
reﬂect the workings of power, which are necessarily structural.81
Like internalized racism, interpersonal racism can have agonizing impacts on
intercommunal, intergroup, international, and even global relationships.82 Interpersonal racism
equally has structural roots. That is to say that transatlantic slave trade, colonial expansion,
post-colonial domination, and globalization have all been built upon unequal power relations
structurally shaped and imposed predominantly by Western and neoliberal views of the
world.83 This worldview gives rise to our contemporary global economic system that legitimizes
Western/white dominance over the different Others, especially peoples of African and
indigenous descent. Thus, within an economic system that institutionalizes discrimination, “we
have all been programmed to respond to the human difference between us with fear and
loathing and to handle that difference in one of three ways: ignore it, and if that is not possible,
copy it if we think it is dominant, or destroy it if we think it is subordinate.84 There have been
few patterns of relating that enable people to experience each other as equals across differences.
The prevalent racist patterns of relating are characterized by inhumanity,
discrimination, and domination, reﬂecting the white-black duality of self- and other75
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recognition.85 This is the result of pernicious ignorance of ourselves as spiritual and ethical
beings.86 It is pernicious because the ignorance can cause harm, not only to other people but
also to oneself. Socially constructed self-identiﬁcation is built upon a mutual dependency of
different identity groups in recognizing each other’s positionality in the societal “game,”87
which effectively determines how people in each identity group are perceived, valued, received,
and engaged with relationally.88 Racialization has damaging effects on intergroup and
intercommunal relationships. When people adopt an inhumane attitude about others, and
worse, when they internalize the inhuman attitude about themselves, they tend to take an
indifferent, distancing, and objectifying orientation towards each other.89
Interpersonal and intergroup relationships thus shaped by racist structural and
institutional conditions can have traumatic effects on people physically, psychologically, socialrelationally, and spiritually. Such harms are perpetuated through “normal” processes of daily
lives of people,90 including self-identiﬁcation, the experiences of living in one’s own skin, the
encounters with racialized attitudes, and, above all, the relationships within which people are
born, grow and become themselves.
Therefore, race-based self-identiﬁcation and its harmful effects on intergroup and
intercommunal relationships must be equally understood as historically, socio-economically,
and politically deﬁned processes.91 That is to say that race is not only deﬁned in relational terms
within socio-economic and political spaces, it also reﬂects systemic, cultural, and symbolic
negotiations of power.92 As systemic racism conﬁgures the workings and mechanisms of
institutions, at a micro-sociological level, racialized harms are built into people’s lived realities
through everyday routines and practices.93 For example, an obvious reason underlying the
endemic of poverty in black communities in contemporary western societies is owing to,
amongst other factors, an unjust educational system.94 This includes uneven educational
ﬁnance, the lack of sensitivity to racial prejudices and color blindness amongst teachers, and the
systematic exclusion of black and indigenous children and young people from quality public
education.95
Therefore, harms of racism cannot be understood outside the racist socio-economic and
political structure and institutions, and the problem of the 21st century will continue to be the
problem of the color line as a major legacy inherited from previous centuries.96 In other words,
although racism exists and operates at these three levels, e.g., internalized, interpersonal, and
institutional, it can be felt as if it is constituted in and integral to one’s lived reality, and as such,
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“it can be difﬁcult to discern, like the water we swim in or the air we breathe.”97 Both
internalized dominance and internalized oppression prevent the possibility of congenial
relationships amongst peoples and groups seemingly separated by the colors of their skin.
Similarly, relational processes, social interactions, and collective emotional state are always
already framed and actualized through the systemic, such as economic systems, social policies,
laws, tax regime, etc. They are then enabled by and enacted through the institutional, such as
cultures and practices within families, neighborhoods, schools, shops, hospitals, workplaces,
police force, prisons, and so forth. Whilst the systemic creates the macro environment and
conditions, it is through the micro processes and mechanisms that the structural characteristics
are realized, and the enduring harms of the transatlantic slave trade are felt most keenly.
Above all, it is the moral and spiritual harms that are most damaging, including the
discriminative conceptions of whiteness as “good” and “superior,” and blackness as “evil” and
“inferior,” the active othering of non-Europeans, and the resulting negative and antagonistic self- and
other-identification, failing to recognize our own and each other’s inherent dignity.98 There is also a
growing ethical blindness in the face of self-alienation, both of which are keeping humanity hostage.
In this sense, slavery’s legacy “is more cruel than the shackles on the wrists and ankles.”99 Trauma
and racism rooted in the power structure in contemporary western societies continue to determine
social domination of an “inferior race” by a “superior race,” extending systemic oppression to the
Caribbean, Latin America, Africa and beyond.100
Conclusion
This article explores the historical impacts of the transatlantic trade of enslaved Africans and
slavery, and examines the continuing harmful effects on peoples, groups, and communities in
relevant contemporary societies. Through interdisciplinary analysis of these legacies, and by
making a distinction between slavery’s legacies and their multi-faceted harms, it has developed
an understanding that slavery’s legacy is a living legacy, and that its damages are not merely
historical, they are simultaneously personal, relational, socio-cultural, structural, and
institutional. By highlighting the interconnection of the legacy, the traumas, the resultant harms,
and the systemic root of dehumanization, this article invites constructive reﬂections on how
global societies and communities must act now to address this legacy and heal its embittering
wounds.
To begin, we consider the moral lessons this article’s investigation is offering. The ﬁrst
is at the level of self- and other- identiﬁcation. It is indeed our lack of mutual human recognition
which lies at the foundation of our collective tragedy. This is a tragedy because when humans
fail to identify other persons as equally human, we also disregard our own human dignity. The
second lesson is that contemporary experiences of economic oppression, political exclusion,
social discrimination, and self-alienation have roots in historical racialization, commodiﬁcation
and instrumentalization of people of African, indigenous and other non-European descents. The
third is that our global economic processes, national political systems, and institutional cultures
and practices have served to extend the atrocity of slavery and the persistent damage of its
legacy.101 These lessons give rise to key ethical questions in our imagination of ways to liberate
global community from inhumanity and antagonism. For instance, in all these considerations,
what might be the fundamental ethical principle(s) upon which to situate racial equity and
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human solidarity? Du Bois writes: “The slave went free; stood for a brief moment in the sun;
then moved back again toward slavery.”102 What might constitute “the sun?” How might we
liberate humanity from the prolonged darkness of psychological slavery?
To consider such questions, it might require imagining a number of processes at the
same time: one is a collective reckoning with our shared dehumanizing history, acknowledging
the mass atrocity and large scale “psychosis.”103 This will necessarily involve emotional,
cognitive, and ethical approaches, such as listening empathetically to the truths of people’s
lived experiences, whilst examining systemic violence and institutional processes, and
established cultural norms that deﬁne different groups’ lived realities. It also demands us to
transcend ignorance, overcome indifference, and become proactive in our taking responsibility.
This caring matters because only with such an ethical commitment can we move from
witnessing, to understanding, to developing shared pathways towards addressing the root
causes of human suffering.104
Given the article’s highlighting the complex processes involved in people’s experiences
of self- and other- alienation, it suggests that inhuman relationships cannot simply be removed
by encouraging people to adopt mutual human-recognition because this recognition on its own
would not legitimize mutual belonging. Structural racism, cultural disenfranchisement, and
dehumanizing institutional practices will continue to demarcate the struggle of people of
African and indigenous descents for emancipative self-identiﬁcation. Thus, Du Bois proposes a
way forward by transcending this dialectic and “afﬁrming it in a permanent tension.
Henceforth, the destiny of the race could be conceived as leading neither to assimilation nor
separatism but to proud, enduring hyphenation.”105
As our shared ethical life is rooted in communities deﬁned by common freedom, rather
than the freedom of speciﬁc groups, to develop hyphenated self-identiﬁcation might require
community-rooted deep sharing, collective healing and collaborative action that help enrich
solidarity amongst all people.106 Interpersonal encounter, human afﬁnity, and mutual affective
experience can give rise to ethical responsibility for each other’s well-being, and human
becoming.107 Similarly, to step outside the black/white binary view of humanity is to give way
to subjectivity conceived as intersubjectivity.108 This conceptual position can help societies move
beyond race, and beyond any form of essentialization in deﬁning groups and communities
based on skin colors, physical features, or even cultural rituals.109
A signiﬁcant approach to addressing the personal, relational, structural, and
institutional harms is through the pathway of education. By education, we do not mean the
kind that will reproduce the stiﬂing and inhumane relationships between people, and
communities, nor the kind that will sustain the existing status quote. Instead, by education, we
are seeking the kind of teaching and learning that is not only constituted in an “overt resistance
to racist practices,”110 but is ultimately about providing spaces and processes that can enable
children and young people to learn to become more fully human together, and to act out our
mutual belongingness and caring. To truly allow humanity to ﬂourish and to stand in the sun,
to use Du Bois’ metaphor, is to instill humanizing values, and to educate a person “to be
102
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actional, preserving in all his relations respect for the basic values that constitute a human
world.”111
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Introduction
In the US, racism and its traumatic outcomes are the most signiﬁcant and far-reaching legacy of
the slave trade, slavery, and the elimination of Native peoples. By 1865, the African slave trade
and slavery were ended as social institutions. The last Indian resistance occurred in 1890 just
before the Wounded Knee massacre. What did not end were the attitudes, beliefs, and values
that made slavery an intrinsic part of Southern life for over two hundred years, and that made
the killing of Indian people necessary to settle the nation. A consequence is the treatment of
freedmen and Indians as less than humans continues into the present with all their traumatic illeffects. One of the legacies of slavery’s beliefs, intrinsic to American racism, is the now
scientiﬁcally discredited idea of races as biologically and anthropologically meaningful and
distinct entities.1 Despite being thoroughly discredited, there is still an almost universal racial
self-identiﬁcation of Americans as White, Black, Asian, and Indian; belief in races is as real
today as it was in 1840. These identities were invented by Virginia and North Carolina colonial
legislatures to justify and sustain slavery.2 The presumptive inferiority of Black and Native
Americans and the superiority of White Americans is slavery’s second legacy which frames
contemporary attitudes and the treatment of African and Native Americans. In combination,
these two historical beliefs made possible the selling and buying of humans as chattel, the
justiﬁcation for taking Indian lands, and are now at the core of the nation’s contemporary
racism.
Racism does not originate nor is it sustained by individual shortcoming. After
generations of belief and practice, racism’s core presumptions are expressed in three ways.3
First, racial inferiority and superiority (hierarchy) are the mental blueprints of expected
outcomes regarding race—racism is a cultural phenomenon. Second, the presumptions of racial
hierarchy, embedded in culture, are actualized institutionally in education, housing,
employment, and the application of the law and police practices—institutional racism. Third,
consciously or unconsciously, individuals act out their cultural beliefs in racial hierarchy by
maintaining racist institutional practices and outcomes—individual racism. A consistent result
of these three expressions of racism is social and economic inequality by race across
generations. Other results are the psychological costs of contemporary racism to all involved in
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trauma and compromised health and well-being.4 These are added to the still unresolved
historical traumas of slavery and Indian elimination.
In this essay, we wish to demonstrate that the historical beliefs that made genocide
possible in the US are the very same beliefs sustaining contemporary racism. Our first
objective is to establish that the African slave trade, slavery, and the elimination of Native
peoples in the US are acts of genocide and are distinct from more recent international
genocides in scope, timeframe, and lack of termination. The second objective is to outline the
psychological and cultural damage done by contemporary racism, slavery’s legacy. The final
objective is to suggest a strategy to lessen racism in the US and to begin, at long last,
reconciliation and healing from the effects of slavery and Indian genocides.
American Genocides
Raphaël Lemkin, who defined the concept of genocide before it became a legal concept,
studied several histories as part of his background research.5 Two of these histories were of
Native peoples in the Americas and the actions of European colonists against Africans. His
definition of genocide is derived from these and other histories and is intended to describe
actions that targeted groups of people, rather than individuals. Genocide is not about acts
against individuals or groups of individuals. Lemkin defined genocide as acts against racial,
religious, political, and other social groups. Genocide covers acts against group membership
—i.e., Jews, Armenians, Bosnians, and Native Americans. According to Lemkin, the objective
of genocidal acts is to destroy a group of people, in whole or in part. The UN General
Assembly, in its 55th session, adopted Lemkin’s definition of Genocide and list of acts as
genocidal crimes. What they added was a clause making genocide a crime if intent could be
demonstrated as well. In exploring Lemkin’s guidance, it is not our intent to address the
international legal definitions and jurisprudence regarding genocide as a crime; they are
addressed elsewhere.6
Slavery as Genocide
In interpreting Lemkin, the case for the charge of genocide for slavery in the US is as follows.7
Africans were forbidden to speak their languages, use their African names, practice their
religions, or maintain their native cultures; in effect, they were stripped for their African
“national, ethnical, and religious group” identities. This is the destruction of what made them
African, and of their culture “as a whole or in part.”8 Enslaved Africans for generations after
their initial arrivals were killed for disobeying or defying their masters, opposing slavery,
stealing food, or for running away; this is the first of Lemkin’s genocidal charges. For
generations, they were starved, physically exposed by lack of clothing, over-worked, tortured,
and raped; this is the second genocidal charge in which survivors were physically and bodily
harmed. Before African women were imported, enslaved African men were prevented from
forming African families. In effect, measures (were imposed) to prevent births within the
group; this is the fourth genocidal charge. Finally, in the fifth genocidal charge, there was
forcible transfer of children from their parents and community of origin. Throughout slavery
in the US, the children of enslaved Africans were sold as chattel. Slavery could not have been
sustained without committing these genocidal acts.
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Intent among Slavers
We can even consider Article II of the UN Convention on genocide; it stipulates that the above
acts were genocidal and potentially criminal only if it can be shown that the perpetrators acted
intentionally—that perpetrators knew the effects of their actions.9 The fact is: Slavers were very
much aware of the outcomes of their activities. The problem with intent in African slavery is
that slavers knowledge of the effects of their actions against Africans did not matter. As long as
Africans were considered inferior to Europeans, whatever slave-masters did were considered an
improvement of Africans’ original condition. Any physical and mental suffering Africans
experienced was for their own good and was an outcome of their inferiority—precisely as many
White Americans believe today. Enslavers and slave masters did not see their actions as
criminal; they were quite the opposite—necessary, moral, and even blessed by God.
Philip Livingston wrote in 1750 that “the slave trade was a way of ‘redeeming an
unhappy people from inconceivable misery.’”10 Gérard Mellier, mayor of Nantes, wrote about
the same time, “At bottom, the blacks are naturally inclined to theft, robbery, idleness, and
treason. In general, they are suited only to live in servitude and for the work and the
agriculture of our colonies.”11 The intent was clear, and the outcome justified when a slave
master found his runaway slave on an 1839 Vicksburg street and shoot him dead. When
questioned, the man explained that it was his runaway nigger. This explanation satisfied
everyone. The slave master was in his rights to kill his slave under such circumstances as if
the slave had been a dog or other escaped animal;12 there was no difference. African
inferiority was a given, so, there was no need to even write about it and dwell on the obvious.
Furthermore, the traumatization of slaves was practiced, refined, and intentional.
How to beat, abuse, torture, publicly humiliate, and terrorize slaves to control and motivate
them to obey and work were the basis of endless discussion, exchange, consultation, and
advisement among slave masters.13 Managing slaves was an art passed on to new masters and
overseers from one generation to the next. Slave masters’ intent regarding their actions
toward their slaves was quite clear.
Elimination of Native People as Genocide
There were an estimated two million Native peoples in North America (not including Canada)
when Columbus arrived.14 By 1890, from 150,000 to 237,000 remained, or eight to twelve percent
of the 1492 population. By Raphaël Lemkin’s deﬁnition, it is virtually self-evident that Native
American ethnic groups, in what is now the US, were destroyed “as a whole or in part” after
contact with the British and Americans. Denial of Indian genocide is centered in the view that
the vast majority of Native Americans died from diseases.15 According to this narrative, Indian
deaths were caused by a regrettable ﬂaw in Indian immunities, a misfortune for which
European settlers were not responsible. The fact that European settlers brought diseases to
North America is somehow unrelated to Indian deaths, and settlers’ unwelcomed presence and
9
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theft of Indian lands are somehow irrelevant. Today, 345 Native American tribes, nations, and
bands survive and are now ofﬁcially recognized by the US federal government as Native
Americans.16 There are another 229 groups in Alaska and other survivors that are forgotten as
Indians and not recognized by either State or Federal governments.17
Reviews of the few available tribal histories paint a different picture then death by
disease. There was a pattern to Indian genocide.18 One-by-one, each Native state was defeated
militarily; successive Native generations fought and were defeated as well. As settlers became
more numerous and stronger militarily, Indians became fewer and weaker militarily. In one Indian
nation after the other, resistance eventually collapsed due to the death toll from violence. Then,
survivors were displaced from their ancestral lands, which had sustained them for generations.
Once survivors were sufficiently impoverished, disorganized, and defenseless, their remaining
villages were burned, and food sources destroyed. In the final stage of elimination, they were
hunted, killed for sport, scalped, hung, raped, and abused in whatever way settlers desired. There
are virtually no local US histories without a record of Indian massacres.19 Starting in 1830,
surviving Native people, mostly Cherokee, in the Eastern US were ordered by President Andrew
Jackson to march up to two thousand miles and to cross the Mississippi River to settle in
Oklahoma. Thousands died on the Trail of Tears.20 This pattern of defeat, displacement, and
victimization repeated itself in the American West.
From this history, Native Americans were victims of all ﬁve Lemkin speciﬁed genocidal
acts.21 Members of each group were killed not as individuals, but because they were Indians (act
one). Once they could no longer resist, serious bodily and mental harm was done to survivors
(act two). Once they were conﬁned to reservations, they were made dependent on the Bureau of
Indian Affairs for food, housing, education, and healthcare. The Bureau’s neglect inﬂicted on
the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part
(act three). There was the forcible transfer of children away from their parents and community
of origin; Indian children were taken from their families and put in Indian Schools to destroy
their culture and identities as Indians22 (act ﬁve).
Intent against Indians
As with slavery, there are case-by-case narratives of settler statements and government records
of contact with Native peoples that made three things clear. Settlers and colonial, municipal,
state, and federal governments wanted Native lands, and Indians did not give up their land
without a ﬁght. Peace for settlers and unchallenged access to Native land required eliminating
the Native presence. There is no need to go far to ﬁnd knowledge of this murderous intent. One
can start with US Presidents. The third President of the US, Thomas Jefferson, said, “If ever we
are constrained to lift the hatchet against any tribe, we will never lay it down till that tribe is
exterminated, or driven beyond the Mississippi… in war, they will kill some of us; we shall
destroy them all.”23 President Andrew Jackson in ordering the trail of tears, said:
16
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My original convictions upon this subject have been conﬁrmed
by the course of events for several years, and experience is
every day adding to their strength. That those tribes cannot
exist surrounded by our settlements and in continual contact
with our citizens is certain. They have neither the intelligence,
the industry, the moral habits, nor the desire of improvement,
which are essential to any favorable change in their condition.
Established in the midst of another and a superior race, and
without appreciating the causes of their inferiority or seeking
to control them, they must necessarily yield to the force of
circumstances and ere long disappear.24
From the 1860s through 1900, the popular mantra for killing Indians, attributed to
General Philip Sheridan who fought Indians after the Civil War, was “the only good Indian is a
dead Indian”25—an often-repeated statement well into the last century. There is virtually no
evidence that most Native peoples died due to diseases, leaving vast tracks of North America
open to unfettered settler access.
After meeting Raphaël Lemkin’s criteria for genocide, slavery, and the elimination of
Native peoples in the US also meet social science or structural criteria for genocide that reiterate
the same acts. These include deﬁnitions by Pieter Drost, Irving Louis Horowitz, Henry
Hutterbach, Steven Katz, Helen Fein, Frank Chalk, and Kurt Jonassohn, Jennifer Balint, and
Israel Charny.26
What makes the enslavement of Africans and the elimination of Native people in the
Western Hemisphere distinct from other modern genocides is the enormity of both potential
acts. The number of people killed and displaced, and the number of cultures destroyed on
two continents are unprecedented. Genocidal acts in both cases went on for over four
hundred years. These long-term genocides meant that Africans and Native people
experienced numerous genocidal acts over generations. Furthermore, this long genocidal
period since the 1500s led to a unique development among European settlers who executed
these acts and needed to justify them—the belief that Europeans were culturally and
biological superior (racism) to Africans and other people of color.27 The American version of
racism that framed slavery in the American South and the elimination of Native people is
today influential worldwide.28 The racist legacy of slavery and Native elimination make these
genocides effectively open-ended psychological and cultural phenomena—they have not
ended.
Damage Done by Slavery and Native Genocides
Slavery: Five things were done intentionally to damage enslaved Africans psychologically. 29
First, they were beaten, tortured, and humiliated as warnings to all others of what would
happen to them if any slave challenged or questioned their enslavement. They were abused
with enough brutality to maintain constant fear of violent punishment. Second, slaves had
24
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to be made to feel that they were powerless to stop or avoid the beatings, rapes, torture, and
humiliation. Third, physical deprivation kept slaves’ attention fixed on momentary
survival. This left them with little opportunity to ponder or plan resistance or escape and
degraded their ability to successfully flee and survive if they escaped. Fourth, it was
necessary to create total dependence among slaves on their masters and overseers. The
more dependent they were in fact and mind, the greater was their powerlessness, the more
immobilizing was fear of violence and sense of powerlessness. Finally, even if they had
intimate relationships with their masters, they always needed to be aware that their slave
master could unleash unspeakable violence against them.
The five conditions that psychologically damaged slaves were identical to the
oppression used in World War II concentration camps. In both cases, slaves and camp
inmates were intentionally and repeatedly traumatized to maintain compliance, order, and
control. For camp inmates or slaves, their oppression became internalized and expressed
through violence directed at one another, fearfulness, high anxiety, anger, deep depression,
assimilation of a (racial) sense of inferiority, and child abuse and neglect.30 These outcomes
are precisely the International Classification of Mental and Behavioral Disorders (ICD-10)
symptoms for psychic trauma.31 However, trauma symptoms for slaves are distinct from
concentration camp inmates in one way. Instead of being an outcome for several events or
several years of trauma, slaves experienced traumatization over a lifetime, as did their
children and children’s children. Abuse and trauma went on long enough and occurred
frequently enough for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) to become intrinsic to African
American culture.32 Slavery was a multi-generational holocaust.
Native Genocide: The present-day behavioral outcomes of Native American
elimination are high rates of suicide, alcoholism, drug abuse, domestic violence, depression,
anger, child abuse, and self and other disdain.33 These outcomes are also consistent with the
ICD-10 symptoms for psychic trauma.34 As with enslaved Africans, the ICD-10 does not
diagnose psychic traumas that have gone on repeatedly within and across generations.
Tribal survivors, most of whom are on US Western reservations, have selective memories of
their ritual, beliefs, and customs. Many are now re-imagining their culture, reconstructing
rituals, and are making efforts to preserve their remaining languages.
Both African and native American survivors have evolved resilient subcultures from
remnants of their original cultures. However, symptoms of PTSD experienced in genocide
across generations have also become part of their ethnic cultures35 and are reinforced now
by present-day racism.36 Can anything be done to reduce racism as one of the psychological
legacies of African slavery and the elimination of Native Americans, and reverse
generations of PTSD?
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Toward Reconciliation and Healing
Three closely related steps can be taken to move the US toward reconciliation and healing.37
First, individuals can be healed while structural change is sought. The second step is for
institutional reform. However, a lesson learned from decades of domestic efforts is that
improvements in individual and institution outcomes cannot be sustained without also
challenging the cultural beliefs that reinforce institutional practices and individual disdain for
others.38 So, in the US, the third step requires addressing racism at its cultural core. We
hypothesize that through simultaneous efforts to reduce both institutional and cultural
racism, a point can be reached where some real acknowledgment of the damage done by
African and Native American genocides will be possible.
1. Healing Individuals
Counseling Native Americans
In response to high rates of suicide, homicide, alcoholism, domestic violence, and child abuse,
psychological counseling has been provided to Native people in a variety of settings—
communities, prisons, schools, and individually. To date, these treatment outcomes have been
disappointing.39 The problem is that Western-based therapeutic approaches presume the
patients' psychological problems are individual in origin and can be addressed as such.
However, there is increasing recognition among therapists that patient-centered approaches
ignore the historical and social causes of psychological dysfunction among Native peoples.
Brave Heart et al. and Duran et al. have brought attention to the role of culturally embedded
historical trauma (HT) in alcohol and other drug use among Native peoples in the US and
Canada.40 Gone re-frames current Native American distress to the intergenerational effects of
massive group oppression.41 In effect, individual drug and alcohol use are enduring outcomes
of HT.
Native People suffer from historically unresolved grief as well as trauma. The
specifics of lost relatives, land, culture, and identity are well known to Indian people.
Psychological interventions to address Native people’s unresolved grief and trauma must
include American Indian approaches to address cultural damage. Duran et al. propose
addressing the impact of HT through religious and family ceremonies, which explicitly link
current functioning to the sequelae of HT.42 Evidence is provided for the effectiveness of such
approaches. Brave Heart et al. describe healing the “soul wound” with psycho-educational
group interventions.43 Gone describes a community-based intervention for healing HT.44 A
review of such interventions in the US, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand by Gameon and
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Skewes describes ten interventions using Native people's community-based approaches.45
However, the drawback to individual psychological and cultural therapies is that they cannot
stop ongoing psychological assaults from racial discrimination and social rejection derived
from racism. These therapeutic efforts address damage only to individuals.
Counseling African Americans
The intergenerational transmission of HT among African-Americans has received scant
attention among US health researchers.46 What has been found are links between current racial
discrimination and substance use and abuse among African-American youth.47 With controls for
education and income, those who report experiencing racial discrimination were found to have
3.31 higher odds of elevated drug use. Clark found experiencing racial bias is linked to
depressive symptoms and substance use among African Americans and African Caribbean 18 to
35-year-olds.48 Metzger et al. found that the stress associated with racial discrimination was
linked to alcohol use and binge drinking.49 Carliner et al. found that perceived racial
discrimination correlates to a 2.32 higher risk of illicit drug use among a sample of 6,587
African-American adults.50 Each outcome is an effect of current racial discrimination. None of
these outcomes have been linked to HT.
However, perceived racial discrimination does not explain black-on-black violence, low
evaluation of personal worth, self and other hatred, domestic violence, and depression. Nor
does racial discrimination explain beating and traumatizing children to compel obedience, and
frequent reference to one another as “niggers” and to African American women as “bitches.”51
Also, there is active denial and unconscious shame over having gone through slavery, and of
being black.52 These are behaviors where HT can be demonstrated. Furthermore, over 4,000
lynchings during Jim Crow (1890–1960) reinforced HT from slavery and led to the ﬁrst petition
to the UN for relief from genocide.53 Since then, police, mob, and individual acts of racial
violence have only compounded unresolved HT from slavery. Joy DeGruy explains these
unaddressed issues among African Americans as a post-traumatic slave syndrome.54 The
syndrome has existed across generations since slavery. It has gone unacknowledged, untreated,
unresolved, and denied with tragic consequences.
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In African American communities, there is virtually no community-wide psychological
treatment. Federal and state community mental health centers and psychotherapy were
defunded decades ago.55 Where treatment exists, outcomes for African Americans are also poor
and vary by socioeconomic background.56 Again, it is assumed that African American patients’
psychological problems are individual in origin and can be addressed as such. As with Native
Americans, psychotherapists inadvertently end up trying to treat personal issues that have
institutional and cultural roots.
Efforts to develop effective treatments are underway via religious-based African
American organizations. The goal is to address intergenerational transmission of HT on current
family functioning, attitudes toward self-worth, and interpersonal violence aimed at other
African Americans—the cultural transmission of trauma.57 Such a program is described by
Myers and exists in New York City.58 The Association of Black Psychologists has proposed
Emotional Emancipation Circles in partnership with Community Healing Networks as a
possibility.59
Counseling White Americans
To move the US toward acknowledging its dual genocides requires getting White Americans to
understand their role in denying these genocides, and in justifying continued racism. Racism
should be included as an antisocial personality disorder or sociopathy in the American
Psychiatric Association Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM).60 Attempts by Black
psychiatrists to have racism addressed as a psychiatric issue have been rebuffed by the white
mainstream American Psychiatric Association (APA). The reason for the APA’s opposition to
including racism in the DSM is that racism is culturally normative. If racism were included in
the DSM, it would be considered sociopathic behavior, which refers to a cluster of symptoms
that describes people who, based on environmental inﬂuences, display a callous disregard (lack
of empathy) towards others. Because of a weakened conscience, they behave recklessly,
aggressively, or in a wholly indifferent manner towards the needs and humanity of others, even
when they know their behavior is wrong.61 Racism disposes some Whites to act in this way
toward people of color, and to treat them as they would not treat other Whites.
At the individual level, addressing beliefs in white racial supremacy should be
integrated into psychotherapy and counseling for White Americans. Exploring historical and
unresolved grief and trauma may be an intergenerational issue for White Americans as well. HT
and grief may be related in some way to a need for a strong belief in white supremacy. The
failure of the APA to address racism and the psychology of white supremacy means the
association is unwilling to address one of the fundamental psychiatric and cultural problems of
our times. However, even if the DSM was revised to include white supremacy and White
Americans were counseled about racism, these measures would be insufﬁcient to eliminate
racism in the US. As with Native and African Americans, White psychotherapy will
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inadvertently end up addressing the problems of institutional and cultural racism as problems
of individual pathology.
2. Addressing Institutional Racism
Effective change requires addressing institutional racism that consists of policies and practices
which reinforce racial inequities in a nation’s institutions—i.e., education, housing, government,
employment, and religion.62 Direct and ongoing challenges to racist practices and policies by
social and civil rights movements are essential. The civil rights movement of the 1950s and
1960s as well as Black Lives Matter today play these vital roles. A comparison between issues in
two seminal reviews of race relations and inequality in American life between 1945 and 1989
show the long-term progressive effects of civil rights efforts.63 Perhaps, the next review will
show the effects of the Black Lives Matters movement.
A strategically important institution with extraordinary potential to move the US
toward acknowledging and then resolving its genocides and reducing racism are primary,
secondary, and higher education.64 The American public needs to be educated about both the
history of American genocides and the outcomes of these genocides in continued racism against
Native and African Americans, and other people of color. A new UNESCO sponsored
publication reviews how this is being done internationally with potential lessons for the US.65
Documentary ﬁlms is another way to deploy such an education and have been a very effective
educational medium for some time.66 Some programming already exists on issues related to
African and Native American history and experiences. However, the variety and types of
documentaries and feature programs need to be broadened. There is a need for documentary
series on the transatlantic slave trade, slavery, and the genocide of Native peoples in the
Western Hemisphere and the US.
There is a particular recommendation regarding the teaching of the transatlantic slave
trade and slavery that should apply to teaching about the genocide of Native peoples as well.67
Primary and secondary school teachers are not trained to teach these subjects, and if these
subjects are taught improperly, racists could be emboldened, and African and Native American
students humiliated. Care must be taken in presenting such material, interpreting it, in guiding
student reactions to it and responding to parent questions and complaints.
3. Reducing Cultural Racism
Attitudes, beliefs and values practiced over generations become part of the cultural fabric. In
this way, racial inferiority and superiority (hierarchy) are the mental blueprints of expected
outcomes regarding race—cultural racism.68 Without a simultaneous reduction in cultural
racism, any progress in reducing institutional and individual racism will be eroded in time. The
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most serious challenge to cultural racism now comes from scholars and activist exploring
whiteness.69 Cultural racism sits squarely in white identity and as that identity is questioned
and transformed so is cultural racism. Through civil rights, social movements, education, and
challenges to whiteness, constituencies will evolve open to addressing American genocides.
These constituencies can then be the basis of support for more direct efforts toward genocide
acknowledgment and reconciliation. Strategic groups and activities can lead to broadening
public support for acknowledgment and reconciliation of the American genocides. The
following is a proposal for such a strategic approach based upon intergroup contact theory.70
A Local Approach Proposal
Lobbying the Federal government to acknowledge the American genocides and to act toward
reconciliation might seem the most direct and appropriate course of action. With support from a
few Representatives and Senators, a law can be proposed and, if passed, can achieve such an
acknowledgment of genocide. Indeed, there are hundreds of non-governmental organizations
(law ﬁrms, policy institutes, and lobby groups) in and near Washington, D.C., that are
responsible for virtually every bill passed in Congress and all the provisions within each bill.
However, this top-down approach to social change is increasingly out of touch with emerging
public discontent with Congress and government. Furthermore, a legislative approach to
genocide reconciliation would be seen by many as just another way for high paid lobbyists to
make money. In this setting, if a law was passed as the ﬁrst action to acknowledge the American
genocides and to reconcile the damage, it would generate strong opposition and have minimal
effect. Most importantly, it would not result in genuine national reconciliation even if the law
survived its opposition.
An approach that is more consistent with the historical origins of racism in the US is to
start from the bottom up at the county and then state levels, building local bases before pushing
for change at the federal level of government. It was at the state and county levels of
government where slavery was practiced and where Native Americans were hunted down and
killed. The opposition of congressional representatives and senators to acknowledge genocide
and their failure to address institutional racism (and a host of other problems) comes from
people in the counties and states they represent. It is no coincidence that the most effective civil
rights activism during the 1960s took place precisely at the county and state levels in the Deep
South. This is where slavery was practiced and where Jim Crow laws were passed to deny the
equal rights of African Americans, and where state-sanctioned violence was meted out to those
who sought change and to vote. Likewise, the most effective Indian rights activism took place in
the Dakotas, where the Native American presence is the strongest and where the genocides that
deﬁned present-day Native oppression took place. If one negates or blunts racism at the local
level, and it will deﬂate racism at the federal level.
In the US, a resource that can be used to facilitate change is now conveniently available.
The 1850 and 1860 web-based historical census records provide the identity of slave owners by
county within Southern States. There are court, deed, probate, and tax records dating back to
the inception of these counties that provide records of property sales, sales of slaves, taxation,
and the settlement of estates. From the 1870 census (the ﬁrst census after the emancipation of
slaves), it is also possible to identify former slaves and to link them to their former owners from
the 1860 census. Then groups of related slaves and owners can be traced forward in time
through census and county records to the present. There are also records of original Native
lands, the names of ﬁrst settlers, the division of lands, and who held land titles to the present.
The descendants of Native people and settlers who cleared the land can also be linked. It is at
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this county level where we propose that genocide acknowledgment and reconciliation can
begin. It is historically inaccurate and problematic to treat all African Americans and all Native
Americans as an injured class and all White Americans as having perpetuated slavery. Not
everyone who identiﬁes today as African and Native Americans are descendants of the
American genocides, and the majority of White Americans are descendants of immigrants who
were not slave masters and arrived after slavery ended.
Peer-to-Peer Resolution
By working at the county level, we go directly and precisely to the heart of the denial of
genocide, denial of responsibility for it, and shame and denial of slavery and Native American
extermination. Bring the descendants of slave owners and settlers together with the
descendants of enslaved Africans and Native people. These encounters can begin with two or
three members of both sides. In a series of initial meetings, they can learn about one another,
exchange information, learn about the history and circumstances that connect them and begin
to address their interrelated strengths, denials, and family secrets. As dual-side leaders emerge,
and as cross-group relationships develop, more family members on both sides can be
encouraged to participate. If these encounters do not begin on-site where slavery was
conducted, or where Native people were driven from the land, they should eventually gather
there. Family members who have knowledge of their histories are ideal facilitators of these
encounters. In cases where there are insufﬁcient family knowledge and leaders to conduct such
meetings, non-family facilitators will be necessary.
County-level slave-master or Native-settler pairs that work together have the potential
to come to terms with their histories and devise appropriate contemporary responses that can
lead to reconciliation. As of 2016, there are 3007 counties in the US and as many historical
variations in slavery and Native genocide that could only be addressed accurately where these
histories took place and among direct descendants. A few successful encounters and county
truth and reconciliations can then serve as models and examples of authentic acknowledgment
and reconciliation, which will encourage more dual-descendant encounters. A precedent
already exists to such a process and is underway for a famous American family. Some
descendants of the third President of the US, Thomas Jefferson, who drafted the US
Constitution, agreed to DNA testing, and then acknowledged the descendants of Sally
Hemming, the slave with whom Jefferson had a parallel, hidden, and slave family.71
Descendants of both lineages have met several times at the historic Jefferson estate, Monticello.
This beginning could evolve into a more in-depth truth and reconciliation process for the
Jefferson descendants. No one is keeping track of similar master-slave descendant gathering
such as one that occurred recently in Prospect Hill, Mississippi.72 It is too early to know if such
gatherings are effective reconciliation steps, since they are just starting.
If a critical mass of descendant encounters and shared relations evolve, state
reconciliation associations can form to advocate for acknowledgment and reconciliation of the
American genocides from the broader public. If the descendants of slave masters, enslaved
Africans, settlers, and Native people can come together and confront racism, their histories,
traumas, and guilt, why cannot the rest of the American public? This would be an excellent
project for targeted private foundation support to increase the numbers of encounters and
truth and reconciliations, to develop facilitators, and to show best practices in forming and
facilitating such descendant gatherings. At some point, with enough experience, expertise,
support, a national acknowledgment, and reconciliation of genocide will be feasible at the
federal level.
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Reﬂection on Reparations
Finally, local slavery and native genocide encounters can cut through another contentious issue,
reparations.73 Arguments for ﬁnancial compensation to individuals from the federal
government have been made elsewhere.74 Another consideration is that local reconciliations can
narrowly focus who should receive reparations, and what they should receive. It is imprecise
that all African and all Native Americans should receive the same reparation and that all
European Americans are equally liable. It is also problematic that the federal government is the
only governmental unit held responsible, while the direct involvement of state and municipal
governments in propagating slavery and Native genocide is ignored. Reparations could be
reﬁned and based on precise assessments of who did exactly what to whom. One does not have
to look deeply into the history of slavery and Native elimination to realize that all enslaved
Africans and Native peoples were not oppressed and traumatized in the same way and to the
same degree. Current notions of reparation do not consider that our knowledge about slavery
is based primarily on large plantation slavery while, at least in North Carolina, most slaves
labored on small farms about which we still know very little.75 The elimination of Western
plains’ Indians took place in a relatively short time frame and was not nearly as thorough as
that of Eastern Indians whose struggle started two hundred years earlier and who were
subjected to the Trail of Tears.
Through local descendant reconciliation and healing, the descendants of perpetrators
and victims can work out what would be the most appropriate reparation. Then reparations can
be based upon their reconciliation and healing rather than some forced, imprecise, and imposed
formula. Without direct descendants involved, reparations may neither fairly compensate the
propriate descendants of victims nor have the descendants of those who committed genocide
acknowledge their fore parents’ actions. However, there is a critical pre-condition to any
reparations that has not yet been met. The genocide of slavery and the elimination of Native
people has not ended. Racism is the legacy of both genocides and must still to be confronted
and dealt with. The cost of reparations is still mounting.
Summary and Conclusion
Slavery were acts of genocide, as was the elimination of Native peoples in the US. Both
genocides meet Raphaël Lemkin and other social scientists’ deﬁnitions of genocide. If pursued
legally, both histories might also fulﬁll the UN Convention on Genocide’s deﬁnition. However,
a unique feature of both genocides is not addressed in any of the current genocide deﬁnitions.
That is: Neither genocide ended. Slavery and the murder of Native people have been outlawed,
yet the psychology and cultural basis for both genocides continue. After centuries, the belief in
white racial supremacy (racism) has become embedded in American culture.
Acknowledging US genocides would mean accepting the psychological and cultural
damage done to African and Native Americans. It would also mean that the nation must
acknowledging the tolls that continuing racism is taking on both and has an obligation to do
something about it. Healing individual African and Native Americans is possible. Counseling
and various psychological therapies can work, providing that historical trauma and grief are
dealt with in their communities as well. African and Native Americans’ psychological problems
have origins in culture and history rather than just in personality and individual experiences.
However, for individual healing, one must learn to deal effectively with ongoing racism.
Ultimately, lasting reconciliation of the American genocides will require lessening both
institutional and cultural racisms. Such an effort should be undertaken best at the county and
state levels rather than at the federal. If a few descendants of slaves and slave owners and
Native Americans and the settlers met and eventually reconciled, it would be a powerful
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contradiction of cultural racism. It would also negate continued justiﬁcations of racism among
Americans whose fore parents played no direct role in either genocide, but who unwittingly
defend racism.
A lesson learned from World War II is that unacknowledged and unreconciled genocides
are sources of future national and international conflicts and genocides. If this lesson is ignored,
then unresolved genocides against enslaved Africans and Native people in the US are one of the
most important unfinished businesses of the UN Convention on Genocide. The US is not exempt
from the necessity to confront its genocidal history.
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The red tongues of fire rushed up and flickered from corbel to corbel and from tablet
to tablet, and crept along the floor, setting in a blaze the seats and benches. The
dance of the shadows passed away, and the dance of the fires began.1
Introduction
The question of how societies come to terms with mass atrocity and large-scale political
violence, although written about extensively, is still not resolved. This irresolution becomes
even more acute when we consider how a past marred by mass atrocity continues to shape the
present, not only in the years immediately preceding, but also decades or possibly centuries
later. This is evident, for example, in questions of how colonialism and slavery still shape the
contemporary world, not to mention the struggles such phenomena present across time for
ideas such as collective healing or coming to terms with the past in some way.
This article will address one component of this debate; that is, how we conceptualize
the idea of collective healing over time and the consequences thereof for intergenerational
healing. In achieving this, we argue that there are two main issues that need to be taken into
account because of how important they are for understanding collective healing and because
they have been relatively undertheorized in the literature. These are the conditional and
ambivalent nature of healing and the importance of connecting the typically disconnected
topics of memory, history, and politics in order to understand better how collective healing is
rooted in a process of meaning making at an individual and societal level. Developing these two
aspects of healing builds a platform from which to discuss the signiﬁcance of intergenerational
notions of healing. This understanding is essential given that questions raised by mass atrocity
—including colonialism, slavery, or speciﬁc manifestations of racial oppression such as
apartheid—continue long after their formal demise.
The article will begin by summarizing some of the authors’ work on the issue of how
different mechanisms (most speciﬁcally transitional justice processes such as truth
commissions) may or may not contribute to the notion of healing given that their meaning and
signiﬁcance shift with time and context. Much of the work of the authors of this article has in
the past considered the impact of contemporary political conﬂicts and peace processes, or
situations where extensive direct political violence has been committed in the last 10 to 50 years
such as in South Africa and Northern Ireland. Speciﬁcally, we have considered how processes
such as truth commissions, and wider processes of memorialization and symbolic reparations,
can contribute to the healing of societies following political violence in and around so-called
peace processes.2 This work has involved, in addition to academic scholarship, activities such
as contributions to establishing memorials or working in collective therapeutic practice with
1
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victims. We have argued that the impact of contemporary strategies to address mass violence
such as truth commissions, memorials, or restorative justice policies are conditional and
interrelated in their impact, and also fundamentally linked to developing a new meaning of the
past.3
Over time we have come to recognize the importance of understanding healing over
longer periods of time and, in this article, we focus in on the conceptual areas that we feel have
been underdeveloped in the literature yet are essential for better understanding and responding
to the healing process intergenerationally. Understanding this builds a platform from which to
discuss what such learning and scholarship means intergenerationally.
One of the central challenges in a ﬁeld of this nature has been the complexity of
deﬁning terms given the subjective and contextualized nature of healing. Nevertheless, in
describing trauma and healing as intergenerational, we work from the assumption that the
second generation refers to those who were born after the ofﬁcial end of war—usually signaled
by the signing of peace agreements or political transition—but living with the ongoing legacies
of exclusion, conﬂict, and marginalization that stem from those conﬂicts. Although this
deﬁnition is somewhat loose, it recognizes both that the ofﬁcial end to a war is signiﬁcant for
how people experience it, but also that it is inadequate in itself to bring about healing. Similarly,
what constitutes trauma for this approach to healing is far broader than a medicalized notion of
PTSD even though some studies have indeed shown that PTSD symptomology can exist in the
second generation. Rather, it draws on a broad notion of trauma as outlined for example by
Eisenbruch who talks of cultural bereavement as a way of capturing the subjective and
culturally shaped meaning of the traumatic rather than imagining it can be deﬁned in a
diagnostic way that is stable across time and place.4 Thus, what constitutes both trauma and
healing is shaped by context, which is itself a product of the interplay of history, politics, and
memory. It is this interplay that we are concerned with in this article. In working with the
assumption that trauma and healing cannot be deﬁned outside of its time and place, we see this
article as a contribution to the ongoing conceptualization of this slippery concept.
The Conditional and Ambivalent Nature of Healing
It is therefore quite signiﬁcant, a structural element in the realm of human affairs, that
men [sic] are unable to forgive what they cannot punish and that they are unable to
punish what has turned out to be unforgivable.5
Whilst there is a great deal written about processes of collective healing, there are two
important components that we draw out here because they have been underdeveloped in the
literature; namely, that collective healing is fundamentally linked to developing a new
meaning of the past,6 and the process is conditional.
Creating a sense of meaning of what happened is a critical part of coming to terms with
a legacy of political violence.7 This is both an individual and a social task. Mechanisms that seek
to uncover what happened in the past by developing a coherent (though not necessarily agreed)
set of narratives and processes that create a cognitive meaning of an event or events for victims
and wider society is useful when dealing with the impact of violence.8 Methods of doing this
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are multiple such as truth commissions, trials, social processes such as museums and archives,
as well as the sharing of stories about the past in the form of testimony, books, and ﬁlms.
However, all these processes are conditional and never run in isolation. There is a
tendency to evaluate different approaches used to address the past as if they were distinct,
unconnected objects (truth commissions, traditional and restorative justice mechanisms,
economic equity policies, etc.) and as if individuals engage with these in isolated ways,
meaning that we can delineate impact. However, in any society, processes will overlap and
unfold over time continually, and are shaped by the challenges of contemporary context,
whether this is new wars or social problems from poverty to pandemics.
The word conditional is used because victims of political conﬂict are unlikely to divorce
the questions of truth, justice, responsibility for violations, compensation, and ofﬁcial
acknowledgement of what happened to them from their healing process.9 Reparations, for
example, (including material and nominal measures such as compensation and memorials as
well as longer-term interventions to create, for example, inclusive education and economies) are
an example of a conditional process. Accepting reparation (or for it to have some reparative
psychological impact) is for example interrelated with questions of justice or apology. Without
justice, reparations can feel as if they are mere “blood money.”10 Even more challenging
concepts such as inter-group forgiveness following political atrocity have been found in a range
of contexts to be conditional on other processes such as an apology from the perpetrators,
acknowledgement, and accountability.11
Take for example the response given by the Japanese so-called “comfort women” to the
apology issued by Junichiro Koizumi, Prime Minister of Japan in 2001 in which he “extend[ed]
anew my most sincere apologies and remorse to all the women who underwent immeasurable
and painful experiences and suffered incurable physical and psychological wounds as comfort
women”12 promising that Japan would “face up squarely to its past history and accurately
convey it to future generations.”13 In response, an open letter by the survivors claimed that:
The government of Japan claims it has “apologized many
times.” But what is the meaning of apology when it fails to
reach the heart of those to whom it is made? Apology is not an
alibi. The few surviving women do not want token words or
charity money. They want an apology that would ﬁnally
restore their sense of dignity. They also seek compensation with
an unequivocal acceptance of the government’s state
responsibility for its past wrongdoing.14
We see clearly in this response the conditionality of healing. The ways that it is shaped
by interconnected notions of reparation, apology, acknowledgment, and in this case the
restoration of dignity. In short, different approaches will be necessary (e.g., truth recovery
processes, apology, acknowledgment) to promote the psychological potential for the healing of
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victims, but they will seldom be sufﬁcient to deal with all the needs of individuals or even
groups of individuals.15
In addition, many have also argued and observed that the structural conditions in
which individuals live also shape how they might interpret attempts to address a violent past.16
For example, living in poverty has been found to shape the views of victims in terms of what is
needed to redress the past.17 What is focused on in societies emerging from political violence is
contested. Truth commissions, for example, have been critiqued for their limited focus on
crimes against the “bodily integrity” of individuals18 and a restricted concentration on civilpolitical rights.19 Such an approach ignores socio-economic, systemic, and structural violence,
and orientates healing strategies toward the medical and psychological needs of individuals
(trauma), rather than considering the impact of the social context on well-being.
It is no wonder that our research, as well as that of others, has routinely shown that
victims are ambivalent about the psychological outcomes of their participation in truth
commissions and other transitional justice processes.20 There is no quick ﬁx or standardized
method for addressing the legacy of political violence. Furthermore, how to understand healing
(and what needs healing) is wide-ranging and context-speciﬁc. Not only are contemporary
methods (such as therapy, storytelling, and transitional justice mechanisms) to promote socalled healing conditional and insufﬁcient in themselves to address mass atrocity, but even the
notion of healing is problematic in some cases. Arguably using the word healing is
anachronistic to the types of mass atrocities (such as slavery or apartheid) and their destruction
not only of individuals physically and psychologically, but their wholesale impact on social,
cultural, and community life in the present and into the future. Melanie Klein, the
psychoanalytic theorist, says once harm is inﬂicted, we can never completely “make good,”21
and as such, we need to accept that we cannot repair the irreparable (bring back the killed or
reconstitute society in the way it was). To this end, the future is always going to be an
ambiguous place haunted by the ghosts of the past, while we try to move forward. Coming to
terms with the past, especially with relation to mass atrocity, is therefore a life-long and
intergenerational process that is dynamic and changes over time.
Healing (mainly at the individual level), therefore, is learning to live with situations of
extreme suffering and integrating them into one’s life over time so that one can build
relationships and engage productively, ensuring that loss does not dominate everyday
experiences.22 Healing is always a contextual and ambivalent process. This ambivalence is
evident in the way that victims of gross violations of human rights must manage their everyday
lives (often in changing social circumstances and for many in poverty) and try to live with their
loss, while recognizing the irreparable nature of it at the same time as re-imagining the future.
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Victims, and societies in transition, are invariably torn between wanting to let go of the past and
focusing on the future and wanting to remember simultaneously. Those who have perpetrated
violence (and some are victims as well), as with witnesses and the beneﬁciaries of political
conﬂicts, are confronted with similar challenges. We need to acknowledge these complex
spaces, and in so doing, articulate multi-faceted understandings of the past.
We can, therefore, think of healing as a pendulum in the sense that victims move back
and forth between the past, present, and future. “Living with” the suffering of the past will
continually change relative to the social and political situation. We can think of the impact of the
past as sequential,23 i.e., how the traumas of the past are understood relative to different time
sequences. Dealing with the impact of political violence can differ for victims during times of
conﬂict, in transition, and during times of peace. The following extract is from a radio show on
January 28, 2008, documenting the voices of survivors of the La Mon Hotel bombing by the IRA
in 1978 in which 12 people died in Northern Ireland. The comments highlight the victims'
unhappiness with Ian Paisley, leader of the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) and now working
in government with Sinn Féin, who were closely linked with the IRA. The survivors are
seemingly, or had been, DUP supporters:
(…) for years, we have been told by the Democratic Unionist
Party that they wanted investigations carried out (…) to ﬁnd
out who was behind it. Since Paisley and McGuinness got
together, we haven’t heard one thing about these inquiries…
Personally, when I see Paisley and McGuinness [Sinn Féin and
Deputy First Minister] together and see them chuckling (…)
Aah (…) when people like ourselves sit and watch on the
television that sort of thing going on, it would really make you
sick. It would make your stomach turn. After all these promises
about never sitting down [together] (…) it really is annoying.24
What is evident from this excerpt is that for survivors, a transition to peace brings its
challenges. Once the conﬂict is over, individuals can be left questioning the meaning of their
suffering and what its signiﬁcance is in a changed context. For the survivor quoted above, it
highlights that moving on for them is different from what moving on means for politicians.
They feel distressed that the political party they support is now working with the enemy. At a
macro level, the changes the comments refer to are ostensibly positive as the peace agreement in
Northern Ireland in 1998, and Ministers Paisley and McGuinness’ co-operation was, on the
whole, praised for being instrumental to peace. However, at the same time, for some
individuals, peace has negatively altered their meaning system. Thus, victimization is not only
tied to speciﬁc historical incidents, and trauma is not a consistent variable determined by its
severity, but is continually reinterpreted across time and constantly revaluated in different
contexts. One way, therefore, to think of this is to consider the individual’s process of coming to
terms with the past as moving at a different pace from what might be happening at a political
level. There is often a juxtaposition between what could be considered the individual and
collective or political level during peace processes.
Separating victims’ needs as if unrelated to the political context is another way of
twisting the individual and collective relationship. Hiving off victims’ needs as something that
can be addressed like a set of symptoms through a series of interventions (e.g., counselling)
23
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would be an example of this. Perhaps the area where we see the biggest imposition of an
external desire to move processes forward at a different pace to that of how individuals might
address their needs is in the language of “closure” or when “nations” are expected to be healed,
and the society is somehow meant to buy into this rhetoric. An example would be the way that
the massacre of Ndebele people during the Gukuruhundi25 in Zimbabwe has been written off as
a “moment of madness” and all memorialization of events were mostly closed down in the
name of national unity through the signing of the 1987 Unity Accord between the Zimbabwe
African People’s Union (ZAPU) and Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU).26 According
to Eppel, the meaning of the Unity Accord that brought an end to the Gukuruhundi was
primarily interpreted to mean “you cease to exist and we will stop killing you.”27 A similar
example is the aftermath of the Rwandan genocide in which the government policy of
memorialization and re-education has been criticized for being a form of indoctrination
stressing reconciliation over honest dialogue about the past.28 This approach in Rwanda, which
requires being in step with the state narrative, leads to ostracization of those who refuse to
conform to the national storyline,29 or certain individual keeping a low proﬁle in society.30
Furthermore, nations as entities do not have psyches as such, and merging of individual
psychological concepts into the national and political realm (“the nation will be healed”) is often
more about political projects such as nationalism than representing a precise conceptual
category.31 Such phenomena, however, are also not only restricted to the level of national
discourses. There are many examples of where different groups and governments try and move
victim experiences to be in line with their ideas of what they think is needed post-violence. For
example, some human rights groups can “pressurize” victims into recasting their experience
and suffering into the unfamiliar language of law, rights, and violations. There have also been
critiques of international NGOs, for example in Guatemala, focusing on sexual violence (as
crucial as this is) in a narrow way undermining a broader focus on the structural conditions that
continue to fuel inequality and violence.32 Similarly, we should not forget that victims
themselves are political agents who can and do use their victim status to achieve political ends.
For example, they may frame their experiences in a language beﬁtting legal processes or one
that makes a claim to economic entitlement.
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In summary, our work over the last decades has revealed that we can never design a
collective process or processes that can fully meet all individual needs because needs are
psychologically complex and dynamic. Power is also always at play, not only in who or what
violations are focused on which often leads to a contestation about who is most deserving as
victims,33 but is also tied into the language we use. There are power dynamics and incentives
implicit in championing different approaches such as reconciliation, justice, and forgiveness and
forgetting. Therefore, we need to think deeply about the context of violence and consider the
underlying assumptions and language that are mobilized in the social and political space. To
extend the ﬁndings we outline above to the notion of collective healing is even more
challenging and raises many vexing questions. Applying a temporal and intergenerational lens
to these challenges adds further complications and we turn to these questions now as an area in
need of ongoing work.
Conditionality and Ambivalence in Intergenerational Healing
Over time in societies that have experienced mass atrocity, and once those who directly
experienced the violence have died, the legacies of mass atrocity seem to live on in the next
generation. Subsequent generations give meaning to the atrocities of their parents and grandparents, and even distant relatives and ancestors experienced. One only needs to teach a class
on political violence in South Africa or any European country for that matter, as both the
authors routinely do, to know that for many students, who have never experienced direct
political violence, the colonial past and its reverberations are very much alive. This is embodied
in campaigns such as the #Feesmustfall campaign and its afﬁliated campaigns such as
#Rhodesmustfall, a campaign in South Africa and later in the UK to remove statues of Cecil
John Rhodes, the colonial administrator and ﬁnancier, from educational institutions as part of
broader decolonization of academia.34 This student-led movement that swept through South
Africa highlights the issues described above; the conditionality of healing on processes of
apology, justice and reparation, the interlinkages of different mechanisms of healing and the
inevitable ways that shifting contexts change the meaning of processes of healing over time. In a
class discussion hosted by one of the authors, a young ANC student representative talked about
how there was a need for a new TRC in South Africa. He referred to this as the TRC-C: A Truth
and Reconciliation—with Consequences—Commission. The ongoing experiences of poverty,
poor education and racial inequality in South Africa have meant, as it did for this young man,
that the meaning of the truth commission was reframed as something that “sold-out” black
South Africans. This is not an uncommon view in South Africa 20 years after the peace
process.35 The reconciliatory vision espoused by Nelson Mandela and his legacy is now hotly
debated particularly among the youth, many of whom consider Mandela and his cohort of
peacemakers as favoring the reconciliation of relationships between black and white South
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Africans over demanding prosecution of apartheid perpetrators and ensuring the redistribution
of wealth.36
In other words, even in the context of a revered political leader and peacemaker such as
Nelson Mandela, the interpretation of the past is never static. As we will argue below, what
happens intergenerationally is dependent on what has gone before and the nature of the
present, among other factors. This process, as with individual healing, is deeply ambivalent,
contingent, and contested. We will argue that the memories and associated traumas of the past
are not carbon-copied from one generation to the next. They have a deep symbolic as well as
material content. The past, therefore, and how we remember it and come to terms with it, takes
on a life of its own, manifesting in a myriad of ways relative to the present in a dynamic process
of writing and re-writing that is not merely about the functions memories and the past might
serve in the present.
Looking Forward and Looking Back: The Line Between Memory and History
Most things are forgotten over time. Even the war itself, the life-and-death struggle
people went through is now like something from the distant past...But still, no matter
how much time passes, no matter what takes place in the interim, there are some things
we can never assign to oblivion, memories we can never rub away. They remain with us
forever, like a touchstone.37
Given the conditional and ambivalent quality of healing, we argue that it is useful to pay
attention to the intersection of history, memory, and politics if we are to attend to its
intergenerational impacts and create lasting peace. What the above examples already illustrate
is how remembering is never an unmediated representation of the past but rather a site of
contestation.38 Far from being a simple recollection of facts, memory is instead a process of
“imagining facts”39 and an act of interpretation and meaning-making. In this light, memory
reﬂects:
[An] array of different cultural-historical discourses within
which this term...is used to describe and carry out certain
practices. As a consequence, the topic, and concept of memory
must be seen as a cultural-historical phenomenon.40
This suggests that memory, while focussed on the past, is shaped and given meaning by
the present.41 As social and political contexts change, so does the meaning of past violence, and
the ways that it is memorialized. Stemming from this, the actions deemed legitimate and
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appropriate in response—just as we argued that healing, which concerns events of the past—are
also mediated through the present. But much writing in transitional justice and peace studies,
and even our own earlier academic work, remains in the immediate post-conﬂict phase and its
resulting processes of remembering, memorialization and attempts at healing. If we take
seriously the notion that all history is a history of the present,42 we need to understand how the
meaning of events change over a longer period, and in fact, are continually changing given the
so-called present is never static.
This is particularly important because memory can be functional or instrumental,
essentially being interpreted for speciﬁc social and political ends,43 and always vulnerable to
appropriation and manipulation.44 Theories of this nature see memory as a “mask concealing
the interests of the powerful” that is always given new meaning in new cultural environments.45
As Schudson notes: “Examples of instrumentalization are legion. Indeed, the problem may be to
ﬁnd cases of cultural memory that cannot be readily understood as the triumph of present
interests over truth.”46 Typically strategies of the instrumentalization of collective memory47
include the “gloriﬁcation of the past, identiﬁcation with national heroes, use of master
narratives, and reducing actors to their assumed motivations and not their actions.”48 This can
manifest in so-called “culture wars” or a new “meta-conﬂict” about history, experience and
whose interpretation of the past is correct. This is then used, at different times, to make claims
to entitlements, to exclude, to legitimate violence, to recover from violence and/or to promote
peace. The collective memories that are articulated (and the resulting silences) shape how
society determines who belongs and who does not, and the entitlements associated with
belonging. Thus, we need to acknowledge that victims and perpetrators are both used for
political gain by others and are themselves political agents.
But there is much more to memory than its instrumental use and misuse. Memory is
never the property of an individual. It cannot exist alone but rather stems from our interactions
with others.49 As Halbwachs reminds us, collective memories of groups are never universal but
rather “require[s] the support of a group delimited in space and time.”50 All memory is social,
according to Schudson and “located in institutions rather than in individual human minds in
the form of rules, laws, standardized procedures, and records, a whole set of cultural practices
through which people recognize a debt to the past.”51 Memory can not only be used by groups
to promote political-strategic ends, social solidarity and preserve identity but collective
memories can also facilitate change and shape the direction memory takes for future
generations. That said, this is a contested process, and although the past can be used and
misused in the present, it cannot simply be reconstructed at will.52
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Research looking at the impacts of large-scale memorialization and memory practices
(such as truth commissions or the creation of memorials) has tended to focus on the potential
for such activities to achieve reconciliation53 or how they translate into the everyday lives of
people and what sense people make of them.54 But much more work is needed to understand
how second and third generations respond to and remake the meaning of past atrocities. As
Hoffman claims, transmitted memory is an “example of an internalized past, of the way in
which atrocity literally reverberates through the minds and lives of subsequent generations,”55
and this reverberation, we argue, is not merely instrumental but social, cultural, political, and
psychological.
Here the literature has been unhelpfully dominated by questions of whether those who
did not directly experience atrocities are telling the truth and whether/how they too can
experience the trauma associated with violence they did not experience. Recent literature has
moved away from these overly simpliﬁed versions of truth and experience to a recognition that
subsequent generations grapple with vivid memories that are handed down through
generations and (re)interpret these through the lens of their present in a dynamic way. When we
consider mass atrocities such as slavery, to argue this has no traumatic content (used in the
widest sense of trauma speaking to a deep psychological wound) for the current generations
and descendants of former slaves misses the gravity of such atrocities and how we remember.
We need to ask, therefore, what kind of knowledge is possible for later generations? What form
does/can this traumatic knowledge take? Is it possible to heal, or at least “live with” such
legacies?
Work on the Holocaust perhaps holds the greatest lessons for those of us working in
more recent post-conﬂict societies. This body of literature highlights the tension for later
generations between the compulsion to know and the need to forget.56 There are many different
levels of remembering whereby descendants of the victims of atrocities come to know about
them through themes in their lives that become a part of their identity.57 In this way, the ﬁrst
generation following mass atrocity shapes the knowledge and forgetting of the second
generation, the second generation then shapes this for the next, and so on. This is a dynamic
non-linear process as the past is given meaning in light of the present. Recreating and
preserving the past therefore becomes about engaging in the discontinuities in history as a
“subtle interplay between the inaccessible and the non-existent” while keeping an eye on the
present.58 That said, despite its fragmented reality, the process of remembering the past also
seeks to create a continuity between generations at the same time.59 This continuous and
unremitting yet disjointed knowledge of the trauma weaves through the memories of the
second generation. After mass atrocity this is a powerful and visceral process. Auerhahn and
Laub argue that it is best to conceptualize the second generation after the Holocaust as
witnesses even though of course, they did not physically witness the events.60 This is what
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Fine61 refers to as absent memory whereby memory is ﬁlled with gaps and silences whilst being
ever-present:
Subsequent generations of writers who carry the burden of
Holocaust history write from a memory vacuum, from the
liminal space constituted by the conscious awareness of a
history from which one has been materially but not culturally
excluded. Such nonwitnesses, as Gary Weissman suggests,
might be thought of as being “haunted not by the traumatic
impact of the Holocaust, but by its absence.”62
Here the trauma extends not in the re-enactment and reﬁguring of the event, but in the
absence of conscious or unconscious perception of the reality of the experience.63 Thus when
young people in post-conﬂict societies “witness” the mass atrocities of the past they do so from
the vantage point of the present whilst re-presenting and negotiating a received life experience.
The second-generation write memory while also writing into memory; constantly struggling
with not having experienced the actual events yet simultaneously experiencing the trauma
associated with atrocities.64 Inevitably, this process of creating memory can be used
instrumentally in the current context, but what is happening for the subsequent generation as
the “witness” the mass atrocities of the past has its own dynamic and powerful resonances at
the same time.
Writing on aboriginal experiences, Bombay, Matheson, and Anisman note the effects of
intergenerational trauma.65 They refer to the second generations trauma as “postmemory”
whereby the second generation reclaims memories so powerful that they constitute
remembering in their own right.66 For Aarons this second generation are “direct heirs to the
legacy of traumatic rupture and the indirect recipients of an inheritance existing only in their
imperfect imaginations.”67 Brave Heart thus uses the term “historical trauma response” to
encapsulate the loss experienced by the second generation.68 Such massive traumatic ruptures
affect not only individuals but also social dynamics, language, culture and family bonds, and
the loss and its impact cannot always be captured in psychological symptoms (even though
these may be present).
Thus, Aarons asks what happens when memory is transformed into history, and we
would add when it moves through and is embedded in all aspects of cultural and social life.69
The memories of mass atrocities remain a distressing lens through which the present is
interpreted. For example, in post-apartheid South Africa institutions such as education or
policing, given their harrowing past under apartheid, can never be free from history to
completely recreate it without reference to the past. But importantly for individuals, the
61
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historical traumatic rupture of mass atrocity not only has an institutional impact. The
inheritance of the memories of the past generations of mass atrocity also creates a set of
obligations in the next generation—obligations to transmit memory and to continue the struggle
(or for the descendants of oppressors to possibly forget the past or attempt re-write it in a more
positive light). As Schudson reminds us: “memories are commitments; memories are promises.
People will not release important personal or group memories without a struggle.”70 This is not
a pathological inheritance or some sort of individual imprinting from generation to generation
of past traumas in a linear clinical psychological way, but something signiﬁcantly more
complex, i.e., a psychological, socio-cultural, and moral inheritance that plays itself out in
relation to the present. Such a process is carried, not solely in individuals, but through social
interactions both historical and collective (which in the case of mass atrocity are often pervasive
in the society), and only “later” are “internalized in a deeply visceral and unconscious way.”71
Memory, for those living after mass atrocity, is thus an inescapable and dynamic
morally-loaded weight that the second (and subsequent) generations has to bear, both the
descendants of the oppressors and the oppressed. This conceptualization moves beyond a
functionalist view of memory, or a narrow form presentism in which the past is “a mere screen
on which the contemporary society projects its own image.”72 In other words, current memories
are not merely there for instrumental political use in the present, but rather the contested nature
of mass atrocity (especially in deeply divided societies) creates a complex psychological process
of remembering and forgetting playing itself out in an ever-changing present that is rife with
competing collective memories and power struggles. This is akin to Schudson’s view that
instrumentalization never operates independently of other processes and collective memories
are always open to contestation.73
Just as the immediate victims of mass atrocity might struggle with the desire to recollect
traumatic events and forget them at the same time, as we mentioned earlier, subsequent
generations from mass atrocity are engaged in a complex psychological process that is beyond
stereotypical (often negative) functionalist interpretations. Such functional ways of thinking
about memory in South Africa, for example, are evident in such tropes as “playing the race
card” assuming bringing up the apartheid past is only for personal beneﬁt, or in the case of
white South Africans wanting “reconciliation” is simply as a way of trying to ensure ongoing
economic privilege. Put another way, our approach shifts the focus away from both the
pathological impact of trauma on subsequent generations, as well as simply assuming bringing
up or avoiding the past is merely for personal gain or functional political reasons. Instead,
considering the issue of memory in societies living with a legacy of mass atrocity from the
perspective of its moral weight and seeing this process as a dynamic psychological liability that
is continuously being written and re-written in the present potentially opening a more sensitive
space for reﬂection and dialogue on what intergenerational healing means. This aligns with
Pierre Nora’s observation that the idea of “generation” only makes sense “in a framework of
discontinuity and rupture.”74
Of course, one cannot escape the reality of ongoing injustices and the material legacies
of colonialism for example. However, the profound fracturing of the social and psychological
that mass atrocity creates in subsequent generations, opens the door for the potential for a
shared empathic re-imaging, rather than seeing the past as a narrow battleground over who
controls the present. When the suffering of the past is of the magnitude of slavery, colonialism
or apartheid, arguing for forgetfulness; interpreting memory struggles in the present as merely
instrumental; believing that rectifying structural injustices will simply repair history; and
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under-estimating the psychological weight mass atrocity places on subsequent generations
(who continue to “witness” it) and how this is in constant ﬂux, is a form of historical denialism.
What does this mean for Lasting Peace?
Excuse me,” Belbo said to Agliè, “but your argument is simply post hoc ergo ante hoc.
What follows causes what came before. You must not think linearly. The water in these
fountains doesn’t. Nature doesn’t; nature knows nothing of time. Time is an invention
of the West.75
This discussion brings out ﬁve main points that can help us to imagine the conditions for lasting
peace. Each of these points reﬂect back to the importance of understanding the
intergenerational impact of mass atrocities.
Firstly, in the ﬁelds of transitional justice and peace studies often the horizon of what
peace means is too limited in scope and time, embodied in such terms as post-conﬂict or postagreement. When it comes to mass atrocity and legacy the discussion above shows that the
impact lasts much longer, and can destabilize societies well into the future. In post-conﬂict
situations, conﬂicting groups often have to continue to live with each other and whether
violence ﬂares up depends on several complex factors. As Staub notes: “For example, a
historical/psychological focus on the military defeat of Serbia by the Turks at Kosovo in 1389
seemed to reafﬁrm Serb victimization and the sense of the world as dangerous…[and] may
have added to the nationalism that resulted in the wars and mass killings in the former
Yugoslavia.”76 Thus, as we have discussed, old conﬂicts shape contemporary experiences in
evolving ways.
Secondly, as Staub rightly notes,77 reconciliation is a changed attitude and behavior
towards the other group and an awareness that a different kind of relationship is possible.
However, this changed psychological orientation is rooted in the political, structural, and
institutional processes that exist and are set up after peace is negotiated.78 In Northern Ireland,
for example, the possibility for reconciliation (or at least a peace agreement) was promoted by
the increased economic and educational possibilities for the Catholic minority.79 This stands in
contrast to the youth of South Africa who makeup 72% of the unemployed population and have
been referred to as a ticking time bomb. These two contrasting examples attest to the
signiﬁcance of the post-conﬂict context for creating the possibility (or having the potential to
undermine) lasting peace and reconciliation.80 For subsequent generations the conditions for
lasting peace may be more connected to long-term injustices such as cycles of intergenerational
poverty that are more difﬁcult to measure than the immediate harm (such as direct human
rights violations) that processes such as truth commissions seek to address. Acknowledgement
of past atrocities should recognize that the past continues to create structural injustices such as
poverty and unequal education, among many others.81
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In addition to the need for structural and social justice, Staub identiﬁes
acknowledgement of the harm caused as an important aspect of long-term peace.82 Often
perpetrators continue to deny their actions or that they were harmful. In addition, many have
shown that deep and meaningful contact across conﬂicting groups is needed for reconciliation
or the rebuilding of relationships.83 Forgiveness is facilitated by apology and regret.84 But what
is interesting here when one considers the second and later generations of mass atrocity is what
sort of apology and regret are we talking about, especially if immediate perpetrators are dead?
This points to the limits of the individual psychological models of healing used in transitional
justice as outlined earlier that specify a conditionality in relation to healing often associated
with the actions of the direct perpetrator.
Thirdly, acknowledgement of the past is not merely about addressing the structural
through new policies; as necessary as this is. Acknowledgement also contains a symbolic
component, i.e., the recognition that injustice of an unimaginable scale took place in the past
and it strongly reverberates in the present with real consequences. Acknowledging such realities
is not tied to the direct perpetrators, and the enormity of injustices such as slavery, colonialism
or apartheid, demands a recognition that moves beyond ﬁxed temporal or geographic realities.
The idea of the new generation becomes the symbolic unit of time.85
Acknowledgement leads us to the fourth important dimension of lasting peace, which
is that institutional and political arrangements need to be set up in a way that is shaped by longterm impacts of atrocities. For example, Vandiginste compares the different approaches take by
Rwanda and Burundi after the genocide and refers to the Rwandan approach as a kind of ethnic
amnesia where integration and civic identity were expected.86 However, he notes that the youth
continue to see ethnicity as important and want to know the ethnicity of signiﬁcant others in
their lives.87 Thus the meaning of ethnicity is changing, but it remains important even as the
national public discourse sees it as taboo. He notes, as an illustration, an ongoing ethnicization
of sexual politics among young Rwandans, including the kinds of ethno-gendered stereotypes
that commonly used to fuel the genocide.88 He also notes the sense of marginalization of young
Hutu men—again a phenomenon that drove the genocide.89 On the other hand, the Burundian
approach was one of ethnic power-sharing. He argues that both these approaches were driven
by the nature of the political transition and the interests of the political elites of the time.90
However, they have very different consequences for the second generation and the versions of
knowledge/memory that are possible for them. In both these country examples, we see how the
representations of the past by the second generation are at odds with those of the ﬁrst
generation because of how they are shaped by context and incomplete processes of healing.
Furthermore, fully acknowledging the legacy such mass atrocities and their ability to
continue to shape the present requires an implicit recognition that mass atrocities of such
magnitude were not the product of a corrupt regime, a dictator or a handful of perpetrators but
societal (or even global) phenomenon. Acknowledging the existence of mass atrocity, and their
legacies, therefore further requires that such atrocities are recognized as having a political and
social origin (e.g., they originated because of racism, greed, or ideologies of white supremacy).
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Without this full acknowledgement, and particularly if we accept our earlier arguments about
the weight of intergenerational harm caused by mass atrocity, healing, either collectively or at
an individual level, is stymied.
Fifthly and ﬁnally, there is a need to understand the complex connections between
individual and societal healing. To draw on the work of Dan Bar-Tal,91 all conﬂicts, especially in
deeply divided contexts, originate within a speciﬁc conﬂict ethos and are predicated on a set of
shared societal beliefs. Built on individual beliefs (basic units of knowledge categories such as
ideology, values, norms, decisions, inferences, goals, expectations, religious dogmas, or
justiﬁcations), societal beliefs are enduring beliefs and collective ideas shared by society
members, and perceived by society members as characterizing their society. Not everyone
shares all the societal beliefs, and societal beliefs are not merely a collective expression of what
different individuals believe, but rather such societal beliefs have transcendent characteristics
often embodied in social institutions, debates, and how societies cope. In other words, they tell
us about where society comes from and its aspirations about where it is going, and give society
meaning in the present.92 Societal beliefs are made up of (and also produce) “myths, collective
memories, symbols, ideologies, self-images, images of other societies, goals, values, or societal
aspirations.”93 Societal beliefs, according to Bar-Tal, then make up the ethos of society, that is,
the conﬁguration of central societal beliefs or the unique totality of societal beliefs that provides
the central characterization to the society and gives it a particular orientation. An ethos “gives
meaning to societal life for society members” and as such is the shared mental basis for society
membership.94 In other words, shared understandings of society (or groups) are pervasive and
also difﬁcult to alter.95
The notion of societal beliefs and ethos is helpful when conceptualizing the legacy of
mass atrocity as it highlights that changing, and acknowledging the past, requires a shaking of
fundamental ideas held by certain groups about the society (or the world) in which such
atrocities took place. To this end, it highlights the limits of healing as conceptualized as an
individual problem of direct human rights violations. Mass atrocity involves an
acknowledgement of the harm done by individual perpetrators alone but the recognition of a
more deep-rooted societal ethos that gave rise to the mass atrocity that may not be bound by the
present historical reality. Acknowledging the nature of this shadowy ethos can shake the
foundations of societal belief systems, and the social identity of particular groups aligned96 with
perpetrators in some way. It for this reason, when one asks how the legacy of slavery or
apartheid should be acknowledged many are left wanting, as a valid acknowledgement would
require questioning the fundamental ethos of society (and its founding myths and historical
origins) and the heritage of speciﬁc groups within those societies.
Bar-Tal sees societal beliefs as allowing individuals to co-operate collectively, and sees
them as prone to change (albeit slowly) when a disjuncture between beliefs and function arise:
Societal beliefs change through the process of negotiation, in
which leaders, the intellectual elite, media sources, economic
decision makers, and other groups take part. The negotiation,
which takes the form of public debate, may go on for years,
until a new societal belief evolves.97
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On many levels this is true, and as we can see in societies such as South Africa or
Northern Ireland, issues of the past are a daily form of public debate, and it would be difﬁcult
not to sustain an argument that societal beliefs have evolved in both societies since peace
agreements in the 1990s. However, what we would add to the work of Bar-Tal is much deeper
recognition of the symbolic importance of what acknowledgement of past atrocity means and
why it is so challenging to attain. In South Africa, for example, truly acknowledging the legacy
of apartheid, means acknowledging that the entire colonial project and systemized racism that
followed was an indefensible project along with the social ethos that created the system. This
brings into question the underlying social meanings, culture, and beliefs held by certain groups,
mainly whites who held apartheid societal beliefs and also bequeathed these to their children.
Undoing, and faithfully acknowledging the legacy of apartheid for such groups, is akin to a
form of existential annihilation.
Conclusion: A Radical Re-Imaging
Having been brought up in a hair-trigger society where the ground rules were – if no
physically violent touch was being laid upon you, and no outright verbal insults were
being levelled at you, and no taunting looks in the vicinity either, then nothing was
happening, so how could you be under attack by something that wasn’t there?98
The challenge for societies emerging from mass atrocity, and arguably with even more longterm legacies of direct and structural violence concerning colonialism, is that we can never
“make good.” Nevertheless, in public bodies such as truth commissions and prosecution
processes, and sometimes in the words of politicians and the general public, closure is often
advocated. Immediately following political violence, when concepts such as closure are
introduced into public discourse or, for that matter, other tropes (“We need to turn the page but
not close the book,” “We should forgive but not forget,” “We should prioritize the living victims
not the dead ones,” “We need think about contemporary economic well-being not the past,”) we
need to be aware that these are intertwined, depending on who is advocating them, with social
and political power. In other words, there is often a struggle over who frames the political
debate about the past, and who may or not beneﬁt in terms of social and political space in terms
of this framing. The past can be used instrumentally in a myriad of ways. But, when
considering mass atrocity over a more extended time and intergenerationally what we have
added to this in this article is that the recognition of mass atrocity brings with it other demands,
an almost immeasurable weight of history and memory on the next generations—a deep
psychological rupture and liability. This is present not only for perpetrators and oppressors (or
their descendants) but also for those and their families directly, and indirectly, affected by
legacies of mass atrocity.
We have chosen to refer to this legacy, not as a form of intergenerational trauma as such,
but rather a psychological and moral inheritance that plays itself out in relation to the present
but for those involved is akin to witnessing and being part of a profound and ongoing historical
rupturing. The challenge when it comes to thinking about healing such ruptures is in the ﬁrst
instance recognizing the full encumbrance of this inheritance on subsequent generation, a
weight that can challenge the foundations of the social ethos and the foundation of the societies
in which they were born. We cannot dismiss the affective impact of mass atrocity on subsequent
generations as functional or instrumental in a one-dimensional way or easily eradicated
through structural change or therapeutic interventions alone. The social, cultural, and
psychological impact of the past on subsequent generations requires a recognition of harm akin
to having experienced it and the creation of social space for this to be shared and re-coded with
new meanings relative to the present. Healing and social reconstruction comes not just through
what is done but also through the process and the authenticity (often evident in discourse and
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action) with which we try to address social problems. In engaging constructively in the messy
business of the past, the overriding task is therefore to create a holding or conducive
environment that opens rather than closes social and political space so that different and often
divergent voices and approaches to restoration can emerge.
This, however, creates a challenge for processes of conditional forms of meaningmaking typically seen in transitional justice (apology, truth-telling, oral histories, trials), as they
tend to conceptualize suffering as largely linked to direct violations within living memory
rather than intergenerationally. There is however much to learn from these processes—the
unrepairable nature of harm, when reparations and apologies are effective or not, the value and
limits of truth-telling and justice—but thinking of large-scale structural, cultural, and social
destruction visited upon society through mass atrocities such as colonialism demands a
response that moves beyond a liberal institutional approach.
Drawing on what we know about healing in the immediate aftermath of human rights
violations for individuals, this process is a deeply ambivalent process. For the second
generation of the victims of mass atrocity, as noted, they are often torn between wanting to
move on from the past, but also acutely aware of its ever-present nature. For the perpetrators,
and their descendants, to fully acknowledge the nature of mass atrocities such as apartheid or
slavery, would require the negation of much of the ethos of the essence of the societies from
which they come. Arguably this is necessary, albeit challenging to attain, and whether this is
forthcoming or not, in most divided societies different groups must continue to live side-byside. To this end, ﬁnding ways to represent and acknowledge the gravity of the past is essential.
Acknowledgement for almost unimaginable mass atrocity, requires more than one-off events or
institutional responses (the grand apology, the truth commission), but rather acknowledgement
has to become a lived reality, almost a continuous form of apology (or at least recognition of the
past) in many different social interactions (the board room, the sports ﬁeld, the church, the
classroom, in politics) and from different sources (from government, institutions, by
associations and individuals) changing in nature, tone, and resonance over time. Symbolic
processes also have much to offer. Museums such as the Holocaust Museum in Berlin show
some promise in this regard, i.e., by constructing a massive permanent mark on the landscape
as a reminder of the magnitude (at least to a modest degree considering the enormity of what
happened) of the atrocities committed.
To be sure, social justice, inclusion, and economic equality are also vitally important
both structurally and in terms of legislation to address the legacies of the past—but what we
have argued here is that there is also a more expansive psychological and cultural process at
play when dealing with legacies of mass atrocity. This process is symbolic in so far as we try to
capture what the impossible process of acknowledging the real legacy of a system like
apartheid, or the ongoing legacies of colonialism in the world today, would entail. We have
argued against the idea that how we interpret the past is simply instrumental and aims to serve
current strategic or political ends. Of course, this can be the case, but even so, this generally coexists with a much more profound social process of trying to integrate the rupture of mass
atrocity into the present. We need to create the social and political space for “each generation to
rewrite its generational history”99 allowing it to move “from ﬁrst-hand accounts to critical
reﬂection”100 rather than seeking to dictate how the past should be understood and interpreted
or minimizing its generational affect.
Understanding how the legacy of mass atrocity continues to play itself out in the
present is therefore not a simple task, but a negotiation that is contingent on many factors from
the method of collection and recollection to the wider political process, and these raise
questions as to whether it is even appropriate to apply concepts such as healing to collective
political processes of remembering—or put another way it means, as we argued earlier, we can
only ever think of healing in such contexts as an ambivalent process fraught with
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contradictions. If what we have learned about dealing with mass atrocity following peace
processes is anything to go by, we can be sure that trying to understand the impact of the past
from one generation to the next will not be easily predictable, inevitable, or generalizable.
Considering the impact of mass atrocity (and how we remember, live with, and record it) over a
longer time horizon, therefore, demands a reframing of some of the now standardized
approaches to addressing the past in immediate years after cessation of violence (such as
transitional justice). This reframing is as much about political action (addressing inequalities,
racism, exclusion, and political debate) as an act of re-imaging given life through constant and
contested re-writing.
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Genocide and Holocaust Studies is a vast and international ﬁeld; however, it still needs
to shift the European perspective and breadth in terms of geography and diverse scholars.
Why? Because Holocaust and genocide studies is crucial in educating the future and
simultaneously keeping the lessons of mass atrocities alive to stop racism, prejudice, and
patterns that lead to murder. This co-edited book offers something rare for all scholars of mass
violence and atrocities. It covers most continents and shifts the perspective from Europe to
other and equally crucial atrocities all over the world. The Holocaust is unprecedented as some
scholars have noted and this is why expansion of this study to genocide, war, atrocity is time
sensitive.
This book hopes to change the landscape of how we think about mass violence but
especially in the context of memory, trauma, amnesia, and history. The contributors of the book
are diverse with different academic backgrounds which makes the volume a unique addition to
genocide studies. The essays explore many aspects of mass violence, revisionism,
reconstruction, atrocities, trauma, testimony, memorialization and literature, and most
importantly the issues within the ﬁelds of Genocide and Holocaust education. The book offers
interesting essays on the Holocaust and history in places like Mexico and South Africa that offer
a new perspective and understanding of how non-European countries reacted to Jewish
immigration and Antisemitism. This can be seen in Daniela Glazer and Yael Siman’s chapter
where they write poignantly that:
In April 1934, the Ministry of Interior circulated a conﬁdential
memorandum that prohibited the entry of Jews to Mexico. It
sought to limit not only the immigration of Jews but also of
foreigners considered “non-assimilable” to the Mexican
population who were seen “undesirable.” But there were two
important differences in relation to other groups listed in this
document: Jewish immigration was characterized as the most
undesirable of all, even though the Jews were those with the
most need for refuge.1
This quote and essay stood out as a place where this work could be bookended with
this quote and issues of assimilation as Dennis Klein synthesizes in his chapter, “Violence and
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Violations: Betrayal Narratives in Atrocity Accounts,”2 that empirical and fact-ﬁnding narratives
miss the point of testimony and witnessing.
The book is educational and compartmentalized in sections for post-graduates who are
interested in looking at, for example, the South-Asian context and the Bengali genocide of 1971,
the Pinochet regime or even the impact of propaganda and marginality in India and Turkey.
Furthermore, there are speciﬁc and intimate nuances in essays like “Sonderkommando Photo 4
and the Portrayal of the Invisible” by David Patterson who illustrates through photos the “nonrepresentable-non-representable because the images illustrate the truth that in Birkenau reality
exceeded imagination.”3 Putting these aspects of witnessing and thinking about a different
context such as Bangladesh could highlight the similarities and differences of genocide.
Trauma is a big underlying theme from the chapters on Holocaust to mass atrocities in
Bangladesh and South Africa, Reuven Firestone provides an analysis of Vamik Volkan and how
community trauma can be eternalized and how violence can erupt many years later. The essays
on marginality like the Yazidis in Norther Iraq illuminate that historical trauma can produce
present violence and atrocities against a minority group. But what these essays suggest is that
this must be carried on through generations but more importantly different governments.
The set of actions of actions aimed at uncovering the truth and
producing memory about human rights violations carried out
on the initiative of civil society and the state, have enabled a
process of dealing with extreme trauma. However, this process,
due to its limitations and inadequacies, has reached an
impasse, in which it is impossible to advance as a society in
order to overcome this trauma.4
The area that may need some attention in this important edited volume is in the
Dialogue and Reconciliation section where we are disappointed to read only one article, albeit a
good one by David Rosen. It would be worth adding more innovative and honest pieces like
Rosen’s but the volume falls a bit short on more scholars providing ways to heal and mend
these issues. His work on religion and violence is essential and the reader would beneﬁt by
learning more about reconciliation work in the volume. Finally, this book is crucial and has
added value to the ﬁeld of Holocaust and genocide studies that academia will beneﬁt from
especially teaching these lessons to diverse audiences.
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The subtitle of Emmanuel Kreike’s Scorched Earth foreshadows the goal of this
impressive and comprehensive contribution to the field. His goal is to chip away at the
Nature-Culture dichotomy that he argues drives, and limits, much of the analysis that is
produced of historical, and modern, warfare. Kreike uses the concept of environcide, which
he defines as “intentionally or unintentionally damaging, destroying, or rendering
inaccessible environmental infrastructure,”1 and argues that the traditional assumptions
about nature and culture in the study of warfare obscure the importance of the natural world
in determining who lives and who dies. For the field of genocide studies, Kreike’s work
promotes the analysis of mass violence and potentially genocidal conflicts by looking not
simply at actions taken by perpetrators directly against victims, but also at a litany of actions
that perpetrators might take that could reasonably result in mass death, joining those in the
field who promote a shift in the definition of genocide that includes actions that do not
simply meet the definition of dolus specialis to also those that demonstrate dolus eventualis.
While confiscating food and burning fields may not fit our current understanding of
genocidal acts, they can certainly have the same eventual outcome as the use of machine guns
and poison gas. And, recent scholars of risk factors do note the importance of “crises, resource
scarcity, population pressure, natural disasters” as increasing the likelihood of genocide.2
An interesting note here is that conﬁscation of food, environmental destruction
including the spreading of vegetable contagions and toxins meant to kill animals, were part of
the ﬁrst deﬁnitions of genocide developed by Raphaël Lemkin, but they speciﬁcally removed by
diplomats during the drafting of the treaty.3 While Lemkin did not directly address what later
came to be called ecocide (a term that was ﬁrst used in 1970), some scholars see clear hints of his
sympathies in his concern for cultural destruction and in his identiﬁcation of “deprivation of
livelihood” as a method and technique of genocide.4 Kreike’s work here can be very much seen
to be in the spirit of Lemkin, salvaging key components of Lemkin’s original conception of
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genocide.5 The book also contributes to a growing movement in the ﬁeld of genocide studies,
which seeks to address the serious questions of ecocide, environmental destruction, and climate
change—both in terms of these as threats to human life, and in that the world’s ecological wellbeing has inherent value.6 What distinguishes Kreike’s study from mainstream genocide
studies, from Lemkin all the way up to the present day, is his focus on the importance of the
limitations of the Nature-Culture nexus, especially when we attempt to consider the importance
of prediction and prevention in our ﬁeld.7
The Nature-Culture dichotomy that Kreike takes issue with has its roots in a view of the
world through other prevailing dichotomies, such as non-Western and Western, and modern
and pre-modern. Traditionally, the non-Western and pre-modern societies were assumed to be
more associated with Nature, whereas the Western and modern societies were more associated
with Culture (because of these societies’ ability to domesticate and control Nature).8 Many
scholars have already commented on the problem with these simplistic, and romantic, views of
the past, and of bright line distinctions between perpetrators and victims. For Kreike, breaking
down these assumptions helps us to better understand the mechanisms that have been, and are
being, used to create conditions in which mass violence can occur.
Kreike supports his argument with historical case studies from the 16th to 20th
centuries in support. From Holland of the 1500s, to Angola and Namibia in the early 1900s,
Kreike demonstrates that humans have been regularly shaping our environment, and that
warfare has historically targeted these human creations in order to harm populations. For
example, in the Dutch Revolt (or War of Flanders) against Spanish Hapsburg regime from 1568
to 1648, Kreike shows that attacks on “Holland’s environmental infrastructure” were common.
This involved not only more traditional acts of total war such as burning homes, farms, and
villages, but also the opening of sluices and breaching of dikes in order to cause massive
ﬂooding.9 Whomever controlled these key pieces of water controlled the “Water Wolf” that
perpetually plagued low-lying Holland. This infrastructure controlled the ﬂow of water,
allowing them to ﬂood lands held by their opponents, driving the enemy from that land or
denying them the resources it provided. While much work has been done on scorched earth
tactics in North America from the 1600s to the 1800s, Kreike also shows how such actions were
also widely used in Atlantic Africa during the same era. Warfare amongst African groups, in
addition to deforestation and mining, transformed the Gold Coast of Africa into the slave coast
between the 1600s and 1700s.10 Portuguese invasions of Angola in 1904 and 1907 led to such
destruction of resources that each was followed by famine.11 Thus, in each of the examples that
Kreike provides, including others such as the American West and Indonesia in the 1800s, he
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provides clear evidence of the essential role that environcide, the destruction of the local
environment, has on the populations being targeted, or the combatants in war. There is no
delineation between targeting people, and targeting the environment that allows those people
to survive. Such an academic distinction, then, is merely that, as not useful for understanding
how war has been waged, and how humans have been impacted by warfare.
The assumptions about the Nature-Culture dichotomy have also impacted how war has
been evaluated. War waged against people and their culture has been limited and judged by
domestic and international laws that in the modern era seek to prevent and punish war crimes,
crimes against humanity, and even genocide. On the other hand, crimes against nature still do
not have a formal legal regime that serves to prevent them and punish the perpetrators.12 And,
as ineffective as the modern anti-genocide regime has been at preventing genocide, the
manipulation and destruction of the natural environment as a weapon of war has not even had
ineffective regulation.
For example, the traditional focus on the demographic collapse of Native Americans
due to their exposure to new diseases has ignored the role that warfare played in creating the
conditions that made the people more susceptible to succumbing to those diseases. This
displacement model, displacement of people as well as their resources, was common in the
cases Kreike provides in this text. Whether it was the smallpox of indigenous Americans,
rinderpest in 19th century Sumatra, or the plague in early 20th century Namibia and Angola,
targeted populations had their environment degraded so that these diseases had devastating
consequences.13 Traditionally, however, the focus on the contagion model has ignored the
impact of war on the environment, and then subsequently on people. This is where the
dichotomy has limited our understanding of the importance of crimes against the environment
as key tactics in warfare, and their indirect, and sometimes direct, role in creating the conditions
for genocide.
Kreike argues that “destroying infrastructure… [has] resulted in famines and plagues as
lethal and debilitating as such modern weapons of mass destruction as nuclear warheads,
napalm, mustard gas, and Zyklon B.”14 Thus, his work is within the ﬁeld of those arguing for a
broader understanding of genocide. While environcide was not included in the modern, legal
deﬁnition of genocide adopted by the U.N., it does fall within Raphael Lemkin’s initial
understanding of the concept. Though perpetrators may not be attacking the environment of
the targeted population with the intent to commit genocide, as required by the Genocide
Convention, they are knowingly risking that very outcome by “directly and indirectly exposing
people to killer famines, deadly epidemics, and massive refugee displacement.”15 The debate
over the deﬁnition of genocide is clearly an area of great controversy within the ﬁeld, but
Emmanuel Kreike provides a strong, well-supported argument that human beings have a long
history of attacking the environment of their enemies in order to win wars, regardless of, or
because of, the effectiveness of this tactic. As we know, genocide is a relatively new concept, but
deﬁnitely not a new phenomenon. It is only in the modern era that rules of war began to be
“controlled” by international law (at Versailles and Nuremberg, for example). Kreike argues
that these rules must acknowledge that attacks on the environment are attacks on people, and
thus, on human culture, and that such actions should be considered to be both a “crime against
humanity and nature.”16
Genocide scholars have long recognized the risks associated with the displacement of
people due to warfare. Looking to the present and future, the risks for genocide associated with
climate change are linked to the environmental destruction of the past. As our planet warms,
and resulting drought and rising sea levels wreak havoc on the most vulnerable, we will likely
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see the displacement of huge numbers of people. Kreike’s reminder that environcide is a crime
in itself, and can have deleterious effects on humanity, should wake up scholars in the ﬁeld, as
well as members of the general public, to the ways in which environmental degradation and
destruction will result in the loss of signiﬁcant human life, as well as unsurprising winners and
losers. Rather than view these environmental interactions as marginal or merely supportive
factors in causing genocide, scholars in the future may need to readjust their assumptions to see
that these factors, and climate change more broadly, will be central to assessing the risks for
future mass killing.17
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In The Purpose of Education, Martin Luther King Jr., wrote:
…Education must enable one to sit and weigh evidence, to
discern the true from the false, the real from the unreal, and
the facts from the fiction. The function of education, therefore,
is to teach one to think intensely and critically.1
King’s words resonate when reading Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz’s An Indigenous Peoples’
History of The United States which documents the centuries long reluctance for Americans to
confront the legacies of settler-colonialism. This thought-provoking book belongs in every
classroom, library, and American home. It offers a carefully researched text that reframes
hundreds of years of myths, lies, and the concept of American exceptionalism that our
educational institutions and culture have embraced and accepted. Dunbar-Ortiz provides a
new understanding of the truth that nearly three million people descend from the fifteen
million Native peoples who once inhabited America have experienced extreme violence,
exploitation, dispossession, and devastation. Dunbar-Ortiz’s impetus for writing her book
was to create a springboard to dialogue about history, the present reality of Indigenous
peoples’ experience and the meaning and future of the United States itself.2
It has only been within the last ten years that it has become possible to discuss Native
American genocides as hidden genocides due to widespread denial that the Indigenous peoples’
experiences amounted to genocide.3 Anthropologists of previous generations defended
genocidal encounters with Native Americans.4 More recently, historians and sociologists
have reframed the narrative of western expansion clearing the path for a concrete study of the
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treatment of Native Americans as genocide.5 This was followed by a rediscovery of the importance
of Native American case studies to be linked to Raphaël Lemkin’s conceptualization of genocide.6
Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz's masterfully written An Indigenous Peoples’ History of The United States
must be included in the body of genocide canonical scholarship. She provides the United Nations’
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide’s definition of genocide
adopted in 1948, “which notably did not become applicable to U.S. Indigenous peoples until the
U.S. Senate ratified it in 1988.“7 Through this lens she provides clear evidence of the genocide of
the Native Indians.
Dunbar-Ortiz’s contribution is her revised periodization of U.S. history. Rather than
starting with the Colonial and Revolutionary periods, she begins with (and follows) the
Indigenous experience. Her shift provides an innovative baseline for American history and
effectively reframes traditional American history to recount the Indigenous experience that was
“subjected to colonization, dispossession, settler colonialism, and genocide.”8 Dunbar-Ortiz’s
takes the reader on a chronological journey that exposes the pervasive myths, stereotypes,
injustices, policies, ordinances, and legislation that led to genocide along with the whitewashing
of American history that has become entrenched in the traditional narrative of American
schools, and embraced by U.S. politicians, and the public. The author meticulously interweaves
American folklore, literature, music, monuments, inscriptions, and the media that have
reinforced the myths so that they “still persist, not for a lack of free speech or knowledge, but
rather for an absence of motivation to ask questions that challenge scripted narrative’s core of
the origin story, with the key question being, how might acknowledging the reality of U.S.
history work to transform society.”9
The author structures the book into eleven thematic and mostly chronological chapters
while juxtaposing the Native Indian’s narrative against that of the conventual, and she proceeds
to substantiate that the United States’ foundations are based upon settler-colonialism that, “as
an institution or system, requires violence to attain its goals.”10 The journey is at once dynamic,
enlightening, and sobering. By the book’s conclusion, the reader is better equipped to compare
and contrast both narratives.
Dunbar-Ortiz immediately draws in the reader by challenging the myth of American
multiculturalism symbolized by Woody Guthrie’s classic, “This Land Is Your Land,” against the
harsh reality of manifest destiny for the white Anglo population.11 She dismantles the myth of
Europeans encountering a vast wilderness of primitive and savage people, gifting her reader
with the description of a highly complex, unique, spiritual, and advanced agrarian civilization
that existed for thousands of years prior to Columbus’ claim to discovering a New World. She
traces the deep roots and foundations of white supremacy and genocidal colonization to the
Crusades’ religious zealotry, the racial purity laws of the Inquisition, and the emergence of
European land privatization that resulted in the peasant class’s self-righteous quests for taking
free lands, gold, and abundant natural resources abroad. She disputes scholarship claiming the
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termination of Indigenous peoples was primarily from contracted disease,12 and examines the
religiosity underlying revered American documents, pledges and oaths, calling this cult-like
adherence an anomaly originating from Ulster Scots’ Calvinist notions of divine exceptionality
that served to justify the conquest and domination of those destined to inherent dark skin.13 She
dispels the myth of a natural territorial expansionism describing policies sanctioning the
unlimited brutal warfare that “destroyed Indigenous villages and ﬁelds causing starvation, the
killing of unarmed civilians.”14 Expansion was not merely battles against random individuals
but an intentional destruction of a national group. Dunbar-Ortiz’s description of the genocidal
roles of the founding fathers and settler rangers, as well as the Native Indian resistance after
British withdrawal, is eye-opening. She deﬁnes Jackson’s life as a career of genocide, exploring the
Trail of Tears where sixteen thousand Cherokees were forced from their land with half
perishing. In criticizing the gloriﬁcation of Jackson and his militia, she contends that Jackson set
a dangerous precedent for future presidents. She magniﬁes the pernicious continuation of
manifest destiny throughout the Southwest and into California, highlighting the overt racism of
Walt Whitman’s support for the U.S. war against Mexico in 1846. Throughout the book, DunbarOrtiz demonstrates how famous poets and writers such as Whitman, Poe, Longfellow, Thoreau,
Hawthorne, and Melville reinforced the consensual narrative throughout popular culture.15
Dunbar-Ortiz goes on to describe the resistance and devastation of the Indigenous people prior
to and after the Civil War, the subsequent slaughter of the buffalo, broken treaties, massacres,
and enslavement that weakened and displaced thousands of Indigenous peoples to pathetic
reservations. Her account of Wounded Knee and the resistant Ghost Dance movement is
poignant and haunting. She takes the reader to the present, focusing on U.S. corporate
capitalism, industrialization, militarism, and economic self-interests that necessitate warfare
and continues to mirror the historical treatment of Native Indians.16 She highlights modern
Native Indian leadership and the idea that survivance is an active presence that enables the
continuance of Indian narratives and supports present movements for Indigenous reparations,
sovereignty and self-determination.17 She concludes with a call to acknowledge the past, take
responsibility, and move towards repairing an ailing world.
Dunbar-Ortiz’s eleven chapters provide overwhelming evidence for the charge of
genocide against the Indigenous peoples. Each chapter is simultaneously riveting,
heartbreaking, and enlightening. While difﬁcult to isolate a single most compelling chapter,
Chapter One, Follow The Corn, exquisitely personiﬁes “the magnitude of what was lost to all
humanity.”18 Dunbar-Ortiz helps the reader appreciate the rich tapestry of life and culture that
preceded Columbus when land and harmony were regarded as most sacred. This is germane as
we now confront a planet polluted and in crisis, a fractured global, and a militarized
community that already has the capacity to annihilate all life with the push of a button. Her call
for us to partner with Native Americans who can provide the wisdom and tools for us to learn
how to regard the other as equal while becoming stewards of the earth before it is too late is welltimed.
An Indigenous Peoples’ History of The United States’ is readable and accessible although
it would have benefitted from demographic maps, charts, and timelines which would add
clarity for visual learners. Dunbar-Ortiz’s work can be adapted for elementary and middle
school students and should be required reading for high school and college students. It
should be a staple for book clubs and included in the canon of Genocide Studies. White
supremacy and racism in the United States undermine the ability to actualize our noble
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proclamations of freedom, equality, and justice for all, and Martin Luther King Jr.’s Purpose of
Education continues to resonate. Our future for a diverse, inclusive and equitable society
depends upon our ability to analyze and question, like morally sensitive scientists, antiquated
narratives and biases. Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz’s An Indigenous Peoples’ History of The United
States is most certainly an essential tool to realize these vital goals.
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If the category of cultural rights has been called the “Cinderella of the human rights
family,” could the same be said about its conceptual relative, cultural genocide?1 That would be
overstating it, although growing interest in the latter is a welcome development. Largely as a
result of the return to Lemkin in genocide scholarship since the 2000s, the definitional center
of gravity in the field has slowly yet surely shifted from a narrower conception of genocide as
mass murder towards a broader one based on social destruction. Yet even if the cultural
genocide concept has come in from the cold, it is still not enjoying a moment in the sun.
Jeffrey Bachman’s edited volume, Cultural Genocide: Law, Politics, and Global Manifestations, is a
testament to how far the emerging research agenda on cultural genocide has come, as well as
how far it still has to go.
Since its origins, the concept has struggled to gain acceptance. Despite recent gains in
popularity, proponents still have to fight rear-guard arguments in its defense. Bachman’s
introduction thus begins with a relatable anecdote about a collegial exchange at a recent
conference, where the author’s interlocutor was utterly dismissive: “There is no such thing as
‘cultural genocide,’ implying that genocide was synonymous with killing members of a
protected group.”2 Beyond our scholarly corners, such an assumption remains largely
dominant both within academia and beyond. Even as an “insurgent”3 conceptualization of
cultural genocide encroaches the boundaries of the field, the conceptual core of genocide
remains tethered to the authoritative forces of international law and Holocaust memory. This
leaves us in a predicament that Bachman rightly laments:
Scholars who recognize cultural genocide have been trapped
in a debate with scholars who reject their ideas rather than
engaging in debate with each other. This has acted as an
impediment to the advancement of cultural genocide
research.4
This problem has been there from the start. Part I of the volume provides a
comprehensive overview of the contested origins of cultural genocide in international legal
history. Douglas Irvin-Erickson draws from his larger intellectual history of Raphaël Lemkin
1
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to unpack the concept of culture in cultural genocide, the exact phrasing of which was not
Lemkin’s. It was actually coined by opponents of the concept in order to conceptually split the
cultural from the physical and biological. Reﬂecting certain Eurocentric and modernist
assumptions about ontology (see Woolford’s chapter), this strategy of bifurcation was
ultimately successful in omitting a provision against cultural genocide from the Genocide
Convention (see Bachman’s chapter). The concept has struggled ever since against being
dismissed as a qualiﬁed or merely symbolic form of genocide. In response to this common
misconception, a cornerstone of recent research on cultural genocide has returned to Lemkin’s
original understanding of it not as a type of genocide, but rather just one of several interrelated
techniques. Yet Irvin-Erickson stresses the limits to Lemkin’s thinking, as he did not always
consider cultural destruction to be genocide, nor did he believe that group disintegration was a
necessarily bad thing.
Situated in the historical context of the Convention, the implications of a broader
deﬁnition of genocide were unsettling. Unlike some other acts of genocide that were supposed
to “shock the conscience of mankind,” the types of harms produced by cultural genocide were
relatively far more common.5 This explains the infamous omission of a provision against
cultural genocide from the ﬁnal draft of the Convention. Bachman’s following chapter covers
familiar terrain in recounting the drafting process, while also demonstrating the hegemonic
interests at stake. Perhaps most glaringly, attention is drawn to Article XII of the ﬁnal draft, or
the so-called “colonial clause.”6 Inserted towards the end of the process by the British, this
allowed application of the Convention in colonial territories to be voluntary, not compulsory.
Ostensibly reasonable points of conceptual opposition against the cultural genocide provision,
like the argument that it represented an “undue extension” and a “lack of … proportionality,”7
were ﬁg leafs covering the naked self-interests of colonial powers. This omission effectively
“permitted such states to continue to employ acts associated with the technique of cultural
genocide during the UNGC’s drafting process, as well as subsequent to its entry into force.”8
The Convention thus produced a lasting blind spot that has effectively condoned and even
normalized certain forms of group destruction while criminalizing others.
Since World War II, this blind spot has been at least partly compensated by certain
developments in other areas of international law. David Nersessian’s chapter reviews how the
issue of cultural genocide can be addressed through specialized treaties that protect different
types of cultural property, as well as the limited cultural rights in the human rights regime.
These two approaches provide alternative international legal routes for surmounting the gap
left behind by the Convention. Such discursive shifts appear elsewhere in the volume. For
example, Daud Abdullah’s chapter on Israel and Palestine cites the 1954 Hague Convention for
the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conﬂict, whereas Andrew Woolford’s
concluding chapter refers to the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Yet
neither case inspires much conﬁdence in the search for alternative international legal
protections. Nersessian reasons that “half a loaf is better than none,”9 but the larger forces that
produced the Convention’s blind spot are still largely in effect.
Despite its ofﬁcial estrangement, the cultural genocide concept productively operates
from beyond the margins of international law. In a point not fully illustrated in the volume, the
concept’s outsider status was largely brought back to life in the post-1970s context of global
Indigenous politics. In her chapter on the Guarani Kaiowá in Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil, Genna
Naccache stresses that:
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What is at stake … is their very survival as a culturally distinct
people. This is not a label, but a way of understanding a
people’s experience of suffering and collective loss, which they
experience as culturally and physically destructive.10
Other chapters on settler colonialism in the United States (by Lauren Carasik and
Bachman), Australia (Martin Crook and Damien Short), and Canada (Andrew Woolford) also
stress the ongoing threats and realities of social destruction faced by Indigenous peoples. In this
contemporary setting, the cultural genocide concept serves important rhetorical functions by
articulating the righteous indignation of at-risk peoples and alerting the world to threatening
situations that may otherwise remain unnoticed.
Whereas Part I of the volume analyzes cultural genocide as a discursive formation in
global governance, Part II examines real-world cases and particular methods. No single
deﬁnition of cultural genocide is used consistently across the chapters, although this is to be
expected with any edited volume. Some chapters get away without offering any explicit
deﬁnition. For example, Helen Malko’s chapter on the so-called “Islamic State”11 provides a
devastating description of cultural genocide without needing to cite any particular version of
the concept. In this chapter and others, readers get a sense of the varied techniques under this
category: the vandalism and looting of cultural artifacts; the desecration of holy places; the
prohibition of languages and customs; the closure of social institutions; the erasure of historical
records; and the forced transfer of children, including residential schools, but also contemporary
foster care and adoption systems. The contributors also stress the cultural ramiﬁcations of other
techniques, such as the assassination of leaders, massacres, enslavement, removal and
dispossession, and especially ecological destruction.
Beyond a general consensus on the meaning of cultural genocide, however, the chapters
in Part II can be distinguished according to the various macro-level social forces that typically
produce relations of cultural genocide, such as religion, the global political economy, and the
nation-state. Of these, religion gets the least coverage. It is most evident in Malko’s review of
the Islamic State’s rejection of diversity, as represented by the unique cosmologies of the Yazidis
and the Assyrians. Similarly, Moojan Momen essay on the Baha’i in Iran begins by observing
this as a case in which an ostensibly “traditional” society attempts to eliminate a “modern”
one.12 However, the case of the Baha’i in Iran is not dissimilar from Abdullah’s chapter on Israel
and Palestine, where the manifestation of cultural genocide has been driven as much by the
state than religion. Apart from brief references elsewhere to Catholic missionaries in colonial
Brazil or the role of churches in the Indian residential schools, the theme of religion is otherwise
limited to these chapters.
The global political economy receives relatively more attention. For example, Lauren
Carasik’s chapter, co-authored with Bachman, reviews the cost-effective logic behind the late
19th century shift in American Indian policy from confrontation and conﬁnement to
assimilation. Intending to further sever the deep bonds between Indigenous peoples and their
territories, the assimilative project of the Indian residential school system was designed to
produce new docile subjects ﬁt for a liberal order. To that end, multiple chapters use the settler
colonial analytic as a longitudinal and materialist framework for understanding the imperative
of limitlessly expanding capitalist property relations vis-a-vis the long-term goal of eliminating
Indigenous peoples as autonomous polities and social collectivities. Chapters by Naccache on
Brazil and Crook and Short on Australia also highlight the roles of agribusiness and extractive
industries in causing ecological destruction. Woolford thus imparts a crucial lesson: “We need to
contend with the material nature of what is often portrayed as cultural genocide.”13
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Finally, the modern state appears to be the most common institutional force in the
global manifestations of cultural genocide, showing up in one form or another across all of the
chapters. This is especially so with Kjell Anderson’s reprised essay on the colonization of West
Papua as part of an aggressive project of nation-building in the postcolonial state of Indonesia,
which like so many other modern nation-states that attempt to forge unity out of diversity,
involves the incorporation of colonized populations into the territorial integrity and political
unity of the sovereign state. The case is made for a theoretical distinction between “hot” and
“cold”14 genocides, with the latter referring to slow-motion, low-intensity, and long-term
processes of Indigenous group destruction. Such processes are underpinned less by intense
hatreds than condescension, considering the deep-seated normative belief of the supposed
inevitability of so-called “primitive” peoples going extinct when faced with the inexorable
march of “progress.”15 This type of attitude was instrumental in producing the blind spot of the
Convention. So long as such prejudices remain normalized, this blind spot will persist.
In sum, there is an urgent need for this book, as the emerging research agenda on
cultural genocide faces a world where patterns of cultural genocide appear to be normal, even
fundamental. This very point was stressed by two French anthropologists from the 1960s,
Robert Jaulin and Pierre Clastres, whose important works on ethnocide were notably absent in
the volume’s references.16 In fact, the keyword ethnocide only appears infrequently; where it
does show up, it is problematically conﬂated with cultural genocide. To a certain extent, such
conﬂation makes sense, insofar as we are opening up the concept of genocide to include broader
forms of social destruction. Accordingly, this volume is correct: cultural genocide is genocide.
By that logic, ethnocide may be redundant terminology. With that said, the types of techniques
covered by the cultural genocide and ethnocide concepts are quite common, more so than other
techniques of genocide. Even if we no longer abide by the modernist divorce of the cultural
from the physical and biological, some other type of distinction may still be warranted, as
evidenced by Anderson’s theory of cold genocide. In that sense, perhaps the old ethnocide
concept warrants renewed attention.
Beyond that, where does this research agenda go from here? Possibilities for future case
studies are enormous; given the global normalcy of assimilation and other culturally destructive
processes, there is no shortage of cases. Although the geographic coverage in this volume is
somewhat limited (China is missing, for example), these contributions provide models for such
an approach. Moreover, considering how many of the chapters here concern ongoing situations,
it is imperative for the genocide prevention community to correct its inherited blind spot and
pay attention to the issues raised by cultural genocide (and ethnocide). This research agenda
still has a long way to go, not least in terms of gaining respect, but this volume has helped
cement its status.
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Are Perpetrators Under-Researched?
“Perpetrators remain a comparatively under-researched cohort across the humanities and
the social sciences”1—so wrote Kjell Anderson and Erin Jessee in the introduction to their
2020 anthology, Researching Perpetrators of Genocide. Looking at the rich history of Germanand English-language research on such perpetrators of violence alone, this is a daring thesis.
Alternatively, it may be a strategic scientific (marketing) argument, or (more tragically), the
authors of these sentences do not know any better. New and English-language perpetrator
research, as I like to call it, has been pushing onto the market for some years now under this
very label in the form of networks (https://perpetratorstudies.sites.uu.nl/), journals (Journal
of Perpetrator research, (https://jpr.winchesteruniversitypress.org/) and corresponding book
publications. So, it is time to take a look at their theoretical and empirical offerings. This will
be done here on the basis of three anthologies from the last two years.
Three Fundamental Problems
To begin with, and at the same time to summarize, three fundamental problems must be
pointed out that go hand in hand with the focus on perpetrators. Firstly, there is a definition
problem: perpetrators can ultimately only be identified based on their actions and the
context in which these actions take place. This difficulty and the criticism of it has already
led to a massive shift in the formulated research interest. For example, Uğur Ümit Üngör, a
leading representative of the new English-language publishing group, has recently made an
explicit distinction between perpetration and perpetrators, focusing on the former and thus
explicitly on the processuality of the production of collective violence and less on ex post facto
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constructed groups such as perpetrators.2 Furthermore, there is a problem of demarcation: actually,
bodies of knowledge should be excluded that are not directly concerned with perpetrators but
are at the same time fundamental to the process under investigation—often, but not exclusively,
genocides. And this refers to a third aspect, the problem of explanation: the view of the actors
designated as perpetrators is not sufﬁcient to understand processes of collective violence.3
Handbook of Perpetrator Studies
The Routledge International Handbook of Perpetrator Studies, edited by Susanne Knittel and
Zachary Goldberg, illustrates a remarkable diversity of topics. At the same time, it shows a
variety of thematic and personal overlaps with genocide research. This applies, for example, to
the view of so-called Nazi perpetrators; organizational sociological approaches; discussions of
the Milgram Experiment, taking into account its explanatory content for perpetrator research;
reﬂections on updating the studies on Authoritarian Personality; or reﬂections on evil (Nature of
Moral Evil). In addition, there are many themes and theoretical approaches that have become
popular in the last decade (or decades) which have been brought to bear on perpetrators.
Examples are the connection between posthumanism and perpetrators, essays on gender,
postcolonialism, animal studies, or climate change. Much of it is interesting, little new, hardly
anything speciﬁc to perpetrator studies.
In genocide research, there is a tradition of thinking about the consequences and
aftermath of such complexes of events. Firstly, various forms of responsibility (e.g., legal and
moral) for the economic, social and health consequences of the complex of events are discussed
(often under the heading of trauma). Secondly, types of representation in various media are
discussed and thirdly, there is a long preoccupation with the didacticization of the topic for
memorial sites, museums, schools and studies. The last two areas in particular, are linked to
efforts of prevention or the hope of learning from history. And these three thematic complexes
are also found in the book.
In the area of consequences, there are philosophical aspects of evil that, to use a pun,
surpass evil itself in banality. For example, Paul Formosa writes that perpetrators are not
passive entities but “active agents” (sic!) who remain responsible for their actions towards
others.4 This is followed by articles on restorative justice, perpetrator trauma, intergenerational
consequences of mass trauma for producing new perpetrators and ﬁnally on the merits of a
public health perspective for genocide prevention.
The discussion that has taken place in the ﬁeld of mass violence research around
representation actually begins with scholarly writing about violence, which is subject to a high
degree of in part voluntary standardization; especially as far as journal articles are concerned.
Nevertheless, there have always been innovative approaches, such as Saul Friedländer's Nazi
Germany and the Jews.5 The examination of those topics continues with various forms of artistic
interpretation of genocidal events and here again and again with the actions of the actors
involved. This happens in regard to literature, ﬁlm (ﬁction and documentary), theatre, graphic
novels, gaming, etc. The new perpetrator research narrows this discussion in this handbook and
all too often beyond to its eponymous subject.
The same applies to the pedagogical efforts of those working in various educational
institutions and those reﬂecting on how to appropriately and effectively convey the actions of
2
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actors in contexts of genocidal violence in educational contexts. Indeed, the focus on
perpetrators in recent English-language perpetrator research makes it more difﬁcult to do
justice to the complexity of extreme mass violence. What is fundamentally lacking in prevention
pedagogy that focuses on perpetrators is the teaching or even the training of concrete strategies
for action that enable individuals to become capable of acting, especially at the beginning of
processes of exclusion.
This does not require historical knowledge, reflections on empathy6 or theatre
performances,7 but embodied and performatively practiced forms of cooperation or
overcoming aggression. All in all, this book does not introduce us to perpetrator research, but
rather recycles known material from genocide research in order to market it under the
catchword perpetrator research. The fact that an author can claim in such a book that Amon
Göth, the commander of the Krakow concentration camp, was a Nazi collaborator because he
was Austrian indicates that the texts were not optimally supervised by those responsible for
them.8
Researching Perpetrators of Genocide
The most important development and probably also the justification for speaking of a
separate field is the amount of data generated through interviews with perpetrators of
violence. For a long time, knowledge about genocide perpetrators was based almost
exclusively on court or investigation files. The individual interview as a source and method is
gaining dramatically in importance in the field. Criminologist Kjell Anderson, oral historian
Erin Jessee, political scientist Timothy Smith and historian Uğur Ümit Üngör are examples of
researchers whose explanatory models are largely based on extensive empirical work. As a
result of this development, publications on methods and methodological issues are
increasingly appearing, such as the anthology by Kjell Anderson and Erin Jessee Researching
Perpetrators of Genocide. It contains many insights into empirical work with perpetrators of
violence that differ from other fields of research. This is especially true with regard to field
access and questions of research ethics. However, it is noticeable during the reading that a
number of important points are addressed but not consistently discussed to the end or are left
vague. For example, many of the researchers work with translators. Some authors also point
out in principle that this can influence the interpretation of the data and the formulation of
the results.9 However, a decided discussion or disclosure of how to deal with such difficulties
is by no means the rule in the respective publications. Nor are there any considerations to
systematically and regularly involve the translators in the interpretation or formulation of the
results—or even to make them co-authors.
In fact, the discussion about the handling of the collected material, i.e., the evaluation,
the documentation, the publication, and the provision of the data to the community is still in
its infancy. Standards such as the publication of data material used in articles to make the
conclusions comprehensible are also questioned in this book, among others, with reference to
the protection of research subjects. Nevertheless, there is an urgent need for a discussion
about the possibilities of making data sets available to the professional public in a curated
form. This would bring many advantages, especially for research; for example, in terms of
6
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comparative research or the automated evaluation of large amounts of data. The material is
potentially available. Methods could be adapted or developed. Thus, on an adequate
empirical basis, it could be possible to gain insights into whether and, if so, how perpetrators,
or more precisely, the genesis of certain actions (e.g., one person shoots another) or action
contexts (e.g., a massacre) differ in different contexts. Unfortunately, there is surprisingly little
concrete information in the book about translations, as well as the documentation, storage,
analysis, and publication of (interview) data.
Kjell Anderson’s article is representative of an approach that can be found in a
number of contributions. He problematizes and reflects on problems without offering
solutions or what would be the prerequisite for getting to the bottom of these problems. For
example, he points out that the representation of perpetrators varies depending on who
represents them. Anderson links this view to what he calls archetypes—he speaks of artists,
lawyers, victims, perpetrators and researchers. It immediately becomes obvious that, firstly,
these are different categories and, secondly, he narratively establishes commonalities or
communities quite uncritically in his text. For example, there is talk of “we, as researchers,”10
a formulation that assumes unity with regard to epistemological questions, which I consider
questionable for the field of those who deal with aspects of collective violence. It would make
much more sense, for example, to speak of perspectives on acts of violence and at the same
time describe their fluidity. In this way, a distinction could be made between perspectives,
interpretations, and representations of those who endure, carry out, participate in, and
observe. This is a fundamental problem that goes hand in hand with the focus on actors
(perpetrators, for example), who can in fact only be defined through their actions and the
evaluations of these by third parties. In other words, much of the conceptual difficulty that
Anderson also discusses is due to the very approach of perpetrator research.
Some articles offer insight into the work in the field, especially for those with little
field experience. Erin Jessee, for example, refers to her experience in Rwanda to describe the
many political and administrative obstacles on the way to interviewing perpetrators. At the
same time, it is obvious how little space the author gives to important aspects such as data
documentation or the cooperation of third parties, for example with regard to translations.
There is only one sentence of several lines on the former, which at least indicates that the
interviews could not be recorded.11 The latter are only mentioned en passant in a sentence
dealing with the safety of the researchers: “Of similar concern was the realization that while
my personal safety could be relatively assured by leaving Rwanda, the same could not be said
for the Rwandan research assistants who provided simultaneous translations during these
interviews.”12 Apart from the fact that these assistants were apparently able to translate
simultaneously while the author was taking notes, we learn nothing about these persons,
their qualifications and experience, their role in the research process, etc. This is not
appropriate for an article in a book with a research content. This is too little for contributions
in a book with the claim to inform about research in a rather complex field.
At the same time, the volume also offers innovative approaches, such as the work of
Uğur Ümit Üngör on actors in the Syrian civil war, which provides a deep insight into the
importance of social hierarchies for the decision of groups (clans) to fight for one side or the
other.13 Such empirically saturated studies certainly hold great potential for research on
violence as a whole.
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Perpetrators of International Crimes: Theories, Methods, and Evidence
The volume on Perpetrators of International Crimes: Theories, Methods, and Evidence, edited by
Alette Smeulers, Maartje Weerdesteijn, and Barbora Holá leaves a better impression. The book
begins with a good, if very narrow, overview by Alette Smeulers of a history of research on
perpetrators of violence in genocidal contexts and terrorism. In the next chapter, the editors
introduce a number of established models and studies that are intended to help explain (again,
primarily genocidal) violence or the involvement of the actors perpetrating this violence. On the
one hand, such sections are orienting, especially for students. At the same time, they consolidate
a canon of explanatory patterns and narratives, and this despite the fact that the authors discuss
quite critically, for example, the scope of experimental studies that are now considered classical.
Thus, my criticism is not so much of the texts in this volume as of processes of canonization,
especially when this cannot be justiﬁed exclusively in the quality of the canonized approaches—
as is the case, for example, with the Stanford Prison Experiment, which was most recently
debunked by Thibault Le Texier.14
Even more than the other books, this one goes beyond genocidal violence. Chandra
Lekha Sriram, for example, reﬂects on her many years of experience with violent actors in
various civil wars; there is a study by Georg Frerks on female ﬁghters of the so-called Tamil
Tigers and a fascinating biographical sketch of Rwandan President Paul Kagame by Maartje
Weerdesteijn. Kagame’s dictatorial regime, on the one hand successful in terms of education
and prosperity, on the other, and perhaps closely related to this, responsible for mass violence as
well as targeted assassinations, is explained with reference to Max Weber as a form of purpose
rationality. While in this case it is still clear why this actor can be considered a perpetrator, this
is less comprehensible in the case of civil war actors. Siram, for example, selects her interview
partners because they are considered “alleged perpetrators.”15
Other contributions such as the one by Pieter Nanninga, who brings some order to the
relationship between secular and religious justiﬁcations of violence, are also gratifying. He uses
case studies of terrorist attacks in Germany and France to show that it is wrong to describe them
as religious terrorism or to hold religion responsible for this violence.16
Jonathan Leader Maynard has been working for some time on the signiﬁcance of
ideologies for the exercise of collective violence. Unfortunately, his deﬁnition of ideology is
already ﬂawed, as it contains further elements that need to be explained, but which are not
clariﬁed further (e.g., “political world” and “political behavior”).17 Furthermore, in my view, the
core of what constitutes ideologies remains unaddressed; namely, those parts of such narratives
that explain who bears responsibility for the conditions deemed problematic. This is because
they—usually a group deﬁned in the respective ideology—become the actual problem.
Accordingly, opposition to this group becomes integral to improving what is perceived as a
difﬁcult situation.
Recognizing that ideologies do not directly trigger violence or motivate actors to
participate in it, he develops a so-called neo-ideological approach. This includes insights such as
that ideologies need not be exceptional or “deviant,”18 that perpetrators are not all ideologized
in the same way, and that ideologies play a role in solidifying social norms that make it difﬁcult
for individuals not to engage in exclusionary acts. Maynard establishes the connection between
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these initially narratively composed models of explaining the world and actual social action
rather thinly in argumentative terms via “social-psychological conformity effects.”19
Conclusion
This last publication, in particular, certainly offers an introductory overview for students
interested in various aspects of collective violence. So, I can deﬁnitely recommend its purchase
to libraries. This is less true of the other two volumes. Many (not all, of course) of their
contributions lack intellectual acuity, knowledge of relevant research that lies beyond a narrow
corpus of recurrent concepts and studies. Signiﬁcant questions, such as the formation,
stabilization and decay of social norms, which are central to the understanding of collective
violence, remain unaddressed. Theories of action ﬁnd almost no mention. And, as already
noted, the collection, storage, analysis, translation, and accessibility of data on the group in
question are very inadequately dealt with.
Two ﬁnal criticisms probably concern matters of taste. First, it is extremely tedious to
work through publications with endnotes. Secondly, I ﬁnd it regrettable when, especially in
English-language publications, diacritical marks, for example in names, are ignored. For me,
this has something to do with care.
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